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Abstract 
One of the dreams of the modern, computer-technology-enabled business is the automation of 
monitoring and execution of contracts. Agent technology and multi-agent systems research 
promises to provide flexible and efficient solutions to this problem. To date, research in this 
area has mostly concentrated on knowledge representation of legal states, such as obligation and 
permission. Research into contract execution and monitoring is a smaller, but rapidly growing, 
area. 
In this thesis, we propose ECCL, a novel contract representation language based on the Event 
Calculus. Contracts are viewed as a kind of game whose state can be manipulated by events. Our 
contract language integrates communication semantics, interaction protocols, deontic concepts, 
trusted third parties, basic negotiation and interactions between contracts. The interpreter, 
selon, defines the evaluation of queries in a contractual context. 
We further describe a BDI (beliefs-desires-intentions) agent architecture capable of monitoring 
and executing these contracts. An agent that is executing several contracts may find that it has 
many obligations that must be fulfilled simultaneously. For this reason, our agent architecture is 
multi-threaded, allowing each obligation or other goal to be concurrently achieved by a separate 
thread of activity. These threads of activities are called intentions. 
Our agent architecture provides a mechanism for the detection and prioritisation of multiple 
incompatible intentions. Our work is the first to use teleo-reactive plans in the context of 
contract execution. Included in the architecture is a base library of plans to deal with the 
common contracting situations - the agent designer need supply only plans to handle domain- 
specific goals. We are careful not to mix the agent's own beliefs with the state of the contracts 
to which it must adhere. 
The result is a system where the agent's behaviour is constrained and directed by the contracts 
it has agreed. Not only does it monitor and execute the obligations pertaining to it, but it is 
also able to reason with the contracts to determine whether a contract can be used to satisfy 
its goals. In this way, an agent can make use of its contracts to outsource its goals by means 
of obliging other agents to perform them. We demonstrate this behaviour in a multi-agent and 
multi-contract scenario involving vendor, customer, bank and courier agents. One of the most 
interesting features of the scenario is how the customer makes use of a standing contract with 
the vendor to agree a one-off transactional contract in order to achieve its goal of owning a 
particular item. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Today, networked information technology services are fulfilling more and more business func- 
tions. For example, in the business-to-customer domain, we now have online banking, online 
retail and online support available 24 hours a day, usually provided at a lower cost due to the 
decreased human labour component. In the business-to-business domain, we see large retail- 
ers (such as department stores) electronically integrating with their suppliers with just-in-time 
inventory and automatic stock control systems. Some retailers have electronically integrated 
their business operations with courier companies to arrange the delivery of their products to the 
consumer. 
In the business world, such services are becoming commonplace. Indeed, a fashionable software 
engineering model, service-oriented architecture (SOA) [58], advocates the development and 
deployment of a set of loosely coupled, communicating electronic services as a means of solving 
business problems while retaining flexibility for further development in the future. A large 
project, such as the information technology infrastructure supporting Heathrow Terminal 5, can 
involve the development and deployment of more than 200 distinct services. It was decided to 
integrate these services by means of an SOA [166]. Such is the attraction of the concept that 
SAP, one of the world's largest suppliers of business software, has recently finished recasting its 
monolithic financial products as a suite of services in a service-oriented architecture [6]. 
There are many similarities between a network of online electronic services and the concept of a 
multi-agent system. Agents fit naturally into this business environment, either as specialist ser- 
vice providers or as general purpose co-ordinators. Agents can represent businesses themselves, 
services offered to their customers, the customers themselves (by means of some kind of browser 
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interface, for example), and services within the business. 
Agents can be - and frequently are - more than just services. A commonly cited defining 
characteristic of an agent is that of autonomy. This means that an agent is free to proactively 
initiate its own actions without necessarily having to wait for an incoming service request. For 
example, a trader agent at a stock market may choose to initiate its own transactions and is 
able to decide for itself whether to agree to proposed transactions. Totally autonomous agents 
may be more of a curse than a blessing, however. For example, an agent that is requested to 
perform some action but then decides to do something else instead might cause major problems 
for a business. 
The concept of contracts helps to solve this problem. So too, the concept of norms (i. e. principles 
of generally accepted proper behaviour). However, by itself the concept of norms is too general, 
requiring us to constrain the norms to a particular context. This can be done by means of 
coupling the concept of norms with that of institutions [59,22], where the institution actually 
models a contractual context. For example marriage is a contractual relationship set in the 
context of a sociological institution. 
Agents agree to constrain their behaviour to meet their obligations as specified in a contract. For 
example, when making a purchase online, one is offering to the vendor to buy some products at 
a price suggested by their shop. If the vendor accepts the offer, a contract has been formed and 
both the customer and the vendor are bound to fulfil its terms (namely paying for the products 
and supplying them). That is, payment and delivery are not optional - if these actions are not 
performed then the other party has cause to seek legal redress. 
Service level agreements (SLAs) are contracts that specify a target level of service that must 
be met by a service provider. Internet hosting companies, delivery companies, and printing 
companies are examples of service providers. The agreements also usually specify what should 
happen when the service levels have not been met. For example, a business may have an SLA 
with an internet service provider to target a 99.9% uptime with a penalty of a free month's 
service should that level not be met. 
In this work, we are interested in how agents may be made aware of the contracts by which they 
are bound. Specifically: 
" an agent should be able to deduce from the contract what obligations it 
bears. 
" an agent should be able to deduce what obligations other parties in the contract 
bear and 
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whether they have fulfilled or violated past obligations. This monitoring function may be 
particularly useful when it comes to negotiating future contracts. 
" an agent should be able to exploit contracts by causing obligations on other agents that 
are in line with its goals. This function allows the agent to be a middle-man, and to agree 
to proposals even though the agent might not have all the necessary resources itself to 
execute it. 
1.1 Contract Representation 
What sort of language should be used to represent agent contracts? Although most contracts 
today are in natural language, we will use a formal representation amenable to automated rea- 
soning. Natural language processing methods have been applied to user queries about contract 
knowledge in general [128], but as of this writing, we are not aware of any research to suggest 
that this has been successfully applied to contract text itself. 
We identify the following desirable properties of a computer-understandable contract language: 
" The language should have a clear and unambiguous semantics 
" The language should be able to easily express how contract state varies over time, and 
should have a reasonable computationally-efficient evaluation mechanism. By contact 
state, we mean what obligations, permissions and other relations are implied by the con- 
tract on the parties that execute it. 
" The language should be able to represent domain-specific concepts. 
There are many existing approaches to contract representation, ranging from structured docu- 
ment formats such as Lega1XML [135] to logical languages such as LCR [52]. Logics are preferable 
for our purpose since by design they have a clear and unambiguous semantics, although they do 
not always have an efficient evaluation mechanism. Logics have also been used for representing 
and reasoning with norms relative to an institution. The Merriam-Webster online dictionary 
defines norms as "1. an authoritative standard. 2. a principle of right action binding upon the 
members of a group and serving to guide, control, or regulate proper and acceptable behavior" 
[122]. 
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Languages to represent norms (coupled with a concept of institutions) are relevant to contract 
representation because one can regard a contract as a written representation of the norms (and 
sanctions) of a society comprised only of the signatories to the contract. Languages for policy 
representation are also relevant in this context: institutional policies are similar to norms, but 
are usually written down and affect individuals within an organisation depending on their rank 
and roles. 
A language that has been applied to both norms and policies is Kowalski and Sergot's Event 
Calculus [110,14,18,611. We employ a variant of the Event Calculus as the basis of our 
contract language. Event calculus is a set of axioms in first-order predicate logic that defines the 
relationship between events, time-points and fluents (state). It is natural to model obligations, 
permissions and timers as fluents, and messages and timeouts as events. Although we do not 
use a special-purpose language for representing domain-specific concepts, we have found that 
it is possible to represent our example domains by means of predicates and functional terms 
without too much difficulty. There is no reason, however, why the Event Calculus could not be 
combined with a higher level description logic such as DAML+OIL [5] or OWL [145] should this 
be required [39]. 
One of the chief advantages of Event Calculus is that it is easy to evaluate. This is because 
the axioms may easily be represented as logic programs with negation as failure [40]. Indeed, 
the SLDNF proof procedure [41] that is readily available in Prolog serves to straightforwardly 
evaluate most Event Calculus programs. It is also possible to plan with the Event Calculus by 
evaluating the language as an abductive logic program. There is a wide choice of abductive proof 
procedures which differ in allowed input syntax (particularly the syntax of integrity constraints), 
and conditions under which termination is guaranteed. In Section 7.3.3 we suggest how the CIFF 
system [57] might be used to this end. 
1.2 Contract Monitoring and Execution 
Contract monitoring refers to monitoring the compliance of the parties to the terms and con- 
ditions of their contract. This information can help agents assess the reliability of potential 
contract partners, and the risk of agreeing contracts with them. Contract execution refers to the 
performance of whatever actions the contract obliges the respective parties to 
do. Depending 
on the contract, the action could be a simple directly-performable action or 
it could be more 
abstract, such as bringing about a particular state of affairs. Often there 
is more than one way 
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to reach a given state, and there is a trade-off between the cost of the time taken to search for 
the best actions and the benefit enjoyed by it. 
As a first cut at the problem of fulfilling one's obligations, we lean towards a procedural reasoning 
agent approach. Procedural reasoning incorporates procedural knowledge into the agent in the 
form of a plan library. Each plan in the library is written to achieve a specific goal or goal pattern. 
Plans can contain sub-goals which, when they are executed by the agent, will in turn cause the 
plan-library to be consulted. This may further result in the agent querying its contracts in order 
to outsource the sub-goal. In this way, procedural reasoning systems can perform a kind of 
hierarchical planning. The top-level strategy to achieve a goal can be decided first. The details 
can be deferred until a decision about them must be made and more information is known. 
The disadvantage of a procedural reasoning system is that all the needed plans must be pro- 
grammed into the agent ahead of time. This is less of a problem than it sounds because the plans 
in a procedural reasoning system can be fairly generic (by using variables as part of the goal). 
Even so, there may be situations where the agent has a goal for which there is no applicable plan 
in its library. For this reason we suggest in Section 7.3.3 how a planner might be included in 
the system with a particular focus on exploiting existing contracts (and possibly even agreeing 
new ones) to accomplish a particular goal. 
An agent architecture is a template for an agent, which can be specialised by the agent de- 
signer to meet their particular need. Our agent architecture builds on top of AgentMT(TR) 
(cf. Section 4.3), a multi-threaded beliefs-desires-intentions agent architecture that incorporates 
ideas from AgentSpeak(L) [143] and Nilsson's Triple-tower architecture [134]. We use the Event 
Calculus to reason both about the relationships implied by the contracts and the state of the 
world. Declarative initiates and terminates rules specify how events modify these states. 
A key 
advantage of this system is that these states are updated non-destructively allowing not only 
the most current state to be queried, but also any the state at a previous time point. 
1.3 State of the Art 
One of the issues that existing research does not address well 
is the issue of contractual context. 
Researchers tend to allow obligations and permissions from one contract to mix with those 
from 
another and with the agents own beliefs. We believe that 
it is very important to maintain a 
clear separation between contracts, contractual 
facts and agent beliefs. We accomplish this by 
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requiring agents to explicitly mark the messages they send with a reference to the contractual 
context in which it should be interpreted. Additionally, our contract language naturally supports 
a separation of contractual facts by means of the selon (C , G) predicate which is used to answer 
a query G in the contractual context C. We realise of course that sometimes it is necessary or 
convenient for the agent's own more general beliefs to be influenced by contractual state. For 
example, if a contract leads to a change in ownership of an item, it is useful for an agent to track 
these changes in ownership in its own beliefs. In Section 5.2.3 we provide a general mechanism 
for this. 
With the exception of NoA [108] and CIA [169] existing AI research has not looked at embedding 
contract execution into the agents themselves. Instead the focus has been on contract monitor- 
ing, or society simulation, frequently from a global perspective where all actions by all agents 
are visible. 
1.4 Objectives 
We have striven in this research to develop a contract representation language which: 
" allows an agent to query their contracts about their current legal state, including which 
terms have been fulfilled and violated as well as what additional legal states (such as sub- 
contracts and ownership) have been established. The semantics of the language should 
ensure the invariant that all agents participating in a contract have the same perception 
of the contract's state. 
" allows an agent to query their contracts' state at any point in the past. 
" allows an agent to perform what-if-style queries on their contracts, for example to 
deter- 
mine what the effect of sending a message might be. Additionally, it should 
be possible 
to determine what message or sequence of messages would lead to the initiation or termi- 
nation of some contractual state. This helps an agent find the right contract to exploit 
in 
order to accomplish its goals. 
" can be used with different messaging models (for example point-to-point communication 
as opposed to publish-subscribe systems). 
We further have striven to design an agent architecture that meets the following objectives: 
1.5. Contributions 
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" An agent can have multiple active contracts simultaneously without there being undue 
conflict between them. 
" The effects of one contract can affect another contract, in a controlled way. 
" The agent can determine when its existing intentions and commitments are in conflict with 
its legal obligations. 
" An agent can take advantage of fortuitous events that might occur in pursuit of its goals. 
Equally, an agent should be able to recover from set backs, and attempt alternative means 
to accomplish its goals. 
" The agent architecture should provide common behaviour and functions that are indepen- 
dent of the domain of applicability. 
1.5 Contributions 
We have designed a contract language, ECCG, based on the Event Calculus to meet the objectives 
outlined in Section 1.4. We have compared eCC. Cwith other proposed formal contract languages 
and shown how to formulate constructs from these languages in our language, for example sliding 
windows (cf. Section 3.12.4). Of significance is the way in which contract states are isolated from 
each other while still allowing events from one contract to effect another in a controlled way. 
The isolation is accomplished by being able to evaluate goals in a contractual context, by means 
of a predicate called selon (cf. Section 3.11.1). Controlled inter-contract effects are enabled by 
"reported-events" (cf. Section 3.9) and "authoritative agents" (cf. Section 3.7) mechanisms. 
We have designed an agent architecture based on a hybrid agent architecture AgentMT(TR) 
which has its roots in a combination of AgentSpeak(L) [143] and teleo-reactive programs [133]. 
Our architecture extends this with a belief-base structured as a logic program. Core to the 
belief base are the Event Calculus axioms themselves. Since both the contract language and the 
agent's beliefs are based on the Event Calculus, changes in contract states can be selectively 
imported into the agent's own top-level beliefs. 
We exploit the AgentMT(TR) architecture (cf. Section 4.4) to show how agents can recover 
from failed plans, and how they can detect and resolve conflicts between their intentions. We 
show how legal aspects of a contract can be monitored and executed. We show how an agent 
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can detect when one obligation subsumes another, meaning that the fulfilment of one obligation 
will imply the fulfilment of another 
In Chapter 6 we demonstrate how the contract language and agent architecture fits together in 
a multi-agent application scenario. We demonstrate extensive use of the authoritative agents 
(where an agent is authoritative about some fact in a contract), reported events and imported 
fluents (where an agent can "import" facts from active contracts into its belief-base) concepts. 
The example in Section 6.3 also demonstrates how agents can exploit contracts to achieve their 
own ends, as well as to be directed by them when they have become contractually obliged to 
achieve something. Of particular interest is how an agent, having incurred an obligation in one 
contract, can make use of its other contractual relationships to outsource the obligation. In 
this way, our system echoes the spirit of the Contract Net protocol [161], and in particular its 
PLACA extensions [167]. There are two main differences between our system and the Contract 
Net and PLACA, however. Firstly in Contract Net tasks announcements are broadcast to all 
agents in the system, whereas our agents examine their existing contracts to determine which 
agents are the most appropriate for task requests. Secondly, we improve on Contract Net and 
PLACA with the addition of contract state and event history. This allows contract disputes to 
be resolved by means of consulting an unambiguous log of events. It also allows more complex 
contracts to be proposed comprising sets of obligations and permissions, something for which 
the Contract Net task description language was not designed. 
1.6 Statement of Originality and Publications 
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" John A. Knottenbelt and Keith L. Clark. Contract related agents. In Sixth International 
Workshop on Computational Logic in Multi-Agent Systems (CLIMA VI), London, UK, 
2005 [105]. 
1.7 Thesis Structure 
Chapter 2 introduces background in contract representation. We examine the problem from 
many different perspectives: logic, process, protocol, rule, action, and policy. 
Chapter 3 describes ECC. C, our contracting language. At the end of the Chapter, in Section 3.13, 
we compare and contrast our work with the most strongly related existing research. 
Chapter 4 introduces background in agent architectures. Of particular importance is Section 4.4 
which describes AgentMT(TR), on which our own agent architecture is based. 
Chapter 5 describes our own agent architecture. A single-agent example is given to aid under- 
standing of the basic operation of the architecture. We compare our work to related work in 
Section 5.6. 
Chapter 6 describes a multi-agent application scenario for contracting agents. The scenario 
includes a customer, vendor, courier, and bank agents. The behaviour of the agents is constrained 
and directed by the contracts that they have agreed between them. We show how the agent's 
internal state (intentions and beliefs) change as the contractual states change and how this leads 




A contract is usually understood as a legally enforceable agreement between two or more parties. 
This means that parties can seek redress should the agreement be breached. Note that we restrict 
the scope of our representation to the contract itself - we do not examine methods of redress 
or legal argument. The primary purpose of our representation is to enable monitoring and 
execution. Monitoring refers to checking the actions of the relevant parties for compliance to the 
terms and conditions laid out in the contract. Execution refers to the identification of current 
and future obligations or constraints and taking the necessary actions to satisfy them. 
In order to guarantee that the parties share a common understanding of the contract, we require 
that the contract text uses terms defined in a shared ontology. By ontology we mean a dictionary 
that defines the logical relationships between its symbols (or words). Ideally an ontology should 
also try to relate the symbols unambiguously to concepts understood by humans. Indeed, real- 
world contracts often include a Section of definitions, where the drafter attempts to give a specific 
meaning to words which may have multiple interpretations in natural language. Ontologies 
appropriate for agent computing can be defined in specialised languages such as descriptions 
logic (for example OWL [145] ), or more general-purpose logical languages (for example KIF 
[72]) 
As a consequence of the shared ontology requirement, any vagueness in the contract should be 
removed. Consider the clause, "upon termination of the lease, the landlord shall return the 
deposit to the tenant less reasonable expenses for the repair of damages to and the cleaning of 
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the property. " Reasonable is a vague concept that means different things to different people. 
The term should either be properly defined within the contract or it should be a reference to a 
term defined in a shared ontology. 
The remainder of this Chapter discusses some of the existing approaches to the problem of 
knowledge representation of contracts. 
In Section 2.1, we briefly introduce the concept of modal logic, as this is foundational to deontic 
logic, the logic of obligation and permission. We present SDL [65], the standard deontic logic, 
and show why it is inadequate for contract representation even though it appears well-suited 
at first. Following on, we give a brief introduction to temporal logic which is foundational for 
a logic of contract representation called LCR [52] which addresses many of the weaknesses of 
SDL. 
We then leave modal logic to look at alternative approaches to the representation of contracts, 
namely commitment logic (cf. Section 2.2), finite state machine and process-based (cf. Sec- 
tion 2.3), event semantics-based (cf. Section 2.4), protocol-based (cf. Section 2.5), rule-based 
(cf. Section 2.6) and action calculi based (cf. Section 2.7) models. 
We then examine several policy description languages for their applicability to contract repre 
sentation (see Section 2.8), and finish off with a look at the more notable industry lead efforts in 
the area of contract representation including EDI, eb-XML and WS-Agreement (see Section 2.9). 
2.1 Modal Logics 
Modal logic was originally invented by C. I. Lewis in 1918 in order to describe a kind of im- 
plication that does not have the counter-intuitive property that false implies any proposition 
[120]. The distinguishing characteristic of modal logics is that they include modal operators, 
which are typically unary operators on formulae that describe some linguistic concept such as 
necessity, possibility, knowledge, belief, obligation or temporal relation [79]. For example, in 
the modal logic of necessity, QO reads that 0 is necessary and 00, which is defined as -, Q-, q, 
reads that 0 is possible. A modal logic system typically comprises a syntax indicating what 
formulae are well-formed, a semantics indicating which formulae are true according to some 
interpretation, and a proof theory which are a set of symbolic inference rules. The proof-theory 
is usually proved to be sound and complete with respect to the semantics. Soundness ensures 
that no application of the inference rules will produce a formula that is not true in a model of 
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the premises. Completeness ensures that if a formula is true in every model of a set of premises, 
then that formula will be provable from those premises by means of the inference rules. 
2.1.1 Deontic Logic 
Deontic logic deals with obligation and permission, two frequently occuring concepts in contracts. 
The first system was proposed by Ernst Mally in 1926, but was deemed unacceptable due to its 
"rather strange consequences" [115]. In 1951, Georg Henrik von Wright published the seminal 
paper on deontic logic [172]. Von Wright's system was later modified to form what is today 
called standard deontic logic (SDL), which forms the basis for many logical systems. 
Unfortunately, SDL suffers from several well-known paradoxes: 
Ross's paradox arises from the theorem 00 -* O(0 V V)) which has an instance: "if I ought 
to mail the letter then I ought to mail it or burn it" . 
The paradox of commitment arises from the theorem Fq -* 0(0 -) which has an in- 
stance: "if it is forbidden to steal a car, then you are obliged to run over a pedestrian if 
you steal a car" [83]. 
Good Samaritan's paradox arises from the rule that if f- q -> 0, then I- 00 -* O. If we 
substitute 0 for "the good Samaritan helps the victim who has been hurt" and for "the 
victim has been hurt", and given that the good Samaritan ought to help the victim who 
has been hurt (because of their moral code), then it follows that the victim ought to be 
hurt [100]. 
Chisholm's paradox arises from the theorem (Oq AO(cb 0) n (-, 0 -* 0-0) n-0) -* I. The 
impact of this theorem is that certain intuitively consistent formulae are in fact inconsistent 
in SDL. Take for example, 0 as "you attend the party" and 0 as "you say that you are 
coming", then we have that 
1. You ought to attend the party (O0), and 
2. You ought to have said that you are coming if you attend the party 
(O(4 ýb)), and 
3. If you do not attend the party then you ought not to have said that you are coming 
(-, 0 -* O-0), and 
4. You do not attend the party (-0). 
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is intuitively consistent, but inconsistent in SDL [124]. 
The main problem these paradoxes pose to contract representation is a mismatch between in- 
tention of the contract drafter and the actual logical consequences 
Other problems such as contrary-to-duty structures, of which Chisholm's paradox is an instance, 
have also been studied. Proposed solutions include non-monotonic reasoning using priorities 
[148] and preferenced-based semantics, where a preference relation is defined to indicate more 
preferred states [165]. The idea of relativising obligations to a particular condition or situation by 
making the obligation operator binary (dyadic) has also been studied [31,141]. Some contrary- 
to-duty paradoxes involving actions can be resolved by taking into account in the logic itself 
that actions have effects and take time to complete. One such approach draws on dynamic logic, 
which was originally invented to reason about computer programs [123]. 
Unfortunately none of these approaches completely solves the issue of the paradoxes, so we need 
to look further afield. 
2.1.2 Temporal Logic 
Temporal logics are those that have special constructs for reasoning about time. They are 
relevant to contract representation because contracts frequently refer to time either as conditions 
on a clause or in order to specify a deadline. For example, one might wish to state that after a 
certain period of drought one is forbidden from watering one's lawn with a hose-pipe. Another 
example: a car repair shop is obliged to fix a car within three weeks. The same examples also 
demonstrate that a modal logic of obligation and permission could be very pertinent to the 
representation of contract clauses. 
One of the foundations of modern temporal logic is tense logic by Arthur Prior [142]. This 
introduced the modal operators F, P, G, H corresponding to "at some point in the future", "at 
some point in the past", "always in the future" and "always in the past" respectively. Tense 
logic has seen many extensions, such as the addition of the operators U and S (until and since) 
and X (also called one-step - at the next discrete time step in the future). 
There are two broad categories of temporal logics: linear-time logic (of which LTL [140] is an 
example) and branching-time logic (of which computational tree logic, CTL [21], is an exam- 
ple). Linear-time logic only allows properties to be expressed over all evolutions (or runs) of 
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past present future 
Figure 2.1: Linear-time logic view of time 
Figure 2.2: Branching-time logic view of time 
a system, whereas branching-time logic allows properties to be expressed over some or all pos- 
sible evolutions (also called paths or traces) of a system from a particular point. Figures 2.1 
and 2.2 give a graphical representation of these two views. The interested reader is referred to 
Robert Goldblatt's Logics of Time and Computation [78] for a detailed treatment of linear- and 
branching-time logics. Variants of CTL and LTL are also used to specify safety and liveness 
properties of dynamic systems that are then verified by means of model checking. 
2.1.3 Logic of Contract Representation 
Virginia Dignum et al. propose a logic of contract representation (LCR) that combines elements 
of temporal and deontic logic [52]. They avoid many of the paradoxes of standard deontic logic 
by introducing their own definition of obligation and a special viol proposition that indicates 
when a particular obligation has been violated: 
Oa(P 6) =def A(-, 6U((Eap AX (AQ-, viol(a, p, b))) V X(6 A viol((, p, 6)))) 
In the above, Oa (p < 6) means that agent a is obliged to achieve p before a deadline condition 
6 arises. A(... ) is a modal operator from CTL which asserts that a given formula applies to all 
possible evolutions of the system. Similarly X(... ) means that in the next time instant the given 
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formula must be true. Eap is the stit operator, which means that agent a brings about (or sees 
to it that) p [20]. aUß states that a is true at least until ß becomes true. The whole of the 
right hand side states that if agent a brings about p before the deadline, then it is impossible 
for the obligation to be viewed as violated in the future. Otherwise if the deadline elapses, the 
obligation is considered violated as represented by viol (a, p, 6). 
This obligation definition and viol proposition is clearly inspired by Anderson's reduction of 
deontic logic to alethic modal logic [12], where he defined Oq as El(ýo -* V). The idea is that V 
represents a `bad' state, and that if 0 ought to be the case, then necessarily a bad state results 
if 0 is not the case. 
LCR does not represent obligation fulfilment in the same way as it represents violations. Rather 
than having a fulfilled proposition, it relies on the stit operator, Eap, and the done operator, 
Dap which means that agent a has just brought about p. LCR also supports the notion of 
conditional obligations. This is written Oa(P <b 7) and is defined in terms of unconditional 
obligation and the done operator. The expression reads that agent a is obliged to achieve p 
before deadline b whenever it is true. 
We now examine Figure 2.3, a simple example due to Virginia Dignum et al. [52], to understand 
the power of representation of LCR. We express this example in our own contract language, 
SCCG, in Figure 3.6 on page 74. The first obligation states that the seller (agent S) is obliged 
to get the goods to the buyer (agent B) within 2 days. The paper says that 2 days stands for 
a logical expression meaning 2 days from `now', but does not give any hint on how to actually 
write this expression of relative time. The second obligation is a conditional obligation, and 
states that the buyer is obliged to pay the seller ¬500 within 1 day given that the seller has 
delivered the bicycle as agreed within 2 days. Here DS(q) is a modal formula meaning that S 
has done some action 0. The third obligation states that the buyer is obliged to cancel the deal 
should the seller violate their obligation to deliver the goods, and the fourth obligation states 
that should the buyer fail to meet the payment deadline, the buyer is obliged to pay an extra 
¬10 within 2 days. 
The notion of obligation presented here is particularly compelling because it is simple and yet 
powerful. The design considerations and detailed logical formalism of this kind of obligation 
structure can be found in [29] and [51]. We will draw on these ideas for our simplified represen- 
tation of obligations in Section 3. 
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1. Os(get-goods(B, bicycle) <2 days) 
2. OB(get-money(S, ¬500) <1 day I Ds(get-goods(B, bicycle) <2 days)) 
3. OB(cancel-deal(S, B, bicycle, :51 day I viol(S, get-goods(B, bicycle), 2 days)) 
4. OB(get-money(S, ¬510) <2 days I viol(B, get- money (S, ¬500), 1 day)) 
Figure 2.3: A simple example of contract clauses in LCR 
As with CTL on which it is based, LCR is designed to be used in the context of a model checker. 
This is fine when checking a model comprising a single trace of actions, but is somewhat difficult 
to apply in the context of planning without experiencing the state-space explosion problem. 
Model checkers can be used to plan by asking to prove that a certain desired state is not 
reachable. The model checker then exhaustively generates the states until it comes up with 
a sequence of transitions leading to that desired state. It is notoriously difficult, however, to 
specify these models such that the number of states is manageable. 
Planning from first principles using the contract language itself is not an absolute necessity 
our agent architecture described in Chapter 5 does not require it; however, we do discuss how 
our agent architecture can be enhanced by planning in Section 7.3.3. 
2.2 Commitments, Obligations and Expectations 
Contracts specify a set of legal relations between two or more parties, usually consisting of 
permissions and obligations. Much research has been devoted to what the most fundamental 
legal relations actually are. Famous examples include Hohfeld's fundamental legal conceptions 
where he proposed four pairs of relations and their co-relatives (cf. Figure 2.4) [86]. Although 
frequently cited, there is much debate as to whether there are in fact any fundamental legal 
conceptions at all [136]. For this reason, and because the focus of our work is executable 
contracts by means of software agents rather than humans, we have decided to keep things 
simple and deal only with obligation and permission, although this does not preclude future 
extensions to other legal concepts. 
Neal et al. refer to the concept of burdens [132], however, this is equivalent to the notion of 
obligations, with the additional property that burdens explicitly allow them to transferred 
from 
one agent to another. 










Figure 2.4: Hohfeld's fundamental legal conceptions 
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The concepts of obligation and commitment overlap in that they are both concerned with a 
motivation to achieve some goal. However, we do distinguish them. By obligation we mean the 
result of being obliged due to a clause in an agreed contract. By examining the legal state of a 
contract, it is possible to determine what obligations obtain to the relevant parties. However, 
it is not in general possible to determine what commitments a party has because commitments 
are internal mental states. Indeed it is possible for an obligation to motivate a commitment; 
however, other motivations for commitments may also exist, for example desires. 
In the agent literature, commitments have been treated as pledges and promises [91], or persistent 
goals, pursused until the desired state is obtained or becomes impossible to obtain [43]. Singh 
proposed a logical framework of commitments where he treated commitments as objects with 
four attributes, namely a debtor, a creditor, a social group (of agents), and discharge condition 
[160]. Yolum and Singh proposed a framework for the analysis of protocols where they modelled 
a commitment in a similar way but without the reference to the social group [178]. Fornara and 
Colombetti suggested a state-machine for the life-cycle of a commitment and showed how the 
semantics of the FIPA agent communication language [68] could be expressed in terms of these 
kinds of commitment [66]. 
Jennings proposed the notion of conventions as a means of monitoring commitments, particu- 
larly for the purpose of determining when it is appropriate to reconsider a commitment [91]. 
Much of that work is in the context of group problem solving in a potentially rapidly changing 
environment, where a team of agents share joint-commitments. Although this is a different 
context to our mostly bilateral contracts, we shall later see how a concept similar to Jenning's 
conventions may help an agent decide when to abandon the fulfilment of an obligation and to 
accept the penalty of violation. 
Sandholm and Lesser proposed a so-called levelled-commitment contracting protocol, where a 
penalty for decommitting from a contract could be assigned to each agent 
during the negotiation 
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process [150]. Although the paper used a very simple notion of contracts (just a task to be 
achieved for a certain price), the idea of de-commitment penalties as a means of indicating an 
agent's commitment to a contract is a good one'. We will model this notion of de-commitment 
penalties by specifying sanctions for violated obligations inside the body of an agreed contract. 
Alberti et al. proposed a type of integrity constraint on the communicative acts uttered by agents 
in a society [10,11]. These social integrity constraints take the form of implications which express 
when certain expectations (about future or past events) may arise. Positive expectations express 
events that should happen (or should have happened), and negative expectations express events 
that should never happen. Each event is associated with a time of occurrence which can be 
constrained by CLP2 constraints (for example to express a deadline relative to some other event 
that may not have happened already). Expectations differ from obligations in the sense that 
they do not necessarily require a creditor or debtor agent (for example, one could expect that 
a society event, such as an auction opening, should occur). Like obligations, expectations can 
be fulfilled and violated; however, since there is no mandatory bearer of the expectation (as 
there is with an obligation), it is not always obvious how to assign blame to the violation of an 
expectation. Expectations are a more general concept than obligation, and should be viewed 
more as an expectation of the behaviour of an agent society than as the expectation of the 
behaviour of a particular agent (which is what an obligation is). 
The original application scenario of social integrity constraints and expectations is in the speci- 
fication and verification of agent interaction in a society. By confining the society to the agents 
who have agreed a particular contract, it should be possible to reuse these concepts in the 
context of contract monitoring. However, it would also be necessary to establish a correspon- 
dence between certain classes of expectations and obligations, as obligations are a natural and 
frequently occurring concept in contracts. 
2.3 Processes and State Machines 
Many contracts can be well modelled as processes. The contract starts off in an initial state 
which describes what obligations, permissions, rights etc. each party has, and then transitions 
occur to move the contract from one state to the next until finally the contract ends up in a 
'Decommitment penalties is often cited as the reason that the Euro-fighter project, which went grossly over- 
budget, was not cancelled 
2CLP stands for constraint-logic programming. 
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terminal state, if one exists. State transitions can occur when time elapses past a given deadline 
or an agent performs an action relevant to the contract. 
Daskalopulu explores this concept informally with a hybrid dynamic-deontic logic [48]. Her 
example (Figure 2.5) is simple but convincing. Peter has ordered a pizza for 13.95 from Susan 
who must deliver it within half an hour, discounting 1.00 in the event of late delivery. The idea 
is that the legal relations between the parties depend on what actions have gone before, just like 
a process. For example, if Susan delivers on time, there will be an obligation on Peter to pay 
the full 13.95. Should Susan be late, then Peter's obligation amounts to 12.95. Of course, this 
simple example does not specify what should happen if Susan does not deliver at all, or if Peter 
takes the Pizza and refuses to pay. In the former case, it might be reasonable to bring about 
the termination of the contract. In the latter case, it might be advisable for Susan to call the 
police (although she is not necessarily obliged to do so). 
In the Figure, s stands for Susan, p for Peter, a is the action of delivering the pizza to Peter, ß 
is the action of paying the full price of the pizza to Susan and is the action of paying Peter 
compensation for late pizza delivery. The keyword initially means that the following formula is 
true at the start of contract execution. The 0 symbol is the box out of modal logic and means 
"necessarily" when there is nothing inside the box. [s : a] is dynamic logic and means "always 
after s has brought about a". The <s: a> means that it is possible that s can bring about 
a. Daskalopulu does not give a formal account of negative actions; however, informally they are 
signalled with the not prefix. Intuitively, a negative action should occur if the specified action 
has not occurred before some deadline or deadline event. A precise formal account of these 
negative actions is needed to clarify exactly when a negative action has occurred. 
Lee employs Documentary Petri Nets to support the automated design of electronic trade pro- 
cedures [112]. Lee echos the concept of a contract when he defines an electronic trade procedure 
as a "mutually agreed upon set of rules that governs the activities of all parties involved in a 
set of related business transactions. " Simple Petri nets consists of places, which may contain 
tokens, and transitions which conditionally transfer tokens from input places to output places. 
Petri nets can represent the evolution of a contract by establishing a correspondence between 
places and legal states and between transitions and agent actions or deadline expiry events. 
Petri nets have a long history of application to communication protocols, and more recently 
workflow management systems [7]. They are ideally suited to representing synchronisation 
constraints in concurrent systems and have a graphical representation which allows small-scale 
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cx =de f delivers pizza to Peter 
ß =de f pay full price of pizza to Susan 
::: --de f pay compensation to Peter for late delivery 
initially O, sca 
initially <s: cr >T 
initially < not s: a>T 
[] (Osc -* [s : a] Opß) 
(Osa --> [not s: a] (-, Opß A Osb)) 
[](Osb-*[s: 0]Oß) 
[] (OS, -* [not s: 0] terminated) 
(Opß -* [p: ß] terminated) 
(Opß -p [not p: ß] terminated) 
Figure 2.5: Pizza-ordering contract [48] 
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Petri nets to be easily understood. Furthermore, there are established techniques for verification 
of liveness properties (the system does not get deadlocked), safety properties (no bad states 
are possible) and performance properties (for example, how long does the system spend in a 
particular state configuration, how long does it on average take to get from one state to another). 
Ho et al. demonstrate that it is possible to perform partial-order planning [147] with Petri nets, 
although they admit that it is difficult to define the goal states and action signatures [85]. 
The main disadvantage of Petri nets is that they do not handle well unbounded quantities such 
as money. This issue mainly impacts property verification because most algorithms work by 
exhaustively generated and testing all the states of the system. Since this issue can often be 
resolved using appropriate higher-level abstractions, it is not a complete show-stopper. 
Verharen defines CoLa, a contract specification language, where he represents a contract as a 
set of deontic clauses [169]. Each deontic clause identifies an obligation or an authorisation and 
corresponds to a place on a Petri net. A third type of clause, an accomplishment clause, is one 
which signifies that an agent has no further role to play in the contract. 
The transitions connecting the places correspond to either simple actions or the result of ex- 
ecuting transactions (protocols) with other agents. Initially, no clauses are active, and only a 
successful action or transaction can enable some clauses (thus inducing obligations or authori- 
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contract airline 
agents: a: airline, t: travel agency 
clauses: 
S1: obl(a, A. fly) 
in T. flight-reservation(flightschedule) 
goal A . fly => S3 
exit cancelreserve(ticket) => S7 & S8 
cancel(flight) => S5 & S6 
end Si; 
end-contract 
Figure 2.6: CoLa: Airline-travel agency contract 
sations). As actions and transactions are executed, the set of enabled clauses changes. Finally, 
the contract terminates when all the accomplishment clauses are enabled. 
Figure 2.6 shows a fragment of a contract between an airline and a travel agency. The example 
lists the agents that are going to participate, and their roles, and then lists the contract clauses, 
of which there are eight in the full contract. The in keyword indicates after what action or 
successful transaction the clause may be activated. In this case, it means that clause S1 may be 
activated after a successful execution of transaction T. flight-reservation(flightschedule), 
where flightschedule is some specific flight schedule that the agency is booking on behalf of a 
customer. The clause specifies an obligation on the airline, a, to successfully complete the A. fly 
action. Here A and T are prefixes indicating actions and transactions respectively. The goal 
part indicates what clause to activate when the obligation is satisfied. In Verharen's examples, 
this goal part always matches the clause obligation if present. It is also interesting to note that 
no examples with authorisations are presented. The exit part lists what clauses to activate 
should the execution of the fly transaction be interrupted or fails in some way. Here the idea 
is that the customer can either cancel their reservation or the airline can cancel the flight. In 
either case, the activated clauses specify reparations to be made. It is not clear why goal and 
exit are strictly necessary since the in part of the clauses ought to be enough to indicate when 
a clause should be activated. 
Artikis et al. specify electronic societies using the language C+ [15]. An electronic society 
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consists of agents, their possible roles, the possible messages between them, legal relations such 
as power, permission, obligation and sanctions and the laws that specify the consequences of the 
messages. This work relates to contracts because one could consider an executing contract as 
an electronic society comprised solely of the contractor, contractee and necessary third parties. 
C+ is a non-monotonic causal theory language with state transition semantics [75]. The asso- 
ciated causal calculator (CCALC), essentially a model checker, supports automated reasoning. 
C+ suffers from the same problems as all finite-state machine approaches in that it is difficult to 
specify a model of a real-world system that does not result in a state-space explosion. For this 
reason, and other performance problems, Artikis notes that "CCALC does not seem suitable for 
on-line activities (i. e. activities during the actual execution of the societies)" [15]. 
2.4 Semantics of Communication 
Austin observed that not all utterances are statements that are either true or false [16]. Obvious 
examples are questions, commands and promises. Searle developed this concept into speech 
acts [152], and together with Vanderveken presented a formal system of speech acts called 
illocutionary logic [153]. Speech acts are represented as F(P) where F is the illocutionary 
force and P is the propositional content. Illocutionary force consists of seven different aspects: 
illocutionary point, degree of strength, mode of achievement, propositional content conditions, 
preparatory conditions and sincerity conditions. Below, we focus on the illocutionary point as 
this is the fundamental aspect. 
There are five classes of illocutionary point, namely: assertives, directives, commissives, dec- 
larations and expressives. Assertives state a fact about the world, and commit the speaker to 
the truth of the embedded propositional content. Directives indicate that the speaker intends 
that the hearer commits to bringing about a given proposition, whereas commissives commit 
the speaker to that end. Declaratives both change and announce a change in the world, given 
that the utterance is valid (that the speaker has institutional power). Examples of declaratives 
are, "I hereby name this ship `The Prancing Pony'" and, "your services are no longer required. " 
Speech act theory has formed the basis of many agent communication languages. KQML [63], 
FIPA ACL [67] and FLBC [98] are notable examples. We now examine each language for its 
appropriateness and usefulness from a contract monitoring perspective. 
KQML (Knowledge Query Manipulation Language) originally had only an informal message 
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semantics. Despite this, KQML found wide application in the ARPA KSE (Knowledge Sharing 
Effort) project and beyond. Labrou et al. described a message semantics which they claimed 
to be in first-order predicate calculus (FOPC) with predicates for belief (bei), desires (want), 
intentions (intend) and knowledge (know) [111]. The resulting ability to nest predicates such 
as want and bel is very similar to using a modal logic 
Let us examine the KQML semantics of the tell(A, B, X) performative. Taken as an assertive, 
the overall illocutionary point is bel (A , X) , that 
A believes X. The preconditon on the speaker 
is bei (A , X) , know (A, want (B, know (B, Y))) that A believes X and that A knows that B wants 
to know Y, where Y is a term that unifies with either X or its complement. The effect on the 
speaker is know (A, know (B, bel (A, X))), that is, that the speaker now knows that the hearer 
knows the speaker believes X. The effect on the hearer is that know (B , bel 
(A 
, X)) , that is, that 
the hearer now knows that the speaker believes X. 
FIPA ACL has a formal semantics specified in SL, a modal belief-desires-intentions logic. The 
main difficulty with FIPA ACL, as with KQML, is that the semantics are presented in terms of 
the mental states of the agents. For example, the feasible precondition of the inform performa- 
tive is that the speaker believes the proposition and that the speaker believes that the hearer 
neither believes nor is uncertain3 about the proposition or its complement. Formally the rational 
effect is that the hearer believes the proposition [68]; however the informal english description 
explains that receiving an inform message entitles the hearer to believe that the speaker believes 
the proposition and that the speaker wishes the hearer to believe the proposition also. It further 
goes on to explain that hearer is not obliged to actually adopt the belief. 
FLBC is a formal language for business communication proposed by Moore [131]. The main 
distinction between FLBC and KQML and FIPA ACL is that FLBC semantics are separated 
into two parts: standard effects and extended effects. The standard effects are the so-called 
illocutionary effects, that is the effects on the hearer and the speaker of having successfully 
received and understood the message. Once the hearer has processed the standard effects of an 
FLBC message, they can be said to have understood the message, but to have not necessarily 
acted on it yet. An example is the assert illocutionary force. The standard effects of a speaker, 
S, asserting to a hearer, H that C (the propositional content) is that the hearer should consider 
adding to its knowledge-base that S believes C and that S wants H to believe C. 
3FIPA's definition of uncertain is that the agent does not believe the proposition, but believes that it is likely 
to be true. 
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The extended effects are the perlocutionary effects, that is what actions or state changes might 
be affected by the hearer as a result of processing the message. FLBC states that the handling 
of extended effects is an agent-specific issue, and might depend on several factors. For example, 
the extended effects of the assert illocutionary force might be handled by also believing the 
content (if the hearer trusts the speaker), or rejecting it (if the hearer believes the content to be 
untrue, or does not trust the speaker). 
Moore compared FLBC to KQML and showed how to translate from KQML messages into 
FLBC messages [130,129]. The conclusion was that all KQML performatives can be translated 
into FLBC, and that FLBC is more modular in that it can specify the same speech acts as 
KQML, but with fewer primitive constructs. 
FIPA ACL, FLBC and KQML suffer from semantics relying on the mental states of agents. 
This is undesirable from a contract monitoring perspective, because these mental states are 
by construction internal, and we cannot verify them. This problem is less acute with FLBC 
because the standard effects, although with respect to mental states, are dependent only on the 
illocutionary force and not the content of the message. Furthermore, the standard effects do not 
have preconditions on the mental states of the agents. 
Kimbrough claims that a semantics in first-order logic is essential to any formal language for 
business communication [98]. FIPA ACL semantics is specified in the modal logic SL, and 
neither Moore's presentation of FLBC nor Labrou's KQML semantics are in first-order logic 
because they nest predicates (such as know, bel and want) one inside the other. 
Kimbrough suggested that event semantics are the key to handling this nesting problem [97]. 
The essential idea behind event semantics is to give each event that one wishes to talk about 
a name, and then to characterise the event with predicates. Here events do not necessarily 
refer to point events, but can also refer to processes taking some time. The predicates used 
to characterise the events fall into categories called thematic roles, an approach also advocated 
by Sowa in his representation of sentences as conceptual graphs [163]. For example in the 
sentence, "Brutus stabbed Caesar", there are two thematic roles, namely the agent of the event 
and the theme of the event. Brutus is the agent of the stabbing, and Caesar is the theme. 
Kimbrough acknowledges that the exact set of roles differs from author to author. Figure 2.7 
shows how Kimbrough would represent the sentence, "Rosie promises to deliver the flowers to 
Lupe" in first-order logic. Here r and 1 stand for Rosie and Lupe respectively. The thematic 
roles would be the predicates like speaker and theme. K(e) is the predicate that indicates 
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3e(promising(e) A speaker(e, r) A addressee(e, 1) A (K(e) H 
3e'(cause(r, e') A delivering(e') A benefactive(e', 1) A theme (e', the f lowers)))) 
Figure 2.7: Rosie promises to deliver the flowers to Lupe. [98] 
whether the promise has been kept or not. Here it is only true if there is another event e' such 
that Rosie causes it and it is a delivering event and the theme of that event is flowers. The 
advantage of this approach is that one is able to specify information about communication and 
events in a coherent framework that is not necessarily tied to the mental states of agents. 
Kimbrough developed this theory of events and communication into a so-called disquotation 
theory for representation of propositional content [99]. The key idea is to represent nested 
events as quoted formulae. The quoted formulae can be disquoted by means of a special function 
that yields a formula in the same style as Figure 2.7. The canonical example is the assertion 
speech act. Suppose that Rosie asserts that she delivered the flowers to Lupe. In standard 
event semantics this might be represented as: 3e(asserting(e) A speaker(e, r) A (veridical(e) H 
3e'(cause(r, e') A delivering(e') A benefactive(e', 1) A theme (e', theflowers))). There is an asserting 
event by Rosie that is veridical if and only if there is another event e' which Rosie causes that is 
a delivering event about the flowers for Lupe. Using quoted formulae instead, this event would 
be represented as: ae(asserting(e) A speaker(e, r) A object(e, [ e'(cause(r, e') A delivering(e') A 
benefactive(e', 1) A theme(e', theflowers))1). Everything inside the [] is quoted content and, in 
this example, is the object of the asserting event. The event can be disquoted by applying the 
ASSERT axiom schema: Ve((asserting(e) A object(e, [01)) -* (veridical(O) H 0)), and so the full 
meaning of the statement can be recovered. The benefit of this approach is that it separates the 
interpretation of the event (in this case whether the assertion is veridical) from the event itself. 
Incorporating event semantics and disquotation theory, Abrahams proposed a framework for 
representing laws, contractual statements and agent actions by means of occurrences 
[9,8]. 
Here occurrence has the same meaning as event in the event semantics, namely a point event, a 
process or a state of the world. He defines schemas for the representation of the 
different types 
of occurrences in a database. Additionally, queries may be named and stored 
in the database 
and referred to by the occurrence definitions. Let's examine an example of a stored obligation, 
which Abrahams models as an Hohfeldian duty [86]. 
Figure 2.8 shows an obligation in Abrahams' standard schema for occurrences. 
The first column 
4In this context, veridical means truthful. 
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Occurrence I Role 
being-obliged2 
Query510 = first 





clause C. 2 
where (delivered is steel and participates in role item-measured 
in an occurrence of measuring 
where quantity-measured is 10 and unit-measured is tons)), 
intersection (occurrences of delivering which are before 1 October 2001) 
intersection (participants in role allocated in occurrences of allocating 
where allocatedTo is being_obliged2 and allocationBasis is FIFO)). 
Figure 2.8: An obligation represented using Abrahams' schema [8] 
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is an identifier for an occurrence and the second and third column serve as key-value attributes, 
echoing the thematic roles above. It is the definition of the query, query510, that actually gives 
meaning to the obligation. Although the definition of the query is rather verbose, it is trying 
to say that the obligation is fulfilled when an appropriate delivering occurrence occurs - in this 
case 10 tonnes of steel is to be delivered before 1 October 2001. The reference to an allocated 
relation is a mechanism to allow two similar deliveries to be distinguished and manually (or 
programatically) associated with the fulfilment of a specific obligation. We show how this issue 
is tackled in section 3.12.2 and directly compare our agent architecture to Abraham's system in 
section 5.6.4. 
2.5 Protocols 
In 1979, Smith invented the well-known Contract Net protocol [161]. He envisioned a multi-agent 
system where each agent has different capabilities and resources. For example, in a factory there 
are different types of robot, each with different capabilities: one robot might have the ability to 
turn nuts, while another might be able to spray-paint. Agents implementing the Contract Net 
protocol can solve problems in a distributed manner, by communicating with each other to sub- 
contract parts of the problem to the agents with the appropriate capabilities. The protocol has 
three steps: first, a task announcement message is broadcast. Second, any agent that hears the 
message has the opportunity of making a bid for the task, but must do so before the bid deadline 
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in the task announcement. Finally, the task announcer awards the contract to a particular agent 
The Contract Net protocol does not have much to say on the representation of contracts them- 
selves. The task announcement message specifies several fields: an expiration time (deadline for 
bids), a bid specification (what bids are supposed to look like) and a task abstraction. It is the 
task abstraction which specifies what must be done; however, this is not constrained at all by 
the protocol. This lack of constraint is beneficial because it facilitates the application of the 
Contract Net protocol to a wide range of scenarios. Unfortunately, however, it does not give 
us any clue as to how to represent contracts involving permissions, obligations and temporal 
constraints. 
Around 1988, following on naturally from the speech act theory of Austin, Searle and Van- 
derveken, Winograd and Flores introduced the now famous `language/action' perspective [175, 
174]. The claim is that "humans are fundamentally linguistic beings" where "action happens in 
language in a world constituted through language" [64]. The perspective was embodied in THE 
COORDINATOR software developed by Flores' and Winograd's company, Action Technologies. 
The idea was to give structure to the electronic communications sent between individuals in an 
organisation so as to aid in information management and more easily identify breakdowns in an 
organisation's operations. The software was designed to make people think in terms of conver- 
sations leading to action. For example, one could initiate a conversation with a request message, 
the content of which was free-form. The recipient would be offered several choices for replying 
to the message, namely: promising to do so, rejecting the request, counter-proposing or simply 
sending a free-form reply. The benefit of the system was that when properly used, the system 
could keep track of commitments made by the individuals along with any associated dates, 
such as reply and action deadlines. The conversations always followed a particular protocol, 
that Winograd and Flores represented as a state-transition network. Figure 2.9 shows a state- 
transition network of the request conversation that was implemented in THE COORDINATOR. 
The initial state is numbered 1 and the dark bordered circles indicate the final states. 
As with the Contract Net protocol, Figure 2.9 is about contract formation rather than the 
details of contract representation. The question is now whether protocols have any role to play 
in the details of a contract. The answer is yes: by assigning a set of legal relations (such as 
obligations and permissions) that are established between each agent in the contract to each of 
the numbered states, we arrive at much the same concept as using a process or state machine to 
represent contracts (see Section 2.3). Of course, manually assigning the legal relations to each 
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Figure 2.9: Winograd-Flores request conversation structure [175]. 
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sent between the agents in terms of preconditions and effects, so that the legal state at each 
point can be straightforwardly determined. 
De Greef et al. [49] identified some deficiencies of the pure Winograd-Flores structure, namely 
how to model mixed initiative and how to specify conversations between more than two (in 
fact a potentially unbounded number of) agents. Their solution is a language based on logic 
programming with the addition of sets, an agent type, and a communication mechanism. The 
language does not address the problems of what sort of data passes between the agents and 
what sort of decisions the agents must make. The chief disadvantage of the approach is a lack 
of formal semantics, and in particular no semantics for the messages sent between the agents. 
Additionally, the language does not make it easy to model legal state, because all state must be 
carried in the arguments of the label of the currently executing protocol. 
Barbuceanu and Fox claimed that agent communication takes place at several distinct layers: 
a content layer (that is propositional content in the sense of speech acts), an intentional layer 
(how the agent's mental states, specifically intentions, are changed by communication - for 
example the semantics of speech acts according to KQML) and a coordination layer. It is the 
coordination layer that they address with the COOL language [19]. COOL is essentially a high 
level language for the specification of state transition diagrams like Figure 2.9. 
Yolum and Singh demonstrated that it was possible to use the Event Calculus to model the 
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NetBill [45] protocol, which was designed for the buying and selling of electronic information 
such as software and media on the Internet [178]. Each message in the protocol is given a 
semantics in the Event Calculus describing the conditions under which a commitment may 
arise or be discharged or cancelled. Together with some additional rules about the life-cycle 
of commitments and conditional commitments, it is possible to reason what commitments are 
outstanding at any particular time. Here commitment differs from our notion of obligation 
in that commitments are internal mental states of the agents rather than public institutional 
facts like obligations. Their particular formalisation of commitments is a three-place relation 
between the bearer, the recipient and a condition to achieve. Conditional commitments have 
a fourth argument, namely a condition that if it occurs will cause an ordinary commitment to 
be initiated. They also apply an abductive planner to compute potential partially-ordered runs 
of the protocol, an idea which we develop later through the addition of integrity constraints to 
guide the assumptions made by the planner about the future actions of third parties. 
2.6 Rule based systems 
Grosof et al. described a way of representing "executable" contracts as a collection of Courteous 
Logic Program if-then rules [82,146]. 
Courteous Logic Programs are ordinary logic programs (i. e. Horn clauses) where each rule 
can be given a named priority. The priorities are partially ordered by an "override" relation. 
Termination of the rules is guaranteed by requiring the rules to be predicate-acyclic. A set of 
rules are predicate-acyclic if there is no cycle in the corresponding directed graph where the 
nodes are predicates and the arcs indicate dependencies between the predicates. 
One predicate 
depends on another if it is mentioned in the body of that predicate. This restriction effectively 
means that recursion is not allowed, meaning that any iteration in a contract must explicitly 
be unfolded. Grosof et al. suggest that it may be possible to relax this condition to positively 
stratified logic programs (i. e. where there are no cycles in the dependency graph that 
include a 
negated predicate). 
The ability to specify mutual exclusions in Courteous Logic 
Programs is very powerful when 
combined with prioritised rules. Take for example the case where you might wish 
to model 
different classes of customer, namely ordinary, late-paying and 
big-spender (cf. Figure 2.10). 
Ordinary is the default, but a customer is not ordinary if they are late-paying or a big-spender. 
The main advantage to this kind of representation is that 
it is easy to adjust the rules for 
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<default> ordinary. 
<medium> latePaying :- have-paid-late-in-the-past. 




Figure 2.10: A contract fragment as a Courteous Logic Program [146] 
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customer classification with only small changes - in other words, it is more elaboration tolerant 
[119]. 
Contract templates are simply incomplete Courteous Logic Programs. The idea is that an 
auction can be configured to negotiate about certain attributes, such as price and quantity. 
When the auction ends, additional facts, for example price (100), can be added to the contract 
that reflect the agreed values of these attributes. 
A compiler from Courteous Logic Programs into ordinary logic programs was implemented in the 
DIPLOMAT technical demonstration, thus showing that Courteous Logic Programs are compat- 
ible with existing rule engines [80]. DIPLOMAT was further developed into the CommonRules 
engine [36] and now forms the foundation of the Business Rules for Electronic Commerce project 
at IBM T. J. Watson Research. Courteous Logic programs have since been represented in XML, 
and RuleML, which is an initiative to standardise the representation of business rules [81]. 
The main difficulty with these approaches is that they do not suggest any means by which 
obligations or other legal state may change through the evolution of a contract, nor do they 
suggest any means by which a contract might be monitored for fulfilment or violation. 
2.7 Action Calculi 
Action calculi are languages designed to reason about actions and changes. These are important 
because contracts often refer to actions, and it is necessary to be clear about what these actions 
mean, especially in the context of a dispute. Action calculi have been extensively researched as 
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1969 Situation Calculus [117,118,120] 
1971 STRIPS [62] 
1986 Event Calculus [110] 
1993 A [71] 
1994 Features and Fluents [149] 
1997 GOLOG [113] 
1997 Language E [95] 
1998 Language C+ [75] 
Figure 2.11: Timeline of prominent action calculi 
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shown in Figure 2.11 which presents a timeline of the development of some of the more well- 
known action calculi. Within these, a trade-off exists between ease of expression, power and 
computational efficiency. 
Take for example an employment contract for a security guard. The contract states that after 
office hours, the guard must patrol the building at half-hourly intervals. The employer has 
placed bar-codes along the route which the guard must scan to create a log of the patrol. It 
is this log that can be consulted in the event of any disputes relating to the performance or 
reliability of the guard. 
So the contract needs to be able to express something like: 
1. Every half-hour the guard must patrol the building. 
2. The patrol is successful when all codes along the route have been scanned within a fifteen 
minute period. 
It is the second clause that defines the success condition for the obligation specified in the first 
clause. Later, we will see how to represent this example in our own contract language. 
2.7.1 Event Calculus 
We present the fundamentals of the Event Calculus because it is the foundation of our contract 
language and has already found application in reasoning about norms and policies in agent 
societies [14,18,60,178]. There are many different variations on the original Event Calculus 
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by Kowalski and Sergot. We discuss first a particular variation, called Shanahan's "full" Event 
Calculus [154], before presenting our simplified version. 
Event calculus is built upon the concepts of an event history, some domain-specific action de- 
scriptions and a small number of axioms. The event history is represented as a binary predicate, 
happens, which relates events to the times at which they occur. Action descriptions are the 
ternary predicates initiates and terminates which describe under what conditions an event 
may initiate or terminate a fluent. It is the fluents that represent the changing state of a system. 
In first-order logic, a fluent is either a symbol or a function (although some logicians like to think 
of a fluent as a reified predicate). The binary holdsAt predicate relates a fluent to a time point 
at which it is true. 
Shanahan also makes use of notHoldsAt, which relates a fluent to a time point at which it 
is definitely not true. This is important for modelling open-world environments, especially 
in Prolog where the negation-as-failure[40] model supports the closed-world assumption more 
naturally: it is possible that a fluent neither holds nor does not hold at a given time. The 
unary initiallyP predicate declares that a fluent holds initially and the initiallyN predicate 
declares that a fluent initially does not hold. 
Fluents in the Event Calculus are inertial. This means that once an event has initiated a fluent, 
it continues to hold until an event terminates it. Similarly once an event has been terminated 
it continued not to hold until an event initiates it. Shanahan extends the action description 
predicates with the releases predicate, which destroys this inertial property of fluents and 
allows a fluent to revert to an unknown state. This is can be useful when modelling certain 
kinds of physical systems. 
In our work we dispense with the releases predicate since the contract examples we have 
considered do not require the use of non-inertial fluents. This makes particular sense with 
respect to dispute resolution in contracts where it is important that the state of a 
fluent can be 
calculated (especially if the issue concerns the violation of some condition). 
We also dispense with the initiallyP and initiallyN predicates 
by providing a contract start 
event, and writing initiates(start, F, T) and terminates(start, F, T) respectively. 
This is 
allowable so long as we do not permit events to be added to the 
history before the start event. 
Figure 2.12 summarises the predicates and the axioms of the 
Event Calculus. The rule for 
holdsAt reads: a fluent F holds at a time T if and only 
if an event E happened at a previous 
1 
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holdsAt(F, T) H happens(E, T1) A T1<T A initiates(E, F, T1) A 
not clipped(T1, F, T). 
notHoldsAt(F, T) H happens(E, Ti) A T1<T A terminates(E, F, Ti) A 
not declipped(T1, F, T). 
clipped(TO, F, T1) 3T[happens(E, T) A TO<T A T<T1 A terminates (E, F, T)] . 
declipped(TO, F, T1) H 3T[happens(E, T) A TO<T A T<T1 A initiates(E, F, T)] . 
Figure 2.12: Event Calculus summary 
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time Ti which initiated the fluent and the fluent has not been clipped between Ti and T. A 
fluent F is clipped between times To and Ti if and only if an event occurred between TO and T1 
that terminated the fluent. The axioms defining the predicates notHoldsAt and declipped read 
similarly. 
2.7.2 Society Simulator 
Artikis et al. used the Event Calculus to model the evolution of norms in an agent society. They 
implemented a society visualiser [14] which took for input the action history of the entire society 
and computed what norms (such as privileges, powers and permissions) held at any given time 
and which had been violated and which fulfilled. 
Subsequently they demonstrated how the language C+ could be used to specify an agent society 
and, in conjunction with the causal calculator, used to answer some important questions [15]. 
The three main types of questions posed were: 
postdiction Given a partially specified initial state, a partially specified final state and possibly 
some actions that occured between the two states, compute some additional information 
about the initial state. 
prediction Given a partially or completely specified initial state, and a sequence of actions 
leading up to a final state, compute the information that is true about the final state. 
planning Given partially or completely specified initial state and final states, compute a se- 
quence of actions which must occur between the two states (if such a sequence exists). 
Artikis et al. demonstrated how it was possible to model the Contract Net protocol, and 
how to 
phrase the above types of questions in the causal calculator. While their approach 
is undeniably 
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a powerful one, they observed that the causal calculator "appears to be unsuitable for online 
activities" [15]. The reason is that the causal calculator works on the model checking principle, 
using explicit state space enumeration. In many cases the description of the agent society can 
lead to a state-space explosion which is intractable in terms of memory and time performance, 
even using advanced SAT-based methods. 
Our work differs from that of Artikis, in that our agents must reason online about their contracts. 
In our work, there is no central simulator or engine that will instruct the agents about what 
obligations they have or what actions are possible or necessary at any time; rather the agents 
must be able to deduce this for themselves. Our own approach corresponds to embedding 
multiple instances of Artikis' society simulator inside the agent itself. Each instance of the 
simulator would then correspond to an active contract. Additional bridging rules would then 
be needed to indicate how the society simulators corresponds to the real world and how they 
are able to influence each other. The bridging rules could be expressed in a multi-language 
hierarchical logic such as Giunchiglia et al. describe [77]. Our approach differs from that of 
Artikis, however, in that our system is intended for online use, whereas his society simulator 
was designed for offline use. Our system makes use of a cached Event Calculus implementation 
(see Appendix B) to make the system fast enough for real-time use. 
2.7.3 Contract Tracking XML 
Farrell et al. proposed an XML-based language, ctXML (Contract Tracking XML), for the rep- 
resentation of service-level agreements based on the Event Calculus [60,61]. The computational 
model of ctXML is specified in ecXML, which is a variant of the Event Calculus with XML 
syntax. 
They propose that a contract consists of a set of norms, parameters and variables. Each norm 
consists of a set of contractual statements associated with an optional, possibly recurrent timer. 
The contractual statements specify how the norm evolves with respect to events relevant to 
the contract. For example, an obligation norm will typically have two contract statements: 
one specifying how the obligation may be fulfilled and one how it may be violated. Norms, 
statements, parameters and variables are all given identifiers so that they may be referenced in 
the contract. 
A contractual statement is a set of contract actions, where an action may be either to acti- 
vate a norm, to deactivate a norm, to change a variable or to conditionally execute another 
1 
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contractual statement. Thus, in order to represent an obligation norm, the contractual state- 
ment corresponding to the fulfilment condition will typically be a conditional execution of a 
norm deactivation statement. The contractual statement corresponding to the violation might 
specify the activation of another norm (such as an obligation to pay a penalty). Figure 2.13 
shows a contract fragment of such an obligation norm. The norm has an identifier ol, and 
consists of two contract statements olviolation and olfulfilment. The olviolation state- 
ment is a conditional statement (if cond). The condition is specified in the body of the element 
(... violation condition... ). Should the condition be true, the statement will cause another state- 
ment, namely olviolated to be executed. This, in turn, will active a further (unspecified) norm 
o2. The o1fulfilment norm works in a similar manner. 
The ctXML service level agreements are translated into ecXML. A detailed description of this 
translation can be found in Farrell et al's paper [61]. 
One of the disadvantages of the ctXML language is that it is rather verbose (thanks to the XML 
format), and consequently can be rather hard to read. This points to possible future work in the 
development of an authoring tool for service level agreements in this language. Paschke [139] 
describes an Event Calculus based representation that is similar to Farrell's ecXML [60] and 
our own contract language [103] for the representation of service level agreements. Clearly the 
Event Calculus is a popular and natural option for the representation of and reasoning about 
contracts. 
2.8 Policy based systems 
We examine three important languages for the specification of policies, namely PDL (Policy 
Description Language) [114], ASL (Authorisation Specification Language) [90] and Ponder [47], 
in order to see how they relate to contract languages and what lessons we can learn from them. 
2.8.1 Event-Condition-Action Policies 
PDL (Policy Description Language) [114] focuses on the specification and evaluation of event- 
condition-action rules. The semantics of PDL are presented as a partial 
function from event 
histories to sets of action symbols which indicate which actions need to be executed. 
Rules are written in the form: event causes action if condition . 
The example shown in 
1 
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<contractnorm id="o1"> 
<csref name="violation" id="olviolation"/> 




... violation condition ... </ifcond> 
</contractualstmt> 
<contractualstmt id="olfulfilment"> 
<if cond then="olfulf filled"> ... 








Figure 2.13: Example of an obligation norm in ctXML 
CoarseTimeEvent 
causes CleanBuilding("Empire State") 
if (CoarseTimeEvent. Time = "morning") 
46 
Figure 2.14: An example of a PDL event-condition-action rule 
1 
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el & e2 el and e2 occur simultaneously 
e1 I e2 Either el or e2 occur 
el, e2 e2 occurs immediately after el 
-el el occurs zero or more times 
Figure 2.15: Events in PDL 
normalMode, restrictedMode : policy defined event 
callMade, timeOut : basic event 
normalMode, -(callMade I timeOut) 
triggers restrictedMode 
if Count(timeOut) >2* Count(callMade) 
Figure 2.16: An example of a policy defined event in PDL [114]. 
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Figure 2.14 gives the flavour of the language. The event is a CoarseTimeEvent, an object with 
a Time attribute which can take on the values of "morning", "afternoon", "evening" , "night". 
The action C1eanBuilding("Empire State") is the cleaning of the rooms of the Empire State 
Building. 
In PDL, the events, conditions and actions are parameters of the language, which means that 
the concrete syntax employed for these concepts can be varied. However, PDL does characterise 
events into two groups: basic events and complex events. Basic events refer to events that have 
occurred with in a particular time frame (called an epoch). Typically basic events are generated 
by the entities in the distributed system. Complex events on the other hand, can refer to two 
or more events at different times (cf. Figure 2.15). 
An example from a telephony soft-switch (see Figure 2.16) shows how a complex policy-defined 
event may be specified. The complex event restrictedMode is triggered by the sequence of 
events normalMode followed by zero or more occurrences of either callMade or timeOut events. 
The condition employs the use of Count (... ) which returns the number of events that occurred 
in the duration of the complex event. In the example, restrictedMode is only triggered if the 
number of timeOut events is greater than twice the number of callMade events matched by 
normalMode, -(callModeltimeOut). 
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Considerable work has been done in the area of specification of authorisation policies. We look at 
two recent approaches, namely RBAC (role-based access control) [151] and ASL (authorisation 
specification language) [90]. 
Sandhu et al. discussed reference models for role-based access control (RBAC) [151], which 
originated with multi-user systems in the 1970s. The key concept behind RBAC is that roles 
are created for each job function, and permissions required to fulfil the job-function are assigned 
to the role. This abstraction increases flexibility, since both the permissions and the subjects 
associated with the role can change over time. 
At the most basic level, Sandhu characterises RBAC systems into four components: a set of 
users (U), a set of roles (R), a set of permissions (P), a set of sessions (S). In the base model 
(RBAC0), users are people, permissions confer ability to perform some action and are always 
positive, sessions map users to roles. A short-coming of the base model is that there is no way 
to specify negative authorisations (i. e. prohibitions). This is addressed in RBAC2 with the 
introduction of constraints. Constraints allow the specification and enforcement of so called 
Chinese-Wall [27] restrictions where an individual is forbidden from taking on a particular role 
once he is already participating in a conflicting role. This is also known as the principle of 
separation of duties. 
Sandhu concluded that RBAC mechanisms show great promise, but that more work needed to 
be carried out to allow the specification and management of RBAC policies and constraints. 
Jajodia et al. put forward the Authorisation Specification Language (ASL), a logic-based pro- 
gramming language for expressing authorisation policies [90]. Like the authors of PDL, they 
observed that it is useful to separate access control policy from access control mechanisms. The 
former specifies what activities are permitted, while the latter specifies how the permissions are 
enforced. This separation allows policies to be modified without requiring the mechanism to be 
changed. Similarly, the enforcement mechanism can be updated without having to rewrite any 
existing policies. Another advantage of specifying policy separately from mechanism is that the 
policies are typically simpler and more amenable to correctness proofs. 
In a similar fashion to RBAC, the subjects of authorisation policies can be either specific users, 
groups of users, or roles. The difference between a group of users and a role is that users may 
choose which roles to take on, whereas they cannot choose to what groups they belong. 
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/machines/conveyerbelts + /machines/stamping; 
start, stop; 
Figure 2.17: An example of a positive authorisation policy in Ponder 
2.8.3 Security Policies in Ponder 
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Ponder is a declarative language for expressing security and management policies. It does not 
require a particular operating platform; rather it is specifically designed to be implemented 
on a variety of underlying systems. Many different types of policy are supported including: 
authorisation, obligation, refrain, filter, delegation, group, role, relationship and management- 
structure policies. We concentrate on the authorisation, obligation and refrain policies which 
are the most germane to contract representation. 
An authorisation policy is essentially a security policy related to access control [44]. Autho- 
risation policies have a subject set (which agents are authorised), a target set (what may be 
accessed) and an action set (how the target may be accessed). The subject and target sets are 
specified in terms of domains. 
Domains provide a means of partitioning objects in a large system into groups of related objects. 
Domains can form a hierarchy (sub-domains within domains), and can be referred to by a path 
name of the form /A/B/C. Domains may overlap, meaning that objects may belong to more 
than one domain. In Ponder, subject and target fields may be refined by using a subset of OCL 
(Object Constraint Language) defined by the Object Management Group [144]. 
Figure 2.17 shows an example of a positive authorisation policy allowing all members of the 
factory/foremen domain to start or stop any conveyer-belts or stamping machines in the 
factory. FactoryPolicy is the name of the policy. 
Authorisation policies may be positive (enabling) or negative (disabling) . 
One application 
of negative authorisation policies is to protect sensitive data-files from unauthorised agents. 
The plus symbol (+) is a set-union operator combining the /machines/conveyerbelts and 
/machines/stamping domains. 
ýp :.. _ 
LýýY. ýyý 
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inst oblig loginFailure { 
on 3*loginfail (userid) ; 
subject s= /Administrator; 
target <userT> t= {userid}; 
do t. disable() -> s. log(userid); 
} 
Figure 2.18: An example obligation policy in Ponder [46] 
inst refrain NonDisclosure { 
subject s= /contractors; 
action discloseProjectInf ormation(); 
target t= /people; 
when t. signedNDA = false 
} 
Figure 2.19: Example refrain policy in Ponder 
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Obligation policies define what actions subject agents must perform in response to an event. 
Events can be simple (eg. a timer tick event) or composite. In Figure 2.18, an obligation policy is 
triggered by 3 consecutive loginfail events with the same userid. The account corresponding 
to the user id is disabled, and the attempt is subsequently logged by the administrator. The 
arrow symbol (->) is used to specify a sequence of actions (in PDL a comma would be used). 
The subject and target are labelled s and t respectively to clarify on which objects the actions 
are being invoked in the do clause. The target <userT> clause specifies that the target domain 
must consist of objects of type userT. 
Ponder also defines refrain policies. These allow one to specify actions that subjects must not 
perform on target objects when particular constraints apply [47]. They have similar syntax to 
negative authorisation policies; however the key semantic difference is that negative authorisa- 
tion policies control access to the targets, while refrain policies prevent the subjects from acting 
even though they may be authorised to access the target. In Figure 2.19, contractors may not 
disclose project information to any people who have not also signed a non-disclosure agreement. 
The when clause in Figure 2.19 can be applied to most basic policy types including authorisation, 
obligation and refrain policies. It allows the specification of dynamic constraints to limit the 
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inst role WeatherAgent { 
inst oblig QueryService { 
on query(town) 
do t. retrieveData(town) 
target /-; /* Everybody 
} 
inst oblig PeriodicUpdateData { ... 
} 
} 
Figure 2.20: Example role policy in Ponder [102] 
applicability of the policy. The policy compiler analyses the constraints at compile time in order 
to facilitate analysis and more efficient runtime behaviour [46]. 
Ponder allows policies to be grouped together into composite policies. One example of this is the 
role policy type. Roles provide a semantic grouping of policies with a common subject, generally 
pertaining to a position within an organisation [46]. 
2.8.4 Relationship to Contracts 
When Virmani [171] applied PDL to the network management layer of Bell Lab's SARAS soft- 
switch, he noted that the separation of the management policies from the core processing logic 
allowed the switch to be easily programmed and adapted for each customer's requirements. A 
similar flexibility in the world of contracts is required. We will show how it is possible for an 
agent to reason with a class of contracts, where the instances may differ on specific clauses. For 
example an agent may be able to take advantage of a class of purchasing contracts where the 
clauses that may vary would pertain to the pricing model. 
We will show how our contract language has similar power to express the event-condition-action 
rules of PDL. The main difference between our approach and PDL is that PDL specifies actions 
that a system must perform in response to some event and condition, while we specify an 
obligation. The difference is that in the PDL environment, the entities have no choice but 
to implement the policy, whereas in a contracting environment such as ours, agents do have 
the choice to violate or fulfil an obligation and can choose the means in which they do so. 
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Furthermore, our representation of obligations includes a deadline attribute, whereas in PDL a 
time-out event would need to be explicitly set-up 
PDL event-condition-action policies and Ponder's obligation policies fall short in that it is not 
possible to specify that a certain state ought to come about. In PDL, an action must be 
specified, and in Ponder a method must be invoked on an object. When specifying contracts 
often only the end result is specified rather than the means of obtaining that result. Our 
obligation representation includes a goal attribute which may be either an action or a state of 
affairs to achieve. 
Domain descriptions such as groups and roles (ASL, RBAC) are an important abstraction for 
determining ones rights and privileges within a society. However, within the scope of a contract 
language, and specifically our main focus on bilateral contracts, we decide not to impose any 
constraints on an agent's representation of these concepts. 
Authorisation policies make a lot of sense when specifying access control for systems with a 
large number of entities. Furthermore, authorisation policies in a networked environment are 
typically enforced in such a way that it is not possible to violate them. Abrahams classifies these 
kinds of authorisations as non-violable [8] and Jones and Sergot call this style of enforcement 
regimentation [92]. 
Since contracts are about building trust and establishing an agreement between two entities, 
non-violable authorisations within the contract text do not often appear. Therefore, our focus 
is on the violable type. In Ponder terminology, a positive authorisation will be represented 
as a prohibition on the target agent to deny a request from the subject agent. A negative 
authorisation will be represented as a straightforward prohibition. This approach makes sense 
in the context of agents, because ultimately each agent is responsible for its own decisions, so 
in that sense every obligation and prohibition in a contract is potentially violable. 
Another area that PDL and Ponder style obligations do not address is how obligations may be 
fulfilled by agents other than the direct bearer of the agent. For example, if an agent represents 
an organisation, it may be that the actual action that fulfils the obligation is not performed 
directly by that agent (i. e. it is performed by a function of the organisation rather than the 
organisation itself). Sometimes this concept is referred to as delegated, impersonal or collective 
obligations. As we shall see, to a great degree this flexibility can be modelled by ought-to- 
be obligations, since additional means of obtaining the desired state can be specified in the 
contract. For example, it is possible to declare in our contract language which agents have the 
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power to bring about certain states (cf. Section 3.7). If more than one agent has this power, it 
is possible for one agent to delegate an obligation to another which also has this power. We will 
see examples of this kind of delegation in Chapter 6 when a vendor agent delegates delivery of 
an item to a courier agent. 
2.9 Approaches in Industry 
2.9.1 EDI 
Electronic Data Interchange [137] is a set of standards (for example EDIFACT, ODETTE, 
TRADACOMS) defining structured messages which may be sent between companies. Appli- 
cations include just-in-time inventory control, transport and shipping and automated customs 
clearance. 
One of the key aspects of EDI are the standards which govern the format and content of the 
messages sent between partners. These standards consist of: 
" Data Elements which describe the syntax and meaning of domain specific concepts such 
as product code, expiry date, postal code. Data elements are listed in a data element 
directory. 
" Segments are paragraphs of information (consisting of many data elements) which form 
informational units (for example, delivery address segment, payment segment). 
" Messages which adhere to the Message Design Guidelines. These are sent from one partner 
to another for a specific purpose. Examples are invoices, purchase orders and remittance 
advices. 
" Syntax rules which specify the rules for combining segments into well-formed messages. 
EDI suffers from the following problems: 
9 It is complex. There are many large specification documents to understand. 
" Catalogues describe the structured data format in English which leads to possible misin- 
terpretation. It is more difficult to automatically validate the messages as correct (contrast 
this with validation of an XML document against a DTD or schema). 
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9 EDI requires significant technical expertise to deploy and run. This is a result of the 
complexity of the EDI standards and also the inherent complexity of conducting electronic 
business. 
" Since there is a high initial overhead in setting up EDI integration between companies, 
EDI leads to static, tightly coupled and inflexible relationships, rather than dynamic, 
one-to-one relationships. 
9 Most EDI trade is conducted via expensive dedicated networks (called VANS). In some 
cases, however, it is possible to use EDI over the internet. 
Due to the above problems, many smaller companies deploy EDI technologies only when they 
are forced to by their larger trading partners. 
2.9.2 ebXML 
ebXML [55], which claims to be EDI's successor, is a set of open standards based on XML for 
electronic business. The key concepts are the CPP (Collaboration Protocol Profile) and CPA 
(Collobaration Protocol Agreement). Each business publishes their CPP in a registry which 
details the business processes in which they can participate. A business process is an interaction 
pattern where business documents are passed between participants. A CPA is the intersection 
of two or more CPPs and represents the business processes in which the participants can engage. 
Through the use of public directories and standard formats for CPPs, ebXML establishes dy- 
namic relationships between trading partners. 
ebXML introduces the idea of a component being a group of tightly related concepts, for example 
Amount being composed of a number and a currency designator. Catalogues of these components 
form an ontology with which business documents may be constructed. There is a set of core 
components and also an expanding set of domain-specific components. 
OASIS, the standards body who publish ebXML, has many technical committees working 
on domain-specific components for the business documents. One of particular interest is the 
Lega1XML eContracts team who are seeking to define and model XML schema for lease-contracts. 
Lease-contracts are viewed as a good example to work on because they typically involve recurring 
legal obligations for both parties. 
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2.9.3 WS-Agreement 
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WS-Agreement is an XML-based standard being developed by the Grid Resource Allocation 
Agreement Protocol working group of the Global Grid Forum [13]. The standard focuses on 
the representation of service level agreements in the context of web services (and is designed 
with a view to being composed with other web service standards such as WSDL). The standard 
proposes a two-layer model, namely an agreement layer and a service layer. The service layer is 
not specified by the standard, and in general will be domain-specific (although typically it will 
be web-services based on the SOAP/WSDL specifications). The agreement layer determines the 
context of the contract (who the principal parties are, and who is going to provide the service, 
what the service to be provided is and what particular guarantees are offered). The guarantees 
are specified with guarantee terms. Guarantee terms have four components, namely service 
scope (what aspect of the service is being guaranteed), qualifying conditions (when does the 
guarantee apply), service level objectives (domain specific objective), and a business value list. 
The most interesting component of the guarantee term is the business value list. The specifi- 
cation defines several standard business values such as importance (an integer specifying how 
important it is to meet the objective relative to other objectives in the agreement), penalty (what 
penalties accrue when the objective is not met), reward (what rewards accrue when the objective 
is met) and preference (a measure of the utility of choosing a particular service configuration 
associated with the guarantee term). 
The guarantee terms are related to, but are also different from, obligations. Unlike an obligation, 
which can be brought to an end by being fulfilled or violated, a guarantee term only terminates 
when the agreement itself is terminated. The applicability of the guarantee terms can be limited 
by specifying qualifying conditions. Instead of looking at the particular obligations that are 
violated or fulfilled, one looks at the accrued rewards and penalties as specified by the business 
value list of the guarantee term. In this way, we can see that guarantee terms are a more 
natural fit for contracts specifying the provision of continuous services (such as bandwidth) 
than obligations, which are more suited to contracts involving discrete steps and actions. 
WS-Agreement also allows agreement templates to be specified. These templates are typically 
offered by an agreement factory, together with some agreement constraints. These constraints 
guide the negotiation process by restricting the way in which the templates may be instantiated. 
Chapter 3 
Event Calculus Contract Language 
In this Chapter we introduce ECCL, the Event Calculus contract language. For an introduction 
to the particular version of the Event Calculus we are using please refer to Section 2.7.1. 
To illustrate the basic structure of an ECCL contract and to give a flavour of its common idioms, 
we revisit the security guard example from Section 2.7. There we wanted to be able to express 
that a security guard must patrol a building within 15 minutes every 30 minutes. Of course 
this is not a complete contract, because it specifies neither obligations on the employer nor any 
termination conditions. 
Figure 3.1 shows the SCCL rules required for this behaviour. The contract has a label, namely 
securityGuardContract (Guard, Employer). We are following the Prolog convention of beginning 
variables with a capital letter, so in this case Guard is a contract parameter which represents 
the security guard entity, and Employer represents the employer entity. We have kept things 
simple for this introduction; however, usually there should be more parameters to the contract, 
including for example, third parties and negotiable aspects such as pricing schemes. 
The first two lines of the contract body indicate that the Guard and Employer agents are the 
principals of the contract, i. e. the agents that have agreed the contract. Even though the guard 
and employer agents are specified as parameters to the contract, it is necessary to differentiate 
between contract parameters that are prinicipals and parameters that specify other concepts 
such as third parties, prices and quantities. The concept of principal will be useful for event 
validation (cf. Sections 3.2 and 3.3) and for negotiation (cf. Section 3.8). 
Lines 5 and 6 introduce macro definitions which are referred to in the remaining lines of the 
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1 securityGuardContract(Guard, Employer) { 
2 principal (Guard). 
3 principal(Employer). 
4 
5 PATROLOBLIG(T) oblig(Guard, achieve(patrolled(T)), T+15). 
6 GUARDTIMER(T) timer(guardtimer, T+30). 
7 
8 initiates(start, PATROLOBLIG(T), T). 
9 initiates(E, GUARDTIMER(T), T) - initiates(E, PATROLOBLIG(T), T). 
10 initiates(alarm(guardtimer), PATROLOBLIG(T), T). 
11 initiates(scan(_), patrolled(TO), T) +- 
12 holdsAt(PATROLOBLIG(TO), T) A scannedAllCodesFor(TO). 
13 
14 scannedAllCodesFor(TO) - 
15 -'( code(X) A- scannedCodeFor(X, TO) ). 
16 
17 scannedCodeFor (X, TO) - 
18 happens (scan (X) , T) A TO<T A T<TO+15. 
19 




Figure 3.1: Security guard's employment contract 
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contract. 
The PATROLOBLIG(T) macro represents the obligation on the guard to have patrolled the build- 
ing within fifteen minutes of T. We represent contract state, such as obligations as fluents in 
force at a particular time, in the Event Calculus. This enables us to track how they are created, 
destroyed, modified, fulfilled and violated. 
The obligations are modelled in a similar way to that presented in Dignum et al's logic for 
contract representation (LCR) [52] (cf. Section 2.1.3). Our representation of obligations differs 
from that of LCR in two ways. Firstly, we simplify the deadline requirement to be a time 
expression rather than any arbitrary event. We will see in Section 3.5.3 how it is possible to 
alleviate this restriction by means of updating an obligation with a new deadline should that 
be necessary. Secondly, the semantics of an obligation in LCR is defined in terms of branching 
time logic and a violation state, whereas we have simpler rules in the Event Calculus for the 
fulfilment and violation of obligations. 
The first argument of the three place oblig tuple is the bearer of the obligation, the second 
argument is the goal of the obligation which may be either an achievement goal (to bring 
about a state of affairs) or an action goal (to do a specific action), and the third argument is 
the deadline. In this example we make the simplifying assumption that the time units are in 
minutes. In practice, a rich library of time and date operations will be necessary to express 
concepts such as "at the end of the month" and "every day at 12: 00 GMT. " 
The GUARDTIMER macro represents a named timer, which will expire 30 minutes from time 
T. Timers are named because typically there will be several timed activities (including implicit 
timers set up to monitor obligation deadlines) during the execution of a contract. 
Every active contract has a start event, indicating the beginning of the contract's lifetime. As 
we mentioned in our Event Calculus summary (cf. Section 2.7.1), we do not use the initially 
axiom of the original Event Calculus [110]. In this context it does not make sense to use 
initially because it would then be possible to derive formulae about the state of the contract 
before the contract begins! Line 8 shows that the start of the contract initiates a PATROLOBLIG 
fluent. 
As an example, say the contract started at time 675. This means that there would be a start 
event that occurred at time 675. In the Event Calculus, this is represented as happens (start, 
675). On line 8 the start event initiates the fluent PATROLOBLIG(675). Since PATROLOBLIG is 
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a macro, the fluent is actually oblig(Guard, achieve(patrolled(675)), 690) meaning that the 
guard has an obligation to establish the patrolled(675) fluent by the deadline time 690. 
It is worth pointing out that PATROLOBLIG(T) fluent, which syntactically expands to the obli- 
gation oblig(Guard, achieve (patrolled (T)) , T+15), depends on a time T not only for the dead- 
line, but also for the particular state to be brought about. If instead we had simply written 
oblig(Guard, achieve(patrolled) , T+15), we would not have been able to differentiate between 
the obligation-achievement goals to patrol at different 30 minute time periods. Consequently 
we would not be able to tell which patrol obligations had been fulfilled or violated (apart from 
trying to guess based on the time of fulfilment or violation). 
In our language, an obligation is identified by an agent, a goal, and a deadline. Since the Event 
Calculus imposes a set model (as opposed to a bag model) of holding and not-holding fluents, 
multiple identical obligations must be distinguished in some way. 
Exactly how this kind of multiplicity (of identical obligations) is handled varies from contract 
language to contract language. Abrahams associates a number with an obligation and an ad- 
ditional relation to describe how occurrences (events) combine to meet the specified number 
[8]. Farrell et al. give each obligation a separate name [61], however, this does not always 
solve the problem because sometimes the collapsing (set) model of fluent obligations is exactly 
what is required. The approach we take here is to represent the multiplicity in the goal part 
of the obligation, a technique which we generalise in Section 3.12.2. We have equivalent power 
to Abrahams' approach because, as demonstrated in this example on line 11, we can specify 
exactly what counts as reaching a particular state. 
Line 9 demonstrates a common pattern that is used to bring about a change in contract state 
in response to some other change in state. Here the line states that when a PATROLOBLIG 
obligation is initiated, so should a GUARDTIMER fluent. In our example scenario, where the 
contract started at time 675, the start event initiates a patrolOblig, consequently line 9 initiates 
a guardTimer (675) fluent, which when macro-expanded reads as timer (guardtimer, 705). This 
timer will expire with an alarm(guardtimer) event at time 705. 
In the Event Calculus the only way in which state may change is in response to some event. 
Consequently there is often a need for rules of the form initiates(E, F, T) - initiates(E, 
G, T) and initiates (E, F, T) #- terminates (E, G, T). In Section 3.10 we will explain how 
it is possible to specify a change in state in response to reaching a complex state consisting of 
a combination (e. g. conjunction or negation) of fluents. We will take a similar approach to 
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Shanahan [155]. 
Unexpired timers are represented as binary fluents which relate the name of the timer to the 
time of expiry. When the timer expires, an alarm (timer-name) event occurs. Since timers are 
not part of the event-calculus itself, we will discuss approaches for implementing them later in 
Section 3.11.2. 
Line 10 shows what happens when the guard timer expires. In this example, a new PATROLOBLIG 
obligation is initiated. This in turn initiates a new guard timer (cf. line 9). In this way a new 
patrol obligation will be created every 30 minutes. 
Lines 11 and 12 are key lines in the contract. They detail exactly how a fluent of the form 
patrolled(T) may be initiated and therefore how the PATROLOBLIG can be satisfied. In this 
case the condition is that there is an active patrol obligation (holdsAt (PATROLOBLIG (TO) , T)), and 
that at this time all the codes along the route have been scanned (scannedAllCodesFor (TO) ). The 
idea here is that scanning of a code by the security guard counts as an event in the Event Calculus 
system. This means that when the security guard scans, say, code a, that this corresponds to 
the addition of a happens(scan(a) , ti) 
fact to the contract state. This will as a consequence 
affect the results of the holdsAt predicate, which depends on the happens relation as well as the 
initiates and terminates rules. 
The contract employs auxiliary predicate definitions of scannedAllCodesFor and scannedCodeFor. 
scannedAllCodesFor is straightforward, while scannedCodeFor only admits that a scan is relevant 
to the particular obligation if it occurs within 15 minutes of the obligation being initiated. 
3.1 Reasoning with FCCL 
SCCL offers several advantages when applied to contract language representation thanks to its 
Event Calculus foundation. Firstly, because it is a set of axioms in the language of ordinary 
logic programs, it is declarative. This means that we can apply different modes of reasoning and 
different proof procedures so long as they respect the semantics of ordinary logic programs. In 
Section 7.3.3 we discuss how an abductive proof procedure might be used to deduce what events 
must occur in order to obtain a future desired state of affairs. 
Secondly, the Event Calculus stores a log of all the contract events. This, together with the time 
parameter as the second argument to holdsAt, facilitates historical queries about the state of 
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the contract. An application of this is in dispute resolution where an adjudicator agent, given 
the log of events that have occurred with respect to the contract, can query any past time point 
to determine what conditions have been fulfilled or violated. 
Another application is in the analysis of the history of the contract. For example, we might 
wish to know if an agent, guard, has violated any obligation of contract C between time 3000 
and 3500. This is expressed very naturally: 
?- selon(C, happens(E, T) A 3000<T A T<3500 A 
initiates(E, violated(oblig(guard, G, DL)), T)). 
E=alarm(guardtimer), T=3445, G=achieve(patrolled(3430)), DL=3445. 
We will explain selon in detail in Section 3.11.1, but for now it can be read as "according to the 
contract". The first argument is the contract, and the second argument is a term representing 
the query to be posed. 
We see that the system has found an answer to the query: at time point 3445 an alarm event 
occurred which caused the violation of the guard's obligation to achieve patrolled(3430) to be 
flagged. 
Other useful analyses are possible. For example, we might wish to know how soon before 
the deadline an agent ag typically fulfils their obligations. The following example finds the 
accumulated slack time (the time remaining when an obligation is fulfilled) and divides it by 
the total amount of time allotted to each obligation. The result is an "early finish ratio". Such 
a Figure might be useful to evaluate the performance of contracting partners and thereby affect 
the choice of them in future contracting proposals. 
?- findall( Slack, 
selon(C, happens(E, T) A 
initiates(E, fulfilled(oblig(ag, _, 
DL), T)) A 




selon(C, happens(E, T) A 
initiates(E, oblig(ag, _, 
DL), T) A Total = DL - T), 
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AllTotals ), 
sum(AllTotals, AllTotalSunn), 







EarlyFinishRatio = 0.76222. 
3.2 Distributed Settings 
Our contract language imposes the requirement that the contract text and log of events is 
accessible to all principal parties of the contract because it is via these that reasoning about the 
current and future state of the contract may be performed. We propose two possible distributed 
settings for the deployment of such a system. 
3.2.1 Publish Subscribe 
The first is a publish-subscribe event system (see Figure 3.2) where the principals of the contract 
(A and B in the diagram) subscribe to a topic set up specifically for the contract execution. A 
and B can both post and receive events. In this way any event that is relevant to a contract will 
arrive both at A and B, subject to the guarantees delivered by the particular messaging system. 
Furthermore, there is no issue with respect to unsynchronised clocks, since time stamping can 
be handled by the topic channel itself. We note this architecture scales to contracts involving 
more than two principals. 
Optionally, a logger agent can subscribe to the topic, but may not post. The logger agent 
maintains a log of all the events it receives which may be useful to resolve any disputes that 
may arise. Third party agents mentioned in the contract should be allowed to post to the topic. 
Third party agents are often required to send notification that a particular task has been done. 
These notifications can then form the basis for obligation fulfilment (or permission violation) in 
the context of a contract. 
Publish-subscribe event systems can be frequently found in large businesses as a means of inte- 
grating their various internal systems (e. g. TIBCO [168], MQ [88] and Tuxedo [164]) . 
Although 
it is rarer to find them deployed on the Internet, there are some packages available, for example 







Figure 3.2: Publish-subscribe distributed setting 
ELVIN [33] and Jabber [1]. 




Figure 3.3 illustrates our second proposed distributed setting, which is mainly suitable for bi- 
lateral contracts. The principals A and B communicate with each other directly. Unlike the 
previous setting, clock synchronisation between the agents is an issue. The agents must syn- 
chronise using a system such as NTP [125] and specify times to a precision that removes any 
remaining time skew. 
An alternative to direct synchronisation is to use a time-stamping service - all messages between 
A, B and the third parties are sent to a time-stamping service which attaches a time-stamp and 
computes a hash of the time-stamp and message together [89]. Such a system, however, risks 
becoming a bottleneck and may limit scalability. 
In this setting, third parties communicate directly with the principals. Notifications of the 
action completion would typically be reported to the principal that requested the action from 
the third party. The principal would then forward that notification on to the other party. At 











content of the reported message. This concern could be allayed by means of techniques such as 
digital signatures and message encryption. 
One area where the system is vulnerable is when an agent stands to benefit by simply withholding 
a forwarded event. Although this is a risk, it has been possible to design all of the contracts 
that we have looked at in such a way that it is always in an agent's interest to forward the 
communication (typically it is by forwarding the communication from a third party that an 
agent is able to fulfil its obligations in the context of the contract). 
3.3 Events 
Since we are focusing on agents that communicate electronically, it is useful to define some 
abstractions that allow communications to be reasoned with and specified in a contract. There 
is considerable scope for variation of event representation and semantics which must be shared 
by all principals of a contract. 
In the following we distinguish two different types of events, namely communicative events 
and derived contract events. Communicative events are the events that result from sending or 
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receiving messages, while derived contract events are events like start (indicating that start of an 
agreed contract) and alarm (caused when a timer elapses). A start event occurs when a contract 
fluent becomes active, usually by means of accepting a contract proposal (cf. Section 5.2.4). 
Alarm events occur when timers, established as contractual fluents, expire (cf. Section 3.11.2). 
Note that, although we will give concrete examples of communicative events, we do not mandate 
any particular encoding or network transport mechanism, for these are likely to vary from 
application to application. 
We advocate that communicative events are structured after speech-act theory, in a similar 
manner to FIPA ACL, KQML, or FLBC (see Section 2.4 for a discussion on these languages). 
Moreover, there is no reason why our system could not work with other characterisations of 
communication - indeed our contract system is modular, so we could simply include a different 
ontology and semantics of events. 
Any communicative event that is to affect contract state must be observable by all contract 
principals. This is key - if the events as observed by both agents are not identical (up to some 
agreed timing granularity), consistency is lost. In a two-party contract, this requirement is 
satisfied when one principal successfully sends a message to the other. As we observed before 
(cf. Section 3.2.2), the two parties need to agree on the message's time stamp. 
Although the exact format of a message and its transport details will vary from application 
to application and agent society to agent society, a well-formed message should include the 
following attributes: 
time the time of sending. In a low-trust environment, this could be provided by a time-stamping 
service. 
identifier a token uniquely identifying this message. This enables efficient references to previous 
messages. 
in-reply-to a token identifying the message that this is in reply to, or none if this is the first 
message in a conversation. 
sender the sending agent's identifier. 
receiver the receiving agent's identifier. 
content the message content. This could be a communicative act such as inform, request, 
propose [68,152]. 
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context the message context. Messages relevant to a contract should be tagged with the cor- 
responding contract label. This information can be inferred if the received message is in 
reply to an earlier message that was properly context-tagged. 
protocol optional interaction protocol (cf. Section 2.5) identifier, for example contract-net, 
request or propose. The purpose of the protocol identifier is to impose constraints on 
subsequent messages that reply to this message or are in the same conversation as this 
one. For example, if the message is a proposal, with protocol propose then any subsequent 
reply must be either an acceptance, rejection or counter-proposal as according to the 
particular definition of the propose protocol being used. 
conversation identifier a token representing the conversation to which the message belongs. 
This allows messages to be related to a particular instantiation of an interaction protocol, 
which is especially useful when messages form part of a protocol without being a reply 
to an existing message (for example multiple bids in an auction may not necessarily be 
modelled as replies to the auctioneer's announcement). 
If the message is a reply, it can infer this token from the message to which it is in reply. 
Otherwise a unique conversation identifier should be generated. 
Below we describe some predicates which are useful in contract bodies and agent code, either 
as tests on received messages, or as constraints on messages about to be sent. These predicates 
allow contracts to abstract away from the concrete representation of the messages. 
Since these definitions will be referred to frequently throughout the remainder of this work, we 
have repeated them for the reader's convenience in Appendix A. 
contractEvent(E, C) event E is in the context of contract C. 
eventField(E, F) event E has a field F. Fields correspond to the message event attributes 
above. For example, we will use convld (CId) to represent the conversation identifier field, 
which can then be accessed by means of eventField(E, convId(CId)). Since eventField 
is essentially a means of accessing the attributes of a message event, we use E. F (V) as 
syntactic sugar for eventField (E, F (V)) where F is the field name and V is the value of the 
field. 
proposeEvent(PE, X, Y, F) PE is a propose event from X to Y about the establishment of a 
fluent F. If agent Y replies with an accept the fluent is initiated. If the fluent is of the form 
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activeContract(Label), then the proposal is to establish a contract between x and Y. The 
Label indicates the name of the contract together with any contract parameters. Propose 
events are messages with the propose protocol specified, which restricts the valid replies 
to either accept or reject events. 
acceptEvent(A, PE) A is an acceptance event in reply to a proposal event, PE. Accept events 
are also messages with the propose protocol specified. The agent receiving the acceptance 
should check the validity of the proposal event, meaning that the agent should check to 
see that the proposal event has been previously received and has been correctly quoted or 
referenced. Figure 3.4 gives an example representation of an accept event for a long term 
contract between a customer (j ak97@imperial. ac. uk) and vendor sales@wiremeshRus). 
rejectEvent(R, PE) R is a reject event in reply to a proposal event, PE. Like acceptEvents, 
rejectEvent messages should specify the propose protocol. 
informEvent(IE, X, Y, F) IE is an inform event from x to Y that F holds. F is normally a 
fluent. 
replyTo(R, E) R is a reply to E. If the E message specifies a protocol, replyTo constrains R to 
be a valid response for the protocol of message event E. R and E have the same protocol 
attribute, and R's in-reply-to attribute is equal to E's message identifier. 
cancelEvent(E, X) is a notification to cancel the contract. A right to cancel is necessary for 
this event to have the effect of cancelling the contract. See Section 3.6 for more information 
on rights and permissions. 
reportEvent(RE, E) indicates that RE is a report of an actual event E. This is most useful 
when E is an inform event from another contract that something has been achieved. Only 
events which actually occur may be reported - this constraint might be enforced by re- 
quiring event senders to digitally sign their events. See Section 3.9 for more information 
on reported events. 
requestEvent(E, A, F) E is a request event for agent A to bring about that F is true. A 
successful response is an inform event that F is now true. 
cancelEvent(E, A) E is an event communicated by agent A to attempt to cancel the contract. 
Further explained in Section 3.6.2. 
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In order for an event to be relevant to a contract, it not only needs to be a contractEvent, 
but also needs to be valid. By a valid event we mean that the event conforms to the following 
well-formedness conditions: 
" If an event R specifies an in-reply-to field, then there must exist an earlier event E such 
that replyTo (R, E). 
" If the event specifies that it is part of a protocol, it must represent a valid transition in 
that protocol. For example if an event specified the protocol propose, this would constrain 
the message to be either a proposeEvent (if it was the first message in the conversation), 
an acceptEvent or a rejectEvent. Because of the way we define the propose protocol, it 
is not possible to have more than one reply to the original proposal, because as soon as 
the proposal is accepted or rejected, the protocol moves into a terminated state where no 
further replies are valid. Since the interaction protocols needed will often be specific to the 
application scenario, we will show how to define interaction protocols so that they may be 
included in the contract bodies. 
3.4 Interaction Protocols and Conversation State 
Here we propose a simple way of representing interaction protocols and conversation state in 
the Event Calculus. First we define a predicate validProtocolEvent which will be true if and 
only if an event represents a valid transition with respect to its specified protocol. The predicate 
validProtocolTransition(Protocol, Event, Time) is what really defines the different behaviour 
of the protocols and can be extended in the contract itself to introduce new protocols. 
validProtocolEvent(E, T) - 
E. protocol(P) A validProtocolTransition(P, E, T). 
Note that E. protocol(P) is syntactic sugar for the relational call eventField(E, protocol (P) ) 
which unifies the value of the protocol field of the event E with the variable P. The implementation 
of eventField by the interpreter (described in Section 3.11.1) will vary depending on the chosen 
concrete representation of events. 
Below, we demonstrate how the propose interaction protocol could be represented. There are 
three possible transitions corresponding to an initial proposal followed by either an acceptance 
or a rejection: 
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Figure 3.4: Possible representation of an propose and accept event 
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terminates(E, convState(CId, initial), T) - proposeEvent(E, 
_, _, _) 
A E. convld(CId). 
initiates(E, convState(CId, proposed(E)), T) - proposeEvent(E, 
_, _, _) 
A E. convld(CId). 
terminates(E, convState(CId, proposed(_)), T) - acceptEvent(E, 
_, _, _) 
A E. convld(CId). 
initiates(E, convState(CId, final), T) F-- acceptEvent(E, 
_, _, _) 
A E. convld(CId). 
terminates(E, convState(CId, proposed(_)), T) E-- rejectEvent(E, 
_, _, _) 
A E. convld(CId). 
initiates(E, convState(CId, final), T) <-- rejectEvent(E, 
_, _, _) 
A E. convld(CId). 
Figure 3.5: Rules governing the propose protocol 
validProtocolTransition(propose, E, T) - 
convState(E, initial, T) A proposeEvent(E, _, _, _). 
validProtocolTransition(propose, E, T) E-- 
convState(E, proposed(PE), T) A acceptEvent(E, PE). 
validProtocolTransition(propose, E, T) <-- 
convState(E, proposed(PE), T) A rejectEvent(E, PE). 
convState(E, CS, T) is an auxiliary predicate that is true if and only if the conversation to 
which the event E belongs is in the specified state CS at time T. Furthermore we say that from 
the start, all conversations begin in the initial state: 
convState(E, CS, T) +- 
E. convld(CId) A holdsAt(convState(CId, CS), T). 
initiates(start, convState(_, initial), _). 
Now we describe how the conversation state progresses from initial through to proposed and 
then to final. Note that these effects will only occur if the events are also valid as defined by 
validProtocolEvent since events are not placed in the event history if they are invalid for any 
reason (e. g. malformed or protocol-invalid). 
Figure 3.5 shows how the propose interaction protocol can be represented in the Event Calculus. 
A propose event terminates the initial state of the conversation, moving it to a proposed(E) 
state, where E is the proposal event itself. An acceptEvent or re j ectEvent terminates the 
proposed(E) state and initiates the final conversation state. 
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The rules are easier to read and understand if one observes that each transition in the corre- 
sponding finite-state machine is represented in the Event Calculus as a terminates and initiates 
pair of clauses. The terminates clause "leaves" a state, while the inititates clause "enters" the 
new one. 
Of course it would be possible to represent interaction protocols more directly as finite state 
machines (perhaps as graphs). However, we have chosen to represent them directly in the Event 
Calculus as this offers more flexibility (we do not have to represent each state explicitly) and is 
more consistent with our overall Event Calculus-based approach. 
Note that the Event Calculus rules presented in this chapter are general rules that apply in 
the context of all contracts executed by the agent. Outside of the context of a contract, it 
is at the agent's option to communicate using the communicative events that we have pro- 
posed. That notwithstanding, the agents in our multi-agent scenario in Chapter 6 do use the 
same communicative events for extra-contract communication as they do for contract-relative 
communication. 
3.5 Obligations 
As we mentioned in the introduction, we adopt a similar semantics to Dignum et al. [51] with 
respect to deadlines. An obligation is fulfilled if the deadline has not yet expired and the specified 
goal has been achieved. An obligation is violated if the deadline has elapsed and it has not been 
fulfilled. 
3.5.1 Fulfilment 
We need to specify fulfilment for both types of goal: achievement goals, such as achieve M, and 
action goals, such as do (E, Constraint). We have already seen an example of an achieve (F) 
goal on line 5 of Figure 3.1. An example of a do goal would be do(comm(E), acceptEvent(E, 
PE). The term comm indicates that E must be communicated. PE is some previous propose event 
and acceptEvent(E, PE) is a constraint on E that must be satisfied. 
Achievement goals specify a fluent F that must be established before the obligation's deadline. 
Action goals require that an event E occurs that satisfies a constraint Constraint. Note that we 
use a predicate call which has a meaning similar to that of Prolog's call. We will see exactly 
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how this is implemented in Section 3.11.1. 
Furthermore, an obligation ceases once it has been fulfilled. 
initiates(E, fulfilled(oblig(Ag, achieve(F), DL)), T) 
holdsAt(oblig(Ag, achieve(F), DL), T) A 
T<DL A initiates (E, F, T). 
initiates(E, fulfilled(oblig(Ag, do(comm(E), Constraint), DL)), T) +- 
holdsAt(oblig(Ag, do(E, Constraint), DL), T) n 
happens(E, T) A 
T<DL A call (Constraint). 
terminates(E, oblig(Ag, G, DL), T) E-- 
initiates(E, fulfilled(oblig(Ag, G, DL)), T). 
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Finally, a fulfilled obligation terminates any timer associated with the obligation's deadline (see 
the next section): 
terminates(E, timer(oblig(Ag, G, DL)), T) 
initiates(E, fulfilled(oblig(Ag, G, DL)), T). 
3.5.2 Violation 
Detecting an obligation violation requires that we track whether its associated deadline has 
elapsed. For this reason when an obligation is created, we set up a timer. On expiry, the 
alarm event will initiate a violated fluent corresponding to the violated obligation if and only 
if that obligation still holds (which, by the previous subsection 3.5.1, will not be the case if the 
obligation has already been fulfilled). 
Furthermore, we shall consider that an obligation ceases once it has been violated. The rationale 
here is to give clear rules on the life-cycle of an obligation - in this case the obligation is 
terminated when it is violated. Should it be desired that the obligation continue to hold, a new 
obligation should be initiated on the event of violation as is described below in Section 3.5.3. 
initiates(E, timer(oblig(Ag, G, DL), DL), T) <- 
initiates(E, oblig(Ag, G, DL), T). 
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initiates(alarm(oblig(Ag, G, DL)), violated(oblig(Ag, G, DL)), DL) <-- 
holdsAt(oblig(Ag, G, DL), DL). 
terminates(E, oblig(Ag, G, DL), T) F- 
initiates(E, violated(oblig(Ag, G, DL)), T). 
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The first clause initiates a timer on the event of an obligation being initiated. The timer is 
represented as a binary fluent relating the name of the timer to the time of expiry and causes a 
corresponding alarm event to happen at the designated deadline. This mechanism is explained 
fully in Section 3.11.2. 
An agent executing the contract can query what timers have been set and perform what-if queries 
at those times. For example an agent, A, can see if there is any danger of it violating an obliga- 
tion in the future in the absence of future activity by querying the contract for holdsAt (timer (0, 
DL), T) and then for one of the returned deadlines, DL, querying initiates (alarm(-, DL), 
violated(oblig(A, _, DL)), DL). 
3.5.3 Update and Chaining 
An obligation can be updated by terminating the existing one and initiating its replacement. 
Cancelling an obligation amounts to terminating it before it has been fulfilled or violated. For 
example, this might happen if an agent obliges another to perform some activity, but after some 
time decides to withdraw the request. Then, at that agent's option, the obligation could be 
terminated (cancelled) before the obligation was due to be fulfilled or violated. 
More common, however, is the concept of chained obligations where the violation of one obli- 
gation leads to the creation of another. For example, if an agent has an obligation to pay for 
a service by a certain time and fails to do so, a surcharge is often levied. An example contract 
(see Figure 3.6) between a buyer (b) and a seller (s) for the delivery and payment of a bicycle 
serves to demonstrate these points. 
Figure 3.6 presents a translation of the LCR contract of Figure 2.3 (page 26). The example 
differs slightly in that instead of the buyer being obliged to cancel the deal if the seller fails to 
deliver, the buyer has the right to cancel it. Note that the fulfilled and violated fluents are 
initiated by the rules in Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2. 
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DELIVEROB(DL) oblig(s, achieve(delivered(bicycle)), DL) 
PAYOB(M, DL) oblig(b, achieve(paid(M)), DL) 
CANCELRIGHT - right(b, cancel) 
initiates(start, DELIVEROB(T+2), T). 
initiates(E, PAYOB(500, T+1), T) +- initiates(E, fulfilled(DELIVEROB(_)), T). 
initiates(E, CANCELRIGHT, T) E- initiates(E, violated(DELIVEROB(_)), T). 
initiates(E, PAYOB(510, T+1), T) - initiates(E, violated(PAYOB(500, 
_)), 
T). 
Figure 3.6: Buying a bicycle 
3.6 Permissions and Rights 
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Abrahams points out that there are two different kinds of permissions, namely violable and 
non-violable permissions [8]. Both of these are supported by ECCL, as discussed below. 
3.6.1 Violable Permissions 
By violable permissions, we mean that it is possible for the permission to be violated by the agent 
or service that is supposed to be permitting the action. For example, suppose we are permitted 
to access a particular service; then the agent providing the service is effectively obliged to never 
deny access on the grounds of not having permission. If the agent did reply with "permission 
denied" 
, it would be at fault and would have violated that permission. 
An example of a violable negative permission (prohibition) would be a customer who has an 
account at a bank. According to the terms and conditions, the customer should not exceed a 
specified overdraft limit. However, this limit is only a soft limit, and should the customer exceed 
it, the bank can impose penalty charges. 
We model these situations with the same concept as Ponder's refrain policy [46]. If a fluent 
refrain(X, G) holds we say that agent x is obliged to refrain from satisfying goal G, where the 
goal may be either the achievement or action variety. Since there is no deadline associated 
with refrains, they may only ever be violated. Unlike obligations, violating a refrain does not 
automatically terminate it. Specific contract clauses, however, may terminate a refrain. 
initiates(E, violated(refrain(Ag, achieve(F))), T) <-- 
initiates(E, F, T) A holdsAt(refrain(Ag, achieve(F)), T). 
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initiates(E, violated(refrain(Ag, do(comm(E), Constraint))), T) +- 
call(Constraint) A holdsAt (refrain (Ag, do(comm(E), Constraint)), T). 
The first rule does not take into account the agent (or cause) of the event that brought about 
the fluent that agent Ag was to refrain from achieving. In our studies, we have found the above 
to be sufficient. This is because in most contracts there is typically only one agent that can 
bring about a given fluent. Should it be necessary to model the agency of the event bringing 
about the fluent, an alternative rule could be used: 
initiates(E, violated(refrain(Ag, achieve(F))), T) +- 
initiates(E, F, T) A agent(E, Ag). 
The predicate agent (E, Ag) means that Ag is the agent (or cause) of the event. A naive definition 
would be that the sender of an event is the agent of it. In practice, it might be expected that an 
agent is unlikely to inform the other contract principals about its refrain transgressions. Much 
more likely, a third-party agent would report the event of transgression. See Section 3.9 for more 
on reported events. 
There is no default termination rule for refrain fluents. The reason is that there is no under- 
lying intuition that a refrain should be lifted after a certain event has occurred. We leave the 
termination condition for the fluent for specification by the contract, as appropriate. 
3.6.2 Non-violable Permissions 
By non-violable permissions, we mean those permissions that are not possible to violate. In 
SCCL we call such permissions rights. Rights are modelled as extra conditions on the initiation 
or termination rules. An example of a permission right is the right to bring about the termination 
of the contract (cf Figure 3.6). The reason that it is not possible to violate this permission is 
that it does not concern the action of another agent. Such a permission is determined by the 
semantics of the contract itself. For the case of a cancellable contract, we would have the 
following rule: 
initiates(E, cancelled, T) F-- 
holdsAt(right(Ag, cancel)) A cancelEvent(E, Ag). 
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Now if agent Ag does not have the right to cancel the contract, but issues a cancel event anyway, 
there will be no effect on the contract state. Furthermore, Ag has not violated any permissions 
in so doing. 
3.7 Authoritative Agents 
Authoritative agent declarations help to clarify how informational messages (such as inform) 
affect contract state. An agent that is authoritative about a particular fact (represented as a 
fluent) will initiate or terminate the fluent in the context of the contract when informing about 
that fluent. 
Take for example the situation where a buyer has just entered into a contract with a vendor for 
the purchase of some item. In this case, the contract might say that the vendor is obliged to 
declare an order number, which may be used as a reference in later communications. We can 
conveniently represent the order number as a fluent in the context of the contract by declaring 
the vendor as authoritative about the order number fluent. Then, if the vendor informs the 
customer about the order number, the state of the contract will include the order number. If, 
however, the customer were to try and declare the order number, there would be no effect on 
the contract state because the customer is not authoritative with respect to that fluent. 
initiates(E, F, T) - authoritative(Ag, F, T) A informEvent(E, Ag, _, 
F) A 
-iconstantEstablished(F, T). 
terminates(E, G, T) - authoritative(Ag, F, T) A informEvent(E, Ag, _, 
F) A 
incompatible(F, G) A -iconstantEstablished(F, T). 
incompatible(not(F), F). 
incompatible (K=V, K=M) F- TAM. 
constantEstablished(K=V, T) f-- holdsAt(constant(K), T) A holdsAt(K=V, 
T). 
The rules above capture this notion. Note that we describe also how incompatible 
fluents are 
terminated, along the lines of the original Event Calculus [110]. The first line of the 
definition 
of incompatible states that if the agent announces not(F), the fluent F should 
be terminated. 
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The second line is for use with so-called multi-valued fluents', where the fluent is represented as 
a compound term with = as the functor, the name of the variable as the first argument and the 
value of the variable as the second argument. As with all rules, the definition of the incompatible 
relation may be extended in the contract body. 
Multi-valued fluents may be declared as constant. This means that once a value has been 
established for it, it may no longer be changed. This is expressed by the constantEstablished 
rule above. We will use this mechanism in Section 6.2.2 to model how a vendor agent cannot 
change the order number once they have announced it. Note that the declaration of a constant 
fluent is itself a fluent. This allows the constancy of a particular fluent to be the subject of 
fluent negotiation, which is described next. 
3.8 Negotiation 
The authoritative agents mechanism is appropriate when a single agent can declare the value 
of a fluent. However, this mechanism does not work for the case where we want a set of agents 
to mutually agree the value of a fluent before it may be established. The exact negotiation 
mechanism will depend on the requirements of the contract. For example, we could imagine a 
contract that says that only agent A may propose new values for a fluent, which must then be 
agreed by agent B. The possibilities are even more numerous when more than two agents are 
involved. For example, we could imagine rules that a fluent may only be established based on 
voting systems involving the concept of quorum (the minimum number of agents required to 
vote before a decision can be made). 
We describe below a simple system of propose and accept or reject. Recall from Section 3.3 that 
proposeEvent (PE, X, Y, F) is a propose event from X to Y about the establishment of a fluent 
F. Recall also that the propose, accept and reject events must belong to the propose interaction 
protocol (cf. Section 3.4). This means that an accept or reject event will only be considered as 
valid if it is in reply to a proposal and the proposal itself was a valid event. 
Like the rules for authoritative agents above, incompatible fluents are automatically terminated 
when a new fluent is initiated. The predicate mutuallyAgreedEvent is true if and only if the 
contract is a two party contract, and the event is an acceptance event about the fluent F. 
'The term multi-valued is perhaps a bit misleading. It comes from [76] where it is used to indicate a fluent 
that is not restricted to a binary value (true/false), but can take on a larger set of possible values (=1, =2, ... 
). 
3.9. Reported Events 
initiates(E, F, T) - mutuallyAgreedEvent(E, F, T). 
terminates(E, G, T) - mutuallyAgreedEvent(E, F, T) A incompatible(F, G). 
mutuallyAgreedEvent(E, F, T) <-- 
acceptEvent(E, PE) A proposeEvent(PE, X, Y, F) A twoPartyContract(X, Y). 
twoPartyContract(X, Y) 
principal(X) A principal(Y) AXYA- (principal(Z) AZXAZ Y). 
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A more sophisticated system (and probably different messages) would be needed to support 
agreements for contracts involving 3 or more agents. Our system is similar to Reeve et al's 
proposal, where they suggested to declare predicates as negotiable [146]. The difference is that 
in our system the result of negotiation is a change in fluent value (a part of the state of the 
contract), rather than a change in the rules of the contract itself. 
3.9 Reported Events 
The semantics of a contract is defined only in terms of the rules of the contract body and the 
record of events that are relevant to it. Consequently in order for external events to affect a 
contract they must be somehow imported into that contract's context. Another way of thinking 
about this concept is that of presenting evidence. By reporting an event, one is presenting 
evidence that something has occurred. In combination with an authoritative agent declaration, 
it is possible to allow third parties to influence the contract state. 
For example, imagine that a seller agent is obliged to deliver an item to a buyer. The contract 
specifies that a particular courier is authoritative about the delivery status of that item. In order 
for the seller to fulfil their obligation a delivery notification from the courier must somehow enter 
the context of the contract between the buyer and the seller. This could be done by the seller 
reporting the notification it received from the courier. 
happens(E, T) 
happens(RE, Ti) A T<T1 A reportEvent(RE, J) A eventTime(J, T) A 
validProtocolEvent(J, T) A sameContext(RE, J, E). 
The rule above reads as follows: if an agent reports at time Ti an event J that occurred at time 
T (in the past of Ti), then that event can be placed in the context of the current contract and 
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said to have occurred at time T also. The reporting event is RE. The predicate sameContext (RE, 
.T, E) is true if and only if .T and E agree on all fields except context and the context of E agrees 
with the context of RE. 
sameContext(RE, J, E) <-- 
J. time (T) A E. time(T) A 
J. identifier(I) A E. identifier(I) A 
J. inReplyTo (IRT) A E. inReplyTo (IRT) A 
J. sender(S) A E. sender(S) A 
J. receiver(R) A E. receiver(R) A 
J. content (CT) A E. content(CT) A 
J. protocol (P) A E. protocol(P) A 
J. convld(CId) A E. convld(CId) A 
RE. context (C) A E. context (C) . 
Let's look at the example in more detail. The courier agent sends an inform message (DELIVERY- 










item: wireMesh, destination: customerl, reference: cov-cl-rl003)))) 
The seller then sends this to the customer as evidence that the contractual obligation to deliver 
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receiver: jak97@imperial. ac. uk, 
context: customer-vendor-contract-c4 , 
content: report(DELIVERYNOTIFICATION)) 
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When the REPORTED NOTIFICATION message is received by all parties, it becomes part of the 
contract history. In other words, happens (REPORTEDNDTIFICATION, 20060816140036) will be true 
and a copy of DELIVERYNOTIFICATION will appear in the context of the customer-vendor con- 
tract. The only difference between the original DELIVERYNOTIFICATION and the copy is that 
the copy will have context customer-vendor-contract-c4 by virtue of the sameContext predicate 
above, whereas the original DELIVERYNOTIFICATION has the context courier-vendor-contract- 
cl. In summary, the result of the reported-event communication by the vendor is that two events 
are added to the contract history, namely the communication itself, as well as a copy of the com- 
munication that was reported. 
Note that only valid events may be reported. As discussed in Section 3.3, cryptographic tech- 
niques such as the use of digital signatures and a time-stamping service could be used to provide 
assurance that the reported events have actually occurred. 
3.10 Fluent Formulae 
Shanahan proposed using fluent formulas in his work on the ramification problem in the Event 
Calculus [155], and also described a translation from the fluent formulas into plain Event Cal- 
culus. Based on this work we describe a means by which a fluent formula may be represented 
and reasoned with directly in the Event Calculus. A study by Cervesato et al. shows that the 
addition of simple fluent formulas such as those proposed below (allowing and, or, and not) do 
not alter the complexity of calculating the maximum interval over which a fluent holds [35]. 
This technique turns out to be useful when one wishes to express an initiation or termination 
in response to the establishment of a combination of fluents. For example, if one wanted to 
express that an oil supply agent, s, is obliged to start the supply of oil when the customer c's 
oil reservoir falls below a certain level and the customer has paid his monthly dues: 
initiates(E, oblig(s, achieve(supplying(c, oil)), T+5), T) 
initiates(E, and(oillevel(c, low), paidup(c)), T). 
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The advantage of this arrangement is that if the oil level is low, but the customer has not 
paid his monthly dues (paidup(c)), no obligation will be initiated. However, as soon as the 
customer pays his dues, that event will cause both conditions to hold and from that moment the 
supplier will be obliged to turn on the oil supply. Similarly, if the customer is already paid up, 
the obligation will only be initiated when the customer's oil supply becomes low (oillevel(c, 
low). 
initiates(E, and(F, G), T) - happens(D, T) A 
((initiates(E, F, T) A initiates(D, G, T)) V 
(initiates(D, F, T) A initiates(E, G, T))). 
initiates(E, and(F, G), T) <-- 
(holdsAt(F, T) A initiates(E, G, T) A 
not (happens(D, T) A terminates(D, F, T))) V 
(holdsAt(G, T) A initiates(E, F, T) A 
not (happens(D, T) A terminates(D, G, T))). 
terminates(E, and(F, G), T) - terminates(E, F) V terminates(E, G). 
initiates(E, not(F), T) - terminates(E, F, T). 
terminates(E, not(F), T) - initiates(E, F, T). 
Above we show the initiates and terminates rules for the fluent formulas and (F, G) and not (F). 
The rules for the and formula are more complex because they take into account simultaneous 
events. The first initiates clause handles the case where there are two simultaneous events 
E and D that initiate F and G respectively. The second initiates rule handles the case when 
either F or G already holds and the other fluent is subsequently initiated. If events cannot be 
simultaneous, the rules could be simplified somewhat. The rules also assume that no fluent 
is simultaneously initiated or terminated. If this were allowed, erroneous conclusions could be 
reached that a fluent both holds and doesn't hold at a particular time point. 
The disjunctive fluent formula or is defined as follows: 
initiates(E, or(F, G), T) - initiates(E, F, T) V initiates(E, G, T). 
terminates(E, or(F, G), T) - initiates(E, and(not(F), not(G)), T). 
The initiates clause is true if either F or G is initiated. The termination rule is defined using 





initiates(start, oblig(Guard, achieved(patrolled(T)), T+15), T), true)). 
Figure 3.7: Example of a contract clause accessed by the meta-interpreter 
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In this Section we describe how the Event Calculus rules may be evaluated by an agent. The 
semantics of all the rules above follows those of first-order logic, leaving the following outstanding 
points: 
9 The contracts must be evaluated separately. Every contract has its own rules and event 
history, and an event from one contract cannot be allowed to affect another unless it is 
reported (cf. Section 3.9). 
" We must define how the call predicate works. We used this predicate in the definition of 
obligation fulfilment (cf. Section 3.5). 
" We must describe how alarm events are generated in response to the initiation of timer 
fluents. We will discuss two different ways of achieving this. 
3.11.1 Meta-interpreter 
In order to achieve separate evaluation of the contracts, we place the Event Calculus rules in 
their own logical context. We define a meta-interpreter that allows us to evaluate formulae with 
respect to a label representing the contract. The translation we propose here is an adaptation 
of that proposed by McCabe in his treatment of labelled theories [116]. 
The body of a contract is represented by a binary relation, contractClause, between the label 
of the contract and each of the clauses belonging to the contract. Variables can be shared 
between the contract label and the clause - those appearing in the label are the parameters to 
the contract. There is one contractClause rule for each rule of the contract. Figure 3.7 gives an 
example of the translation of line 8 from the security guard contract (page 57). 
All of the rules in this chapter, including the Event Calculus axioms themselves, are represented 
in the same way as in Figure 3.7. Since these rules apply in the context of all contracts, the 
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contract label is not important, and we can write contractClause(_, Rule), where Rule is, for 
example, an Event Calculus axiom or standard obligation fulfilment rule. 
We can then define the meta-interpreter: 
selon(C, happens(E, T)) - happens(E, T) A contractEvent(E, C). 
selon(C, call(X)) F- selon(C, X). 
selon(C, H) - contractClause(C, rule(H, B)) A selon(C, B). 
selon(C, PA Q) - selon(C, P) A selon(C, Q). 
selon(C, not P) <-- not selon(C, P). 
selon(C, A<B) - A<B. 
selon(C, A=B) f-- A=B. 
contractEvent(E, C) f- E. time(T) A validProtocolEvent(E, T) A E. context(C). 
The meta-interpreter is called selon after French selon, meaning "according to". The first rule 
of the meta-interpreter imports events relevant to the contract into the context of the contract. 
The call to happens on the right-hand side of the -accesses a relation containing all the events 
that the agent has received. It is then filtered by a call to contractEvent which ensures that the 
events are relevant to the given contract C. 
The second rule defines the call predicate. The remaining rules are standard first-order logic 
meta-interpreter rules. In this case we have overloaded the A and not connectives - they should 
be read as functional term constructors when they occur in the second argument of selon and 
as logical connectives otherwise. 
Mathematical operations such as addition, subtraction and the less than operator could in 
practice be implemented with a constraint solving system such as CLP (FD) . 
In our own im- 
plementation we use delayed evaluation to make sure that mathematical operations are always 
performed on bound variables. In the examples we have also occasionally made use of functional 
terms such as T+10 as arguments to predicates. There are two ways to deal with these terms: 
either handle them directly in a constraint solving system such as CLP(FD), or translate them 
into relational calls. Our implementation of the meta-interpreter takes the latter approach, as 




Timers are set by means of a timer fluent comprising a name and time of expiry. An alarm 
event indicating the name of the timer occurs when the timer expires. We can write this in logic 
like this: 
happens(alarm(N), T) - holdsAt(timer(N, T), T). 
terminates(alarm(N), timer(N, T), T). 
Although succinct, this formulation results in an infinite loop when evaluated by a Prolog-style 
(depth-first) interpreter. The reason is that the Event Calculus axiom for holdsAt calls happens 
which in turn, above, calls holdsAt again. 
In order to work around this issue, we could evaluate the above rules in a first-order theorem 
prover, provided that we close the rules using the Clark completion technique [40]. 
For more efficiency, however, it is desirable to be able to evaluate the rules in a logic programming 
engine such as Prolog. 
The simplest solution to this problem is, when querying the contract for fluents that currently 
hold, first query for timers (fluents of the form timer(O, T)) and add the corresponding alarm(O) 
events to the happens predicate by means of the assert directive. It may be necessary to repeat 
this process as the addition of one alarm event may cause another timer to be established. The 
use of assert is acceptable in this case because we are adding happens facts monotonically, in 
the same way as we add happens facts for each communicative event received by the agent. 
There are several other solutions to this problem, including modifying the meta-interpreter to 
perform the deduction of inferred events, or alternatively modifying the Event Calculus syntax 
itself so that inferred events may be passed between predicates as extra arguments. These 
alternatives may have advantages over the assert directive for planning systems employing 
abduction because abductive frameworks do not allow the use of assert. Nevertheless, for the 
deductive reasoning mode, the assert method above is by far the simplest. 
3.12. Other Issues 
3.12 Other Issues 
3.12.1 Conflict Analysis 
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It may be desirable to analyse a contract for possible conflicts in advance of deploying it. Such a 
conflict might be simultaneously being obliged to and forbidden to achieve some state of affairs 
or perform some action. Fortunately this area has already been extensively studied. The most 
closely applicable research is that of Bandara where he used an abductive technique to analyse 
conflicts that may arise in network policy systems represented in the Event Calculus [17]. With 
further work, it should be possible to apply these techniques to our system. 
3.12.2 Multiplicity of obligations 
Sometimes it is desirable to indicate that an agent has more than one obligation of a particular 
kind. For example: a vendor is obliged to supply 3 apples. Our obligation terms have three 
attributes: the bearer of the obligation, the goal to be carried out and the deadline. We can 
represent the multiplicity in the goal part of the obligation. In the apple example we would 
have oblig(Vendor, achieve(supplied(3, apples), Deadline). We would then have a pair of 
initiates and terminates contract-specific rules that update the supplied fluent in response to 
a supply event. 
In fact this solution generalises to any event that must be performed multiple times. We represent 
this as an obligation of the form oblig(Bearer, achieve( multiple(N, StartTime, DoGoal)), 
Deadline) where N is the number of times to perform the event, DoGoal is a goal to perform an 
action (cf. Section 3.5) and StartTime is the time at which the obligation was initiated. 
initiates(E, multiple(O, T, DG), T) - 
initiates(E, oblig(_, achieve(multiple(N, T, DG)), DL), T). 
terminates(E, multiple(N, ST, DG), T) - 
holdsAt(multiple(N, ST, DG), T) A matches(E, DG). 
initiates(E, multiple(M, ST, DG), T) - 
M=N+1 A holdsAt(multiple(N, ST, DG), T) A matches(E, DG). 
matches(E, do(E, Constraint)) E-- call(Constraint). 
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The first line initiates a fresh multiple fluent when an obligation requiring multiple events is 
initiated. This fluent acts as a counter that counts the number of times the obligation has been 
fulfilled. When the counter reaches its target value, the obligation will be fulfilled since this is 
the semantics of fulfilment of an achieve obligation (cf. Section 3.5.1). 
The two following rules update the counter when a matching event occurs. Note that even 
if more events occur than are required the obligation will still be fulfilled because obligation 
fulfilment is edge-triggered on the multiple fluent attaining the desired value. 
For example, if we wanted to express that the vendor must perform supply 3 loads of apples, 
we can express it as the initiation of the fluent oblig(Vendor, achieve(multiple(3, T, do(E, 
informEvent (E, Vendor, Customer, supplied(apples)))))) at a time T. In response to this initi- 
ation, the first rule below will initiate an auxiliary fluent, multiple (0, T, do (E , inf ormEvent (... M. 
On each successful inform event from the Vendor the multiple fluent will be adjusted by the 
following two rules. Finally, when multiple (3, T, do (E , inf ormEvent (... ))) is established, the 
obligation is fulfilled since this is the fluent that was required to be established by the obligation 
in the first place. 
3.12.3 Modularity 
One of the strengths of our approach is that all the rules for the inference of contract states are 
part of the contract itself. This means that contracting entities can pick and choose what rules 
are most appropriate to their circumstances. Indeed some rules will be reused from contract to 
contract (for example a date manipulation library). We propose an include mechanism where 
common contract code can be hosted on a mutually accessible network such as the Internet and 
dynamically loaded by the contracting parties on agreement of the contract. A directive of the 
form include URL HASH where URL is the universal resource locator for the contract rules and 
HASH is a cryptographic hash such as SHAT can be used to ensure the integrity of the downloaded 
data. 
3.12.4 Sliding Windows 
Neal et al. identified the requirement for sliding window obligations in service 
level agreements 
[132]. These are constraints that an agent must satisfy at all times during a sliding window 
period. A typical example of a sliding window contract is: the system must 
be up 90% of the 
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time within any 24 hour period. Another way of stating this is to say that there should be no 
more than 2.4 hours of downtime in any 24 hour period. 
Implementing sliding window constraints in the Event Calculus is conceptually straightforward, 
although there are a few subtleties of which to take care. Fortunately they can be hidden away 
in a library and do not need to interfere with the main purpose of the contract. 
Firstly, we need to represent the constraint as an obligation or refrain. Secondly, we need to 
show how the fluents mentioned in that constraint are tracked in response to events. We would 
represent the example constraint as a refrain: 
refrain(Provider, achieve(greaterThan(slidingSum(downTime, 24), 2.4))) 
This means that the service provider must refrain from (accidentally or otherwise) achieving a 
sliding downtime of more than 2.4 hours in any 24 hour period. 
The fluent greaterThan holds if and only if an event causes the named multi-valued fluent to 
exceed a given value. The fluent slidingSum represents the accumulation (sum) of some concept 
over a specified time window. In this case the concept is downTime and the sliding window is 24 
hours. 
If there are events that represent that a certain amount of downtime has occurred, it is straight- 
forward to make use of these in the sliding sum. For example, if we have a trusted third party 
monitoring agent that issues downtime reports, we could capture the effect on the sliding sum 
fluent as follows: 
delta(E, downTime, D) - informEvent(E, Monitor, Customer, downFor(D)). 
The greaterThan fluent is defined straightforwardly: 
terminates(E, greaterThan(F, K), T) - initiates(E, F=V, T), V<K. 
initiates(E, greaterThan(F, K), T) E-- initiates(E, F=V, T), K<V. 
The details of the slidingSum fluent can be found in Appendix C. 2; however, the general approach 
is a set of initiates and terminates rules that modify the slidingSum(F, W) fluent in response 
to events that affect the fluent F. In other words, if an event E happens, the slidingSum(F, W) 
for some fluent F and window W will be adjusted by the delta D, defined by the delta(E, F, D) 
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predicate, if the event falls within the specified window. Simultaneous to E happening, a timer 
event is set to expire at the end of the sliding-window period to subtract the delta as the event 
slides out of the window. 
3.13 Related Work 
3.13.1 Event Based Systems 
Our system bears some similarities to Farrell et al's ecXML [60]. In that work, a variant of the 
Event Calculus with XML syntax and proof rules was proposed. Our own work uses the more 
traditional logic programming (Horn clause) notation. 
Their work is geared towards the representation of service level agreements in utility comput- 
ing; consequently there are more high-level constructs to support that particular domain. For 
example, ecXML directly supports repeated timers, whereas we support single-shot only, upon 
which repeated timers can be layered. 
ctXML, which can be translated into ecXML, offers a higher-level syntax for the drafting of 
service level agreements [61]. It is discussed in detail in Section 2.7.3. Our work differs sub- 
stantially from ctXML, not only in syntax, but especially in the representation of contractual 
provisions, which are called norms in ctXML. In ctXML each norm must be separately identified 
and must define a set of contractual statements that state how the norm is fulfilled or violated. 
In FCCL, we are able to make use of the oblig, refrain and right fluents and their standard 
definitions of fulfilment and violation to compactly represent contractual conditions. 
Paschke et al. proposed a combination of standard deontic logic (SDL) with the Event Calculus 
for the representation and enforcement of service level agreements [139]. In their system, norms 
such as obligations and permissions must have three attributes: subject, object and action. The 
requirement of an object concept can be overly restrictive - how does one represent an obligation 
on an agent for which there is no suitable direct object? In our system, the object of an action, 
if present, is part of the action label itself. 
Artikis et al. applied the Event Calculus to the specification and animation of computational 
societies [14]. The work realised Jones and Sergot's theory of institutionalised power 
[93], and 
in so doing focused more on the multi-agent system perspective rather than a contractual per- 
spective. The system required that all events were visible by the society simulator 
in order to 
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calculate the institutional state. Clearly this assumption does not scale to large multi-agent 
systems. We could, however, transfer the idea into the contract realm by defining the multi- 
agent system as just the principal contracting agents (and possibly the third parties). However, 
further work would need to be done to describe how external societies could then affect that 
smaller contractual institutional society. Our system resolves this issue by means of reported 
events (cf. Section 3.9). 
In some ways our contract language can be seen as a realisation of Daskalopulu's suggestion to 
implement her hybrid dynamic-deontic logic in the Event Calculus [48]. We differ somewhat in 
that we do not provide negative-actions, but instead provide prohibitions in the form of refrain 
fluents. Furthermore we build in the deadline into our notion of obligation whereas Daskalopulu 
employed an informal system of time-constraints on the actions themselves. 
In Section 2.4 we discussed how Abrahams takes the somewhat novel approach of representing 
both norms and events as a single concept called an occurrence [8]. The system is essentially a 
semantic network mapped onto a relational database. Every node in the network is either an 
occurrence, a query or a reference to a clause identifier. 
The system has good representational power for norms, but less adequate representational power 
for actions, in that the event of actions can be represented, but representing their effect is rather 
clumsy. Specifically, in order to represent the effect of an action, an occurrence of type power 
must be created indicating that an action has the power of bringing about a certain state - this 
corresponds loosely to our initiates clauses. Occurrences of type voidance indicate when an 
action has the power to terminate a certain state - this corresponds loosely to our terminates 
clauses. 
On page 164 of his thesis, Abraham's demonstrates how to represent the clause "A party is 
only obliged to fulfil obligations that have not ceased" in his system. This is accomplished 
by means of a new occurrence type being_obliged-function4 which indicates a set subtraction 
operation: the set of all being-obliged occurrences minus the set of all ceased occurrences. Our 
own approach is dramatically simpler; we need only define when an obligation ceases to exist by 
means of a terminates rule and then query what the current obligations are using holdsAt. 
3.13. Related Work 
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Kollingbaum's NoA language describes contracts primarily in terms of a set of norms, which 
are obligations, permissions, prohibitions and sanctions [107,106]. Each norm has an identifier, 
an activity expression, an activation condition and a deactivation condition. The activation 
and deactivation conditions are states of affairs that must hold for a norm to be activated or 
deactivated. 
Our approach requires an event (either the contract start, a timer or a communication event) in 
combination with an optional condition to activate a norm. This corresponds to an initiates(E, 
F, T) -C clause where E is the triggering event, F is the norm to be activated, T is the time 
of the event and C is the optional qualifying condition. Deactivation of a norm corresponds 
to a terminates rule, although typically one will not need to be explicitly provided as the 
standard rules associated with norm fulfilment and violation are often sufficient. Additionally the 
requirement of a triggering event is potentially more efficient since the initiating and terminating 
conditions only need to be re-evaluated when a matching event occurs. The NoA architecture 
employs a Rete network to overcome this problem; however, not all logic programs are amenable 
to this solution (especially when there are potentially unbounded number of facts). 
Another difference between the NoA language and ECCr is in the representation of goals. NoA 
calls these activity-tasks and has four kinds: perform, not perform, achieve and not achieve. 
We have only two: do and achieve. Furthermore our do goal specifies not only an action that 
must be achieved, but also some conditions that must be satisfied at the time the action is 
performed, whereas in the NoA language (and most other contract languages) this must be a 
fully specified action at the time the norm is activated. 
In the NoA language the obligation(o, perform(r, a), s, e) means that the agent with role r 
is obliged to perform action a sometime between s holding and e holding. However, obligation(o, 
not perform (r, a), s, e), means that the action must not be performed at anytime during the 
same interval. This difference in the quantification of time between the two types of activity- 
tasks is rather strange, and it is for this reason that we provide the refrain construct. This 
allows us to deal with negative action and achievement goals in a more intuitively consistent 
way. 
Another subtlety of the NoA language is that there is no way of specifying a deadline with an 
obligation. Instead, one must create a sanction norm that specifies a sanction on an agent under 
certain conditions (which will typically be when the deadline has expired). We now examine a 
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brief example from a documentary letter of credit example due to Kollingbaum [106] to compare 
NoA norm specification to that of ECCL. 
An obligation and sanction pair in NoA. A bank is obliged to pay a client which starts when 
the client has a letter of credit (LoC) and finishes when the client has the money. The sanction 




perform payMoney ( Bank, Supp, LoC, Acc, Mon 
haveLoC( Bank, LoC ), 




perform withholdDeposit ( Goods, Supp 
not receivedBefore( Goods, Deadline 
receivedBefore ( Goods, Deadline ) 
} 
This loosely corresponds to the following in ECCG: 
initiates(E, oblig(Bank, do(payMoney(Bank, Supp, LoC, Acc, Mon)), forever), T) 
initiates(E, haveLoC(Bank, LoC), T). 
initiates(E, oblig(Bank, do(withholdDeposit(Goods, Supp)), forever), T) +- 
initiates(E, violated(oblig(Supp, achieve(haveGoods(Cust, Goods)), Deadline)), T). 
We note that the deadlines for the payMoney obligation have been translated as forever. This 
means that the obligation's timer will never expire, and so it can never be violated by means of 
elapsed time alone. We expect that no corresponding sanction was specified in the original ex- 
ample for reasons of simplification. We have not needed to specify a terminates rule because the 
obligation will be automatically terminated when it is fulfilled (cf. Section 3.5.1). The sanction 
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translates as an obligation on the bank to withhold the deposit. The condition of initiation is 
when the supplier (Supp) violates their obligation to deliver the goods to the customer. It is not 
clear in this example how the bank would know whether the supplier has violated this obliga- 
tion, however, in Chapter 6 we demonstrate how these issues can be properly attended to by 
means of the reported events mechanism (cf. Section 3.9) and authoritative agents mechanism 
(cf. Section 3.7), for which there is no direct analogue in the NoA system. 
3.13.3 Trans, CoLa and TaLa 
Verharen suggested that three languages are required to adequately represent contracts: a lan- 
guage for the description of transactions (Trans), a language for the description of contracts 
(CoLa) and a language for the description of tasks (TaLa) [169]. 
Transactions are interaction or conversation protocols. The Trans language allows the specifica- 
tion of an interaction protocol by declaring what messages each participating agent can send and 
what ordering constraints the sending of messages must satisfy. The transaction specifies a goal 
message for successful completion and an exit message for failure. Additionally the transaction 
may indicate what messages must be sent in the event of a deadline elapsing. 
The contract description language, CoLa, deals only with how authorisations and obligations 
are created, terminated and modified by the successful or failed completion of transactions. The 
language is essentially a Petri net description language. The places represent the state of the 
contract and the transitions are the successful or failed transaction completions. See Figure 2.6 
in Section 2.3 for an example of a contract specified in CoLa. 
In TaLa, a task is a description of an agent plan for the achievement of an agent's own goals or 
desires. Tasks may be hierarchically decomposed into sub-tasks and sub-transactions. 
Our contract language is similar to a combination of Trans and CoLa. TaLa corresponds to 
agent plans and are not part of the contract language itself. In CoLa, the use of the Petri net 
formalism is attractive as it should facilitate analysis of the contract for certain properties. 
An important area that none of Trans, TaLa or CoLa cover is that of action modelling. This 
is in fact a strength of our approach as a direct consequence of it being based on the Event 
Calculus. As in the security guard example at the beginning of this Chapter, we can describe 
in the contract itself exactly what counts as evidence of a successful patrol. A task description 
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in TaLa would seem to be the way to do this; however, task descriptions are agent-specific and 
do not appear in contract descriptions under Verharen's model. 
3.13.4 LCR 
In Section 2.1.3 we introduced Dignum's logic for contract representation (LCR). It is a modal 
branching-time logic, with an appealing definition of obligations which differs somewhat from 
the standard deontic logic approach and thereby avoids many of the paradoxes that plague 
the SDL (cf. Section 2.1.1). The semantics of our own obligations are modelled after that 
presented in LCR, with the simplification that the deadline is not an arbitrary formula but a 
future time-point. 
One of the difficulties with LCR is that there is no corresponding implementation for it. In 
theory, it should be possible to write a model checker for LCR since it is based largely on CTL. 
Of course all the inherent challenges of a model-checking approach would then need to be met, 
the most pressing of which is the state space explosion problem which Artikis observed in his 
work with the CCALC model-checking tool [15]. 
By contrast, we benefit from the ready availability of systems such as Prolog and Go! [42] to 
efficiently interpret our Event Calculus logic programs. Of course, if Prolog's standard depth- 
first decision procedure (SLDNF) is to be used, some care must be taken in how the rules are 
written to avoid the possibility of attempting to explore proof-trees of infinite depth. 
3.13.5 ECL and BCA 
Neal et al. discussed the common aspects between the Enterprise Contract Language (ECL) 
developed at the University of Kent and the business contract architecture (BCA) developed at 
the University of Queensland [132,126]. They identified sliding windows as a requirement for 
contract representation languages and sketched an XML-based language with support for this 
feature. 
We explain how sliding window constraints can be represented in our contract language in 
Section 3.12.4. Indeed, to our knowledge, this is the first implementation of sliding windows in 
the Event Calculus. 
3.13. Related Work 
3.13.6 Scope 
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One area where we differ greatly from the above approaches to contract languages is in the scope 
of the application of the formulas about contracts. In our system, a formula is evaluated with 
respect to a given contract and the history of events that are relevant to the contract. Other 
events, which are not in the scope of the contract do not have an effect - we use the reported 
events mechanism (cf. Section 3.9) to place external events in the contract's context. The effect 
of these reported events is entirely dependant on the rules of the contract itself and the history of 
events. Reported events are particularly powerful in combination with the authoritative agents 
concept (cf. Section 3.7). 
A consequence of this view is that it is critical that all contracting parties share the same 
contract rules and agree on the history of events. This is why we discussed some possible ways 
of achieving this agreement in Section 3.2. The centralised publish-subscribe / contract-channel 
option is particularly good for dispute resolution since a logging agent can be subscribed to the 
channel to provide an authoritative view of the events relevant to the channel. 
The benefit of this approach is that there is always an unambiguous view on the legal state of 
the contract - that is what obligations, prohibitions are currently in force, have been fulfilled or 
violated. 
By contrast, other works do not address the issue of what events are relevant to a contract. 
The most common approach is that the state of the contract is merged with the beliefs of the 
agents executing them. Confusion can then arise as to what beliefs are contractually derived 
and what beliefs are a result of some other event or interaction. Indeed the contracting agents 
will typically have different world-views and so unless due care is taken, the agents may have 
different beliefs about the state of the contract right from the start. 
Chapter 4 
Background: Agent Architecture 
In this Chapter we give an overview of the agent architectures from which our own archi- 
tecture for contract-related agents descends. First, we look at the concept of agent-oriented 
programming. Next, we review the belief-desire-intention (BDI) architecture, implementations 
and derived architectures such as AgentSpeak(L). Following that, we review the teleo-reactive 
agent architecture, popularly used in experiments with robots. Finally, we outline a hybrid 
BDI-teleo-reactive architecture that forms the basis for our own implementation. 
4.1 Agent Oriented Programming 
Shoham introduced Agent Oriented Programming (AOP) with the AgentO language and inter- 
preter [158,159]. Shoham calls AOP a computational framework that might be thought of as 
a specialisation of object-oriented programming. The key ideas are that agents have a mental 
state, which in AgentO is divided into beliefs, commitments (or obligations) to perform an action 
at a future time and capabilities. 
In AOP, agents may communicate with each other using a simplified form of speech-act message. 
AgentO agents use the request, inform and unrequest (cancel) performatives, each of which may 
affect the agent's mental state (more often than not, it will alter the commitments). AgentO 
defines a very simple agent interpreter, with a loop of 2 steps: 
1. Examine unprocessed received messages. Inform and unrequest messages respectively re- 
suit in a belief update and the dropping of a commitment. Request messages are processed 
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by searching for a matching commitment rule in the agent's database. 
The commitment rule specifies a message pattern, a mental condition and a set of com- 
mitments. The rule matches if the incoming message matches the pattern and the mental 
condition evaluates to true (e. g. with respect to the agent's beliefs). The agent will then 
make the commitments specified in the rule providing it believes it is capable of doing 
them. A commitment is always to an agent, about an action, and for a specific future 
time. 
For example, imagine that an agent A sends a request message to agent B that she will 
perform an action at a future time T. The matching commitment rule in agent B's code 
decides whether to commit to doing the requested action. The rule may commit B to 
do the action at some future time, and to reply to A to inform her that the request was 
accepted. 
2. Execute commitments that are due for the current time. The actions specified by the 
commitments may either be private or communicative. The language of communicative 
actions is shared by all agents, apart from the specification of domain-specific actions in 
request and inform messages. 
Private actions are domain-specific, and possibly even agent-specific. They are usually 
simple actions that may directly change the state of the world (or of the agent). Examples 
would be database manipulations or physical actions such as firing a cannon. 
Agents have a capability database which relates each action to a mental condition. The agent 
believes that it is capable of an action if its corresponding mental condition evaluates to true. 
A commitment rule is inhibited from firing, if an unfeasible commitment is indicated. Here 
unfeasibility means that the agent believes itself incapable of that action, as specified by the 
capability database. 
Also, a commitment rule may be inhibited if the rule indicates a commitment to an action from 
which the agent has previously committed to refrain. 
PLACA is a successor to AgentO, and extends it chiefly through the incorporation of planning 
[167]. This allows agents to request not only specific actions of each other, but also to achieve 
some goal state. The cycle is similar to AgentO's with the addition of a planning phase: 
1. Examine unprocessed received messages and process commitment rules. 
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2. If sufficient time remains in this cycle, refine plans to achieve goals. 
3. Execute any actions that must be performed at this time. 
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In a similar vein to AgentO and PLACA, our contracting agent architecture deals with obligations 
and other legals states that arise from the execution of a contract. In our system, the effects 
of the communicative actions are chiefly defined by the contracts that exist between the agents. 
This results in both the communications and the commitments being placed in a particular 
context, which can be useful when deciding which commitments to uphold or renege on when 
resources are tight. Neither AgentO nor PLACA address the issue of commitment context or 
communication context. 
4.2 Beliefs-Desires-Intentions Architectures 
In 1999, Bratman claimed that the concept of intentions and partial plans are fundamental to 
a model of agency [25], and that any model of agency based on beliefs and desires alone is 
inadequate - not only from a theoretical point of view, but also from a practical one. 
Wooldridge explains that there are two main types of reasoning that comprise a practical reason- 
ing system, namely deliberative and mean-end reasoning [176]. Deliberative reasoning is about 
deciding what to do, while means-end reasoning is about deciding how to do it. 
Intentions are formed as a result of deliberative reasoning, and influence both future deliberative 
reasoning and future means-end reasoning. The reason for this is that, once adopted, intentions 
resist reconsideration and therefore when considering what future options or actions to select, 
those that do not conflict with current intentions are generally preferred. 
One of the key differences between an intention and a desire, is that every intention is associated 
with a plan of action (albeit a partial one) to bring about its completion, whereas desires have 
no such requirement. 
Given that our agents must plan in order to bring about their intentions, we encounter the 
problem of how much time to spend on planning before acting and to what level of detail to 
plan. Of course, the answer will depend on the environment of the agent (how much it is changing 
and will change in the future) and the amount of time available before action becomes necessary. 
There are few situations were the environment is completely static - even route planning must 
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take into account road works, changes in the road network etc. Fortunately, in that example, 
the environment is unlikely to change radically while a trip is being planned! 
In the multi-agent context, which is the context of our contract-related agents, the environment 
can also change. The environment is characterised by what agents are in it, and what contractual 
provisions hold between them. An agent sending a message to another is considered an action in 
the environment which may lead to new contracts and new provisions being formed, for example 
provisions being fulfilled and violated. Indeed, even the present set of agents may change over 
time as new companies start up and old companies wind up. 
Additionally, an agent cannot accurately know what opportunities or disasters may present 
themselves in the future. This means that the agent may not be able to predict accurately what 
it will be doing at any given future time. Consequently, it is in the interest of the agent to make 
partial plans, rather than fully-detailed ones, so as to avoid the need for complete re-planning. 
Georgeff and Lansky summarised this position very well: 
"One problem with [planning completely and then executing] is that, in many do- 
mains much of the information about how best to achieve a given goal is acquired 
during plan execution. [... ] The reason for deferring decisions is that an agent can 
acquire more information as time passes; thus, the quality of its decisions can be 
expected only to improve. " [73] 
Using the contract language that we have presented, the time available for an agent to plan 
is still difficult to calculate. However, in the case of the goal being to satisfy a contractual 
obligation, the obvious upper-bound is the obligation deadline less an estimate of how long the 
computed plan will take to execute. 
In 1988, Bratman et al. proposed the first BDI architecture - the so-called Intelligent Resource- 
bounded Machine Architecture (IRMA) which incorporated the concepts of intention, partial 
planning and decision-making and resource-boundedness [26]. The architecture has three main 
components: 
"a means-end planning component 
" an option-filtering component (to ensure that the options under consideration are consis- 
tent with the agent's adopted intentions) 












Figure 4.1: Procedural Reasoning System architecture 
"a deliberative component to select the best option after filtering 
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Much research into BDI agent architectures has since followed, including formalisations of the 
BDI architecture into logic, notably by Cohen and Levesque [43], work on joint-intentions where 
a team of agents co-operate to achieve some goal [91], and many implementations - the first 
notable one being the Procedural Reasoning System (PRS) which we will now discuss in detail. 
4.2.1 Procedural Reasoning System 
Georgeff and Lansky developed the Procedural Reasoning System (PRS) with the example 
domain of a space-station robot. The robot was to render assistance to astronauts by fetching 
tools. Additionally, should the robot observe any urgent problems with the space-station, such 
as a jet malfunction, it was to prioritise fixing the problem over any current tool-fetching activity. 
Both the tool fetching task and malfunction repair task was demonstrated in the Flakey robot 
at the Stanford Research Institute [73]. 
Figure 4.1 gives an overview of the PRS architecture. The core of the system is the reactive 
planning system, represented by the largest square in the diagram. The reactive planning system 
consists of a database of the agent's current beliefs, a set of goals (which can be viewed as desires), 
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a set of plans' encoding procedural knowledge about how to achieve certain classes of goals, and 
an intention stack (more on this later). 
The monitor component is responsible for mapping the data received from the hardware sensors 
into high-level symbolic form, while the command generator component essentially does the re- 
verse, mapping high-level symbolic action instructions into commands for the effector hardware 
The agent's beliefs database represents the most current view of the agent's representation of 
the world. In the PRS, it is a set of fact terms which may be queried by means of asking 
which facts are unifiable with a given example fact. When a goal is selected by the agent to 
be achieved, it is paired with a plan to achieve it and the pair is placed on the intention stack. 
Such a pair is called an intention because it represents the agent's intention to achieve some 
goal. The intention at the top of the stack is the focus of the agent's activity. 
Each plan includes an invocation-part, which is a condition on the applicability of the plan, and 
a program of sub-goals to achieve. The sub-goals may result in further intentions being placed 
on the intention stack (and thus being completed before the current intention), or they may 
result in side-effecting or querying the beliefs database. These programs are quite generic in the 
sense that they may include sequential sub-goals, branches and loops. 
When a plan associated with the top-most intention has completed, it is popped from the stack, 
whereupon the agent resumes the execution of the new top-most intention, should there be one. 
New intentions may also be formed when a fact that has been entered into the beliefs database 
matches one of the plans in the plan database. Since the monitor component alters the beliefs as 
a result of sensor input, this allows the agent to interrupt execution of a current intention should 
an urgent situation need addressing. Indeed, plans in PRS can also query and manipulate the 
agent's internal mental state - namely the current intentions, goals, beliefs and plans. 
PRS was designed with multiple parallel instantiations of the system in mind so that an agent 
could pursue many concurrent intentions. Each instantiation coordinates with the others by 
writing into the other's beliefs database. The interpreter will notice the new facts and create an 
intention to react to it if a corresponding plan is found in the plans database. 
PRS was a great demonstration of the power of a BDI architecture with partial, hierarchical 
planning. The first major successor to PRS was dMARS, which was designed to run in a dis- 
tributed fashion over a network. The dMARS system made several refinements to PRS including 
'In Georgeff and Lansky's paper [73], plans were called knowledge areas or KAs. abbreviated to 
KAs 
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triggering events and contextual conditions to the plans in the plan database. dMARS was also 
implemented in C++ for performance, and has served as an agent test-bed and successful re- 
search vehicle for the Australian Al community [741. 
The PRS-like agent architecture has been further researched and developed, and several im- 
plementations are now available, including JAM [87] and JASON [23]. However, a number of 
questions about PRS call for more research: is it correct - does it "do the right thing" in some 
well-defined sense? Does it include superfluous functionality? Is it missing any functionality? 
In order to answer these questions, researchers have tried to give logical specifications of the 
PRS and PRS-like interpreters and prove its correctness. Examples include aZ specifications of 
dMARS [54], of AgentSpeak(L) [53] and a logical proof of correctness of AgentSpeak(L) [173]. 
In fact, AgentSpeak(L), was put forward exactly to give a clear and precise specification of a 
PRS-like interpreter in first-order logic [143]. We now examine the AgentSpeak(L) architecture, 
as elements of it form the base of our own contracting agent architecture. 
4.2.2 AgentSpeak(L) 
One way of looking at the AgentSpeak(L) agent architecture is as an event-triggered interruptible 
logic programming system [143]. 
There are two kinds of events, belief updates and new goal events. Belief updates are represented 
as +b or -b depending on whether the particular belief, b, is now true or false. Belief events model 
the changes in the environment as perceived by the agent. New goal events are represented as 
+! g, where g is the goal to achieve. 
At the beginning of the agent cycle, the agent picks an event to handle from the set of unhandled 
events. The plan library is consulted to see if there are any plans that are triggered by the 
event. Each plan in the plan library has the syntax: event : condition <- actions. The event 
term specifies the event that triggers the plan, condition specifies the condition that must hold 
for the plan to be applicable, and actions is a sequence of steps that the agent will perform to 
satisfy the goal. 
For example, +temperature(T) :T> 90 <- switch(heater, off) . 
is a plan from an environ- 
mental control agent. The plan is relevant to changes in temperature, and applicable when 
the 
temperature rises beyond 90 degrees. The action is to switch the 
heater off. 
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If the event in the head of the plan unifies with the selected event, the plan is said to be relevant. 
The condition is a formula in terms of the current beliefs of the agent and acts as a guard: the 
relevant plans whose condition formula evaluates to true are said to be applicable. Finally, one 
plan is selected from the applicable plans and an intention is created to monitor it. 
The agent then picks an intention to execute, which involves executing the plan body (actions) 
one step at a time. A step may be either a physical action, an achieve goal (written ! goal) or a 
test (written ? test). 
If the step is a physical action step, this becomes the current action that the agent is to execute. 
Once the action is finished, the agent will continue with the next step. Clearly, this kind of 
action execution is best suited to discrete actions, and ideally for ones that cannot fail. 
Goal achievement steps are handled by suspending the intention and adding a new goal event 
to the set of unhandled events. Future agent cycles will pick up the new goal event, and look 
in the plan library (as before) for an applicable plan to achieve it. The plan is then stacked on 
top of the intention that issued the achieve goal action, so that once the goal has been achieved, 
execution of that intention may continue. 
Tests are queries to the agent belief store, and result in a set of variable assignments which are 
substituted into the remaining plan steps. 
Figure 4.2 shows a block diagram of the AgentSpeak(L) architecture. There are three impor- 
tant diamond-shaped components in the diagram: the event selection function, SE, the option 
selection function, So and the intention selection function, Si. The behaviour of these functions 
has a profound influence the behaviour of the agent. The role of the event selection function, 
SE, is to select which event is to be processed in the agent cycle; thus the function can be used 
to prioritise the handling of certain events over others, and indeed even to delay indefinitely the 
handling of certain events if that is in the interest of the agent. Once an event has been selected, 
it is matched against the plans in the plan library to get a set of relevant plans. The set is 
filtered such that only those plans whose associated conditions(guards) evaluate to true remain. 
The result is said to be the set of applicable plans. The option selection function SO selects 
which of the applicable plans to pursue. This gives the agent the ability to select the plans 
according to different criteria, for example estimated cost, benefit, completion time, and so on. 
Finally, the intention selection function, SI, is used to select which of the currently runnable set 
of intentions to attend to next. This is very much like the scheduler component of an operating 
system choosing which process to run. The flexibility here is that if one intention is more urgent 
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Figure 4.2: AgentSpeak(L) agent architecture 
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than another (for example, it has a tighter deadline), its execution can be prioritised. 
4.3 Teleo-reactive Programs and the Triple-Tower Architecture 
We now turn our attention to a different style of agent architecture that has its roots in Brook's 
layered control system [30] for mobile robots. The triple-tower architecture, is a development of 
a three layered architecture whose principal contribution is the use of teleo-reactive programs 
for action execution [133,134]. 
A teleo-reactive program is a list of condition action rules, having the following structure: 
myProg (args) : 
K1-A1 
Km--+ Am 
In the above, myProg is the name of the program and args are any arguments to it. KZ are the 
conditions, and Ai are the sets of actions. An action may either be a physical action or a call 
to another teleo-reactive program, or the null action. 
The goal of the program is to achieve the Kl condition, where Al is usually the null action. 
The interpreter will continuously execute the actions of the first rule with matching conditions. 
Physical actions, in this system, are said to be durative in the sense that they can be continuously 
executed, a good example is applying power to a wheel of a robot. If the action was a call 
to another teleo-reactive program, that program is called and executed in the same way as 
described, with the proviso that the condition matching the call of the teleo-reactive program 
remains true throughout its execution. Note that there should always be at least one matching 
rule, with a catch-all true condition at the bottom if necessary. 
When reading a teleo-reactive program it can be useful to think of the executing agent striving to 
achieve the top condition. The program will start off with some Ki matching, and will steadily 
work its way up to the top, as the actions in the rules below bring about (indirectly via the 
environment) truth in the conditions in the rules above. 
In Figure 4.3 a robot agent executes a simple teleo-reactive program that is designed to make the 
robot move towards red things until it bumps up against them. The rule of highest precedence 
is the first one: if the robot's "bump" sensor indicates that it has encountered an obstacle, the 
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moveToRed() : 
bump -p stop 
see-red -p move-forward 
true -p turn-left 
Figure 4.3: Example teleo-reactive program 
Perception Model Tower Action Tower 
Tower rules (Action () (Predicates) Routines) 
Sensors 
Environment 
Figure 4.4: Triple-tower architecture [134] 
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robot is to stop. The second rule states that if the robot sees something red, it is to move 
forward. The last rule is a catch all, which tells to the robot to turn to the left. In this way, 
the robot will keep on turning until it sees something red, at which point it will move toward 
it. However, if it encounters an obstacle, it will stop. 
If the environment unexpectedly changes, all that will happen is that the currently matching 
rule may change: either it will change for the worse (the matching rule is at a lower position 
than before) or for the better (the matching rule is at a position higher than before). Regardless, 
the agent will directly choose the most appropriate action and continue to achieve its goal. 
Multiple actions specified on the right hand side of the condition-action rule are executed in 
parallel. This can lead to a tree of running teleo-reactive programs (of course always guarded 
by the condition that led to their execution). In some ways this recalls an intention tree in the 
BDI world; however, it is important to realise that there are no intentions in a teleo-reactive 
program: there is no degree of commitment to a particular goal - the programs and actions are 
only executed while the corresponding condition matches. 
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The triple-tower architecture, as shown in Figure 4.4, defines three "towers": a perception tower, 
a model tower, and an action tower. 
The sensors feed directly into the model tower, which corresponds loosely to the agent's beliefs. 
It is the model tower's responsibility to perform truth maintenance. 
The perception tower is a process that executes rules on the incoming sensor data to refine it 
into higher level predicates which are also inserted into the model tower. 
The action tower contains the teleo-reactive programs, whose condition parts refer to the higher- 
level predicates maintained by the perception tower. The action tower rules may also directly 
modify the model tower which can allow the agent to perform arbitrary computation. 
Teleo-reactive programs offer much flexibility and avoid over-commitment by continuously re- 
evaluating agent conditions. However, as Bratman pointed out, intentions and reasoning about 
them are an important part of agency (especially in resource-bounded environments) [25]. Ide- 
ally, we want an agent to be able to take into account its intentions not only during deliberative 
reasoning, but also during means-end reasoning where teleo-reactive programs excel. Conse- 
quently, we now look at a hybrid architecture that combines the best of AgentSpeak(L) and the 
triple-tower architecture, which will form the first layer of our contracting agent architecture. 
4.4 AgentMT(TR) - Teleo-reactive Hybrid Architecture 
We now describe AgentMT(TR), a teleo-reactive hybrid architecture due to Keith Clark. 
One of the weaknesses of AgentSpeak(L) is the over-simplified plan representation as a sequence 
of actions. Sequences of actions suffer from the problem that while the sequence is being executed 
the environment may have changed in significant ways. For example, fortuitous events and 
activities by other agents may mean that some plan steps can be skipped without having to 
abandon or reconsider its intentions. 
This problem is solved by replacing the linear sequence of plan steps with a teleo-reactive plan. 
As we shall see, a teleo-reactive plan is a generalisation of a teleo-reactive program. 
Another weakness of AgentSpeak(L) is that it is a single-threaded agent architecture. 
It is 
advantageous to have a multi-threaded architecture to exploit the natural concurrency in a 
communicating agent, and to take advantage of the increasing parallel power offered by today's 
multi-core CPUs. 
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3APL, an abstract agent programming language, and ViP (visual plan representation language) 
both offer concurrent execution of intentions [101,84]. The plan representation languages, 
however, are still not as flexible as teleo-reactive plans because they do not adequately address 
the issue of the environment changing significantly while a plan is being executed. 
As illustrated in Figure 4.5, the AgentMT(TR) architecture spawns several threads - one for each 
intention, and sub-intention, an environment monitoring (percept absorption) thread, an action 
arbitration thread (to mediate possibly conflicting actions generated by the multiple running 
intentions), an action execution thread and the main agent thread responsible for event-selection 
and intention-spawning. 
The percept absorption thread is responsible for monitoring the agent's sensors, and interpreting 
the input from the environment. It updates the agent's beliefs and, optionally, generates new 
belief events for the event store. The percept absorption thread may perform forward-chaining 
inference at this point, if it is useful for the agent. 
The event store, which may hold both new belief events and new goal events, is processed in a 
similar way to AgentSpeak(L), except that instead of an event selection function, SE, there is 
an event preference relation. The event preference relation performs a similar job to SE, but 
because it is relational it can return zero, one or many answers. Additionally, depending on the 
implementation language, the relation can return the chosen events in order of priority. 
The plan library is organised in a similar way to AgentSpeak(L), as triples of triggering-event, 
conditional guard and plan. The plan is the name of a teleo-reactive plan that will be executed 
in response to the triggering event. teleo-reactive plans generalise teleo-reactive programs by 
allowing sub-goals (see the achieve action below) to be created. Creating a sub-goal is different 
to invoking a sub-teleo-reactive program, because the agent's deliberative capabilities are used 
to prioritise sub-goals and to choose the most appropriate means for their achievement. 2 
The agent designer may define an incompatibility relation between plans, which is useful to 
detect and avoid conflicts between one or more running intentions. 
Every intention has a priority. If the intention has an associated triggering event, the priority is 
the value of the event priority function as applied to that triggering event. If the intention was 
2In implementation, the plan library is represented by a binary predicate called planFor, which relates a 
given goal to a specific plan. This predicate allows for the agent's beliefs and contracts to be queried during plan 
selection 
































Figure 4.5: AgentMT(TR) architecture 
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created as a result of a fork or call action (see below), there will be no triggering event and the 
intention's priority will be derived from that of its parent. 
The main agent thread operates the following cycle: 
1. Choose an event E using the event preference relation for which 
" there is a plan P in the plan library, whose triggering event matches E and 
" whose guard evaluates to true, and 
" which has not previously been selected for this event and failed. 
2. Calculate the priority Pr for the event E using the event priority function. 
3. Backtrack to step 1 if an incompatible plan (as determined by the incompatibility relation) 
is being executed by an intention of higher priority. The backtracking results in a search for 
an alternative plan (that may conflict with a different set of intentions), or an alternative 
event (which may have a different priority or different applicable plans). 
The search for plans applicable to an event E is performed by means of the planFor binary 
predicate. Our implementation language, Go!, implements predicates in the same way as 
Prolog, so it is possible to arrange the answers given by planFor in the order in which the 
agent cycle should consider them. 
4. Having found an event E with priority Pr and plan P that is compatible with all existing 
intentions of higher priority, suspend all incompatible intentions of lower priority. 
5. Create a new intention thread to execute the plan P with priority Pr. Any lower priority 
intentions that were suspended are associated with a suspend list linked to the newly 
created intention thread. Should the event be a sub-goal event (see achieve (g) below) 
generated by an existing intention thread, the newly created intention thread becomes a 
sub-intention of the existing one. When an intention thread is suspended (perhaps because 
of a newly created incompatible intention of higher priority), the system will also suspend 
all of the intention's sub-intention threads. 
6. Remove the processed event from the event store. 
7. Go to step 1. 
When an intention finishes executing, the intentions on its suspend list are reconsidered for 
execution in the same way as a new intention: incompatible executing intentions are found, and 
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if they are all of lower priority than the intention to be resumed, they are suspended and added 
to the suspend-list of the newly resumed intention. However, if the intention cannot be resumed 
because a higher priority incompatible intention exists, the intention is instead added to that 
intention's suspend-list. 
Intentions execute teleo-reactive plans (cf. Section 4.3). The conditions on the left-hand side of 
the teleo-reactive rules are evaluated against the agent's beliefs. A default rule can be written 
as the last rule in the program with a true condition. The actions on the right-hand side may 
be one of: 
do(a) a is a primitive action, and is output to the set of actions that the agent wishes to 
perform. 
achieve(g) similar to AgentSpeak(L)'s !g plan step, a new goal event is added to the set of 
events, with a reference to the currently running intention as parent. Should the event be 
selected by the main agent thread and an intention be created for it, then that intention 
will run only so long as the condition for achieve (g) rule is true. 
call(plan) directly invoke another teleo-reactive plan without going through the event store. 
The teleo-reactive plan is executed only so long as the condition of the rule that called 
it remains true. This is useful when the agent-designer knows which plan needs to be 
executed and can therefore avoid the cost of plan lookup. 
fork(plan) similar to call (plan) above, but instead the program is forked and has no associa- 
tion to its parent. Even if the condition of the rule that caused the program to be forked 
suddenly becomes false, the forked plan will continue to execute. 
pause no action - this is identical to the standard teleo-reactive null action. This can be useful 
to cause the intention to wait until a condition becomes true before continuing on with 
some other action. 
fail fail the plan. This causes the agent architecture to record the plan failure in the agent's 
top level beliefs. The belief fact is a binary relation, failedPlan, between the name of the 
plan and the triggering event. The triggering event is re-inserted into the pool of events 
and will be revisited by the agent cycle. A future agent cycle will pick an alternative plan, 
if one is applicable. 
The agent can prevent events from building up in the event store in two ways: I. provide 
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a default plan that does not fail as a plan of last resort (see planFor above); 2. implement 
a long running intention whose purpose is the garbage collection of unhandled events. 
succeed signals that the plan has successfully finished executing. 
The semantics of the teleo-reactive program work equally well for discrete actions as well as 
continuous ones. When a rule in a teleo-reactive program becomes active (because it is the 
highest rule with a true condition), the corresponding action is started. When the rule becomes 
inactive (because it is no longer the highest rule with a true condition), the corresponding action 
is stopped. Since the actions are only started and stopped, and not repeatedly executed, discrete 
actions such as sending messages fit into the framework just as well as continuous ones such as 
engaging a wheel drive system. 
Rao's lane-sweeper robot, for example, must collect rubbish from a series of lanes that may have 
cars on them at any time [143]. Assume that the robot is executing a plan to clean up rubbish 
and notices that a car is coming. The percept absorption thread updates the beliefs and also 
issues a new belief event. A new intention is created to move out of the way of the car. By 
design, the new intention has higher priority than the rubbish cleanup. Since the two plans have 
been declared to be incompatible, the cleanup intention thread will be suspended. Consequently 
the robot will first move out of the way, then, once the danger is passed, the agent will be free to 
resume cleanup. Of course, the agent will be in a different location than before, so it will need 
to move towards to the rubbish again, but this will all be handled smoothly by the evaluation 
of the teleo-reactive rule conditions. 
Chapter 5 
Contracting Agent Architecture 
5.1 Introduction 
In this Chapter we describe our own agent architecture that is specifically aimed at supporting 
the design of contract-related agents. While it is possible to implement agents that blindly carry 
out tasks that happen to fulfil the terms of a contract, this is a decidedly fragile and inflexible 
approach. If the executing agents know about the contracts to which they are bound, there is 
scope to meet (at least some of) the following requirements: 
" an agent should be able to reason about its contracts to see what future events might 
lead to an obligation being created on another agent. This is of great importance in so- 
called virtual organisations that have little to no domain-specific capabilities, but rely on 
outsourcing tasks to other agents. An electronic agent has an advantage over a human 
agent because it can review contracts more quickly, thus enabling a better choice of which 
of several contractual relationships to exploit. 
" an agent should be able to determine what the legal state of play is for all its contractual re- 
lationships. This includes not only what obligations, permissions, rights, and prohibitions 
currently pertain to it, but also those that pertain to the other contracting parties. 
" an agent should be able to reason about the cost of violating a particular contractual 
obligation. Since resources are limited, it may not always be the best course of action to 
blindly fulfil all one's contractual obligations. 
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Figure 5.1: Three layers of the Contracting Agent Architecture 
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Our contracting agent architecture attempts to address these requirements. The remainder of 
this Chapter describes the architecture with respect to the simple example of the security agent 
who must patrol a building at regular intervals. In the next Chapter, we will look at a more 
complicated scenario involving multiple agents in the e-commerce domain. 
5.2 A Layered Architecture 
The architecture consists of three layers (cf. Figure 5.1): a generic agent layer, a contracting 
agent layer, and a domain-specific layer. 
The generic agent layer is the AgentMT(TR) architecture that we described in Section 4.4. Refer 
to Figure 4.5 on page 108 for an overview diagram of the architecture. 
The reference implementation for this architecture is written in the Go! language which supports 
the logic programming and object-oriented programming paradigms [42]. We exploit this object- 
orientation by deriving from the base classes in the AgentMT(TR) layer to form specialisations 
in the contracting agent layer. There are several elements that require extension, namely the 
agent's interface with the environment, the representation and management of the agent's beliefs, 
and a core plan library to deal with common contracting situations. 
Environment 
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5.2.1 Interface with the Environment 
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Since our contract-related agents are primarily electronic in nature (although this does not 
preclude physical actions), support for message send and receive is required. 
Consequently, we modify the percept absorption process that mediates between the agent and 
its environment (cf. Figure 4.5) to expose incoming messages to the agent as receiveMsg(Msg) 
percepts. Upon receiving these percepts, the agent validates the incoming message as described 
in Section 3.3. If valid, the message is added to the belief store in the form of a happens (Msg, 
Time) fact, and a new belief event is generated so that the agent has the option of directly 
reacting to the message. 
Correspondingly, we modify the effector execution thread to send a message when the agent 
performs a sendMsg (Msg) action. It is important that all agents executing a particular contract 
have the same view of the message history, since the messages correspond to happens facts which 
are used by the Event Calculus axioms to determine which fluents hold at any particular time 
point. These fluents represent the state of the contract (which obligations are active, which 
terms have been violated and so on). 
In a two-principal contract, a synchronous message send mechanism guarantees that when one 
principal sends a message to the other that both parties agree on what messages have been 
successfully sent. In contracts involving more than two principals, it is suggested that a publish- 
subscribe architecture be used where the publish-subscribe system itself provides this consistent 
message view guarantee. 
We extend the agent percepts with a sentMsg (Msg) term to inform the agent of successful message 
delivery. 
Similarly, a failedMsg(Msg) percept is used in order for the agent to be able to take an appro- 
priate action in the light of a communications failure. 
5.2.2 Belief Representation and Management 
It is useful to structure the beliefs of the agent into three components: 
"a log of events as happens facts that are monotonically asserted as each communicative 
events are received. 
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9a set of generic fluents that hold at a particular time, independently of any contract. 
" sets of fluents that describe the state of each contractual relationship. This is facilitated 
by the use of our contracting language, ECC, C (see Chapter 3), which includes the selon 
predicate to evaluate queries in the context of a given contract. 
The agent's general beliefs are a set of basic fact terms, which can include Horn-clause rules. 
A Prolog-style interpreter' provides the evaluation mechanism for these rules, thus providing a 
high-level means of querying the beliefs. 
In fact, a Prolog engine could be used to execute the rules directly. We chose to provide our own 
interpreter (written in Go! [42]) for two reasons. Firstly, we wanted the flexibility to change the 
interpreter for easier experimentation with concepts such as delayed predicates and constraints, 
and also to make it easier to integrate an abductive proof procedure for planning purposes in 
the future. Secondly, since our implementation language, Go! is strongly typed, it does not 
have the equivalent of a call primitive, which is necessary for the evaluation of the conditions 
associated with do goals of obligations (we make use of this when determining whether one 
obligation subsumes another in Section 5.3.6). 
Figure 5.2 is a diagram of the components of the agent's knowledge base. The arrows represent 
a `used-by' relationship. 
Typically, a functioning agent requires a belief-revision / truth-maintenance function to take 
into account new information. Since we are using the event-calculus to query the state of the 
contracts, no special truth maintenance system is required - as messages get added to the history, 
the conclusions from evaluation of holdsAt in the context of a contract change according to the 
initiates and terminates rules of the contract and communicative act semantics. 
The Event Calculus is used to maintain the agent's core beliefs. Universal beliefs (e. g. two 
squared is four) are stored directly as predicates, while beliefs that change over time are stored 
as fluents, managed and accessed by the Event Calculus axioms. 
Of course, as the number of messages in the history increase the time taken to evaluate Event 
Calculus queries will also increase. We side-step this complexity problem by implementing a 
cached variant of Event Calculus. A cache of the currently holding fluents is maintained, so that 
'By a Prolog-style evaluator, we mean a backward chaining algorithm implementing the SLDNF proof proce- 
dure. 
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Figure 5.2: Components of an agent's knowledgebase 
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queries about the fluents that hold at the current time become independent of the length of the 
message history. The Event Calculus cache mechanism is described in Appendix B. 
5.2.3 Imported Fluents 
Since the Event Calculus is used not only within the contract language definition, but also by 
the agent at the top-level to manage its beliefs, we can mirror changes in contract state into the 
core beliefs of the agent. This is particularly useful for tracking concepts which contracts can 
modify, but which should be carried over from one contract to the next. 
An example of such a concept is ownership, where an item might be bought and sold over the 
course of a number of contracts. Take, for example, an item that is bought in the context of 
one contract (A) and sold in the context of another contract (B). Even after the item has been 
sold, contract A will still answer that the agent owns the item in question (unless it has been 
explicitly informed of the change in ownership - see Section 3.9). By marking the ownership 
fluent as imported, however, the core beliefs of the agent will track the changes to ownership 
across all contracts and so the agent will believe that it no longer owns the item after it has 
been sold using contract B. 
Below are the Event Calculus rules that implement the imported fluent concept: 
initiates(E, F, T) - importedFluent(F) A 
holdsAt(activeContract(C), T) A E. context(C) A selon(C, initiates(E, F, T)). 
terminates(E, F, T) - importedFluent(F) A 




These rules ensure that the agent's top-level beliefs instantaneously track any changes to im- 
ported contractual fluents. From an Event Calculus perspective, when the agent queries holdsAt 
owns (x, Y), T) of its top-level beliefs, the resulting answers will depend on the initiates and 
terminates rules that affect the fluent, which will include these rules. If there are any events E 
that are in the context of an active contract C where that contract C initiates or terminates the 
fluent F, then that initiation or termination will be propagated through to the top-level beliefs. 
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This is computationally quite efficient in our implementation because we use a cached Event 
Calculus, both for the top-level beliefs as well as the individual contract states (see Appendix B). 
The importedFluent predicate selects which contract fluents should be imported into the agent's 
belief store. The fluent predicate, activeContract, indicates which contracts are active. Marking 
it as an imported fluent allows contracts to spawn sub-contracts. When a contract initiates 
the activeContract fluent, the fluent will be imported into the agent's top-level beliefs. The 
monitorAllContracts plan (cf. Section 5.3.1), will immediately spawn a new intention thread 
to monitor the new contract using the monitorContract plan (cf. Section 5.3.3). Later on in 
Section 6.2.1 we will see how this mechanism is used in the standing contract between a customer 
and vendor agent to spawn a one-off purchase sub-contract. 
5.2.4 Contract Start Event 
In a similar way to the imported fluent rules above, we dynamically infer the start event for a 
newly initiated contract: 
selon(C, happens(start, T)) - happens(E, T) A initiates(E, activeContract(C), T). 
This mechanism is the dual of the imported fluents concept, because an event (the start event) 
is being placed in the context of a contract, based on the beliefs of the agent. This can only 
be done if all principals of the contract maintain a consistent view of the events relevant to the 
contract. In the case of the start event above, the event that would initiate a new contract would 
ordinarily be an `accept' event to follow a contract `propose' event, so in a two party contract 
both principals would add the start event the moment the contract was accepted. 
5.3 Plan Library 
There are several common situations that a contract-related agent will need to handle that are 
independent of any particular application domain. These include detecting when a new contract 
has been agreed (or has become active), detecting when a timer has expired, execution and 
monitoring of an existing contract, and basic communication between agents. We examine each 
of these in turn. 
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+! monitorAllContracts: true: monitorAllContracts 0 
monitorAllContracts 0{ 
holdsAt(activeContract(C), now()) A 
1 exist ingIntent ionForPlan (monitorContract(C)) = fork(monitorContract(C)) 
true = pause. 
} 
Figure 5.3: Monitoring all Contracts 
5.3.1 Monitoring all the Contracts 
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An agent should monitor all the active contracts it participates in; this includes not only the 
contracts that the agent may start with, but also those that are agreed during its execution. 
Monitoring a contract means to track the state of the contract as it is executed so that obligations 
on the agent itself may be detected and a plan made to fulfil them; obligations and refrains (cf. 
Section 3.6.1) on other agents should also be tracked so that the agent may know if these terms 
have been fulfilled or violated. 
The plan, monitorAllContracts (shown in Figure 5.3), creates a new contract-monitoring inten- 
tion for every active contract. The syntax used for this presentation is a mix of the AgentSpeak(L)- 
style plan notation [143] and the teleo-reactive program notation (cf. Section 4.3) [133]. Note 
that AgentSpeak(L) notation is triggering event : context <- plan steps. However, we use : 
instead of the <- to show that what follows is not AgentSpeak(L) plan steps, but instead the 
name of a teleo-reactive plan. 
The text before the first colon (: ) is the triggering event of the plan. In this case +! monitor- 
AilContracts indicates that the triggering event is the addition of a new goal event, called 
monitorAllContracts. Typically this goal will be in the start set of events for the agent. 
The text between the first colon and second colon is what in AgentSpeak(L) is called the context, 
but here we shall call it the guard to avoid possible confusion with the concept of contractual 
context. It is a condition that must be true in order for the plan to be applicable to an event. In 
this case, there are no additional checks to made beyond the unification of the triggering event 
part. 
The third part is the name of the program to execute, in this case monitorAllContracts() is a 
teleo-reactive program, and is defined below the plan invocation rule. 
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There are two rules in the program2. The condition of the first rule queries the agent's beliefs 
about whether a contract C is active at the current time. The Go! function now() gives the 
current time. Changes to the belief store trigger re-evaluation of the teleo-reactive conditions. 
To reduce the cost of this re-evaluation, we use a cached version of the Event Calculus (cf. 
Appendix B) which makes calls to holdsAt very cheap. 
So that this rule is only fired once for each active contract, there is a query about the agent's 
current intentions. The call to -, exist ingIntentionForPlan(monitorContract (C)) checks that 
there is no existing intention executing the monitor plan for contract C. The right hand side of 
the rule, fork(monitorContract (C)) creates a new top-level intention to execute the plan named 
monitorContract (C) . 
Since we used the fork action to create the intention thread, it executes 
completely independently of the monitorAllContracts intention. This is important because there 
may be other contracts that become active in the future that will also need to be forked. See 
Section 4.4 for a more detailed description of the fork action and the execution of teleo-reactive 
plans. 
The second rule is a catch-all rule, which will only be tried if the first one fails. The intention 
does nothing (pauses) in this case. 
5.3.2 Contract Timers 
We previously discussed how timers could be implemented in Section 3.11.2. We suggested that 
whenever the agent wished to query the event store, it should first query what timers have 
been set and add any alarm events that have been elapsed. Unfortunately, this method would 
require the agent to continuously check its timers against the current time in a busy loop. We 
now propose a more efficient scheme and explain how it can work with timers from multiple 
concurrently active contracts. 
Figure 5.4 shows a teleo-reactive plan (Section 4.4) for efficiently waiting for timers to expire. 
The agent should create an intention thread to execute this plan on start-up. 
To increase efficiency, we only re-evaluate the conditions of the teleo-reactive rules when the 
belief-store is modified. Usually, the belief store is modified to record received messages in the 
form of happens predicates (see Figure 5.2 for a diagram of an agent's beliefs). In this plan, we 
2Note that we are using the Prolog syntax convention where words beginning with a capital letter indicate 
variables 
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1 +! monitorTimers: true: monitorTimers() 
2 
3 monitorTimers() { 
4 T=now() A holdsAt(activeContract(C), T) A 
5 selon(C, holdsAt(timer(What, DL), T)) A DL<T A 
s happens(contractAlarm(C, What), DL) 
z do(assert(happens(contractAlarm(C, What), DL))). 
8 
9 T=now() A holdsAt(activeContract(C), T) A 
10 selon(C, holdsAt(timer(What, DL), T)) A T<DL A 
11 -, (selon(C, holdsAt(timer(What, DL2), T)) A T<DL2 A DL2<DL) 
12 = do(sleepUntil(DL)). 
13 } 
Figure 5.4: Monitoring for Contract Timers 
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are performing an assert action to add happens facts to the belief store corresponding to elapsed 
contract timers. 
We examine the condition part of the first rule of the plan. On line 4 the plan queries the 
agent's top-level beliefs to determine what contracts are active. On line 5 the plan queries for 
each contract, C, what timers the contract has set that have already elapsed (DL<T). Line 5 
checks that an event corresponding to this alarm has not already been added to the event log. 
If the condition of the left hand side of the first rule succeeds, the agent will execute the action on 
line. This adds an event contractAlarm(C, what) occurring at the alarm deadline DL to the event- 
log of the agent. This will appear in the agent's top-level beliefs as happens (contractAlarm(C, 
what), DL). We require, however, that this event appear in the context of the contract that set 
the alarm. We therefore augment the meta-interpreter (cf. Section 3.11.1) with the rule: 
selon(C, happens(alarm(What), T)) +-- happens(contractAlarm(C, What), T). 
Note that asserting the contractAlarm event will cause the conditions on the teleo-reactive plan 
to be re-evaluated. This may result in further elapsed timers being detected and asserted to the 
belief store. 
Once there are no further alarm events to add, the second rule will be tried. As before, line 9 
determines the active contracts of the agent. Line 10 queries for unexpired timers (T<DL). Line 
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monitorContract(C) { 
complete(C, now()) = succeed. 
Oblig = oblig(_, _, _) 
A selon(C, holdsAt(Oblig, now()))])) n 
-, existingIntentionForPlan(monitorContractOblig(C, Oblig)) 
fork(monitorContractOblig(C, Oblig)). 
Refrain = refrain(_, _) 
A selon(C, holdsAt(Ref rain, now()))])) n 
-' existingIntentionForPlan(monitorContractRefrain(C, Refrain)) = 
fork(monitorContractRefrain(C, Refrain)). 
true = pause 
Figure 5.5: Monitoring a Contract 
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11 ensures that we have found the earliest unexpired timer. Finally, line 12 causes the agent to 
sleep until the given time DL. The action sleepUntil is similar to pause (cf. Section 4.4), but 
unlike pause it will "touch" the belief store after a given time. This will cause the teleo-reactive 
program conditions to be re-evaluated and any elapsed timers detected and properly processed. 
If, while the plan is executing the sleepUntil action, an event occurs that causes an earlier timer 
to be initiated, this will be properly detected when the teleo-reactive conditions are re-evaluated. 
5.3.3 Monitoring a Contract 
Figure 5.5 shows the teleo-reactive program for monitoring a contract. 
The first rule terminates the monitoring of the contract if it is determined to be complete. The 
complete(C, T) predicate returns true if the contract is cancelled (selon(C, holdsAt(cancelled, 
T)) or complete (selon(C, holdsAt (complete, M). How the contracts reach a state where 
complete or cancelled holds is contract-specific3. 
The second rule monitors for obligations. It is similar in structure to the first rule of the monitor- 
AllContracts() program. An intention to monitor each obligation implied by the contract is 
forked if there is no such pre-existing intention. 
3One way a contract may become cancelled is if an agent has the right and exercises it 
(see Section 3.6.2) 
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monitorContractOblig(C, oblig(A, G, DL)) { 
OBLIG - oblig(A, G, DL) 
Nw=now() A selon(C, holdsAt(fulfilled(OBLIG), Nw)) n 
-, (observed(selon(C, holdsAt(fulfilled(OBLIG), Nw)))) = 
do(assert(observed(selon(C, holdsAt(fulfilled(OBLIG), Nw))))). 
Nw=now() A selon(C, holdsAt(violated(OBLIG), Nw)) n 
1 (observed(selon(C, holdsAt(violated(OBLIG), Nw)))) 
do(assert(observed(selon(C, holdsAt(violated(OBLIG), Nw))))). 
-, (selon(C, holdsAt(OBLIG, now()))) = succeed. 
Arid() pause. 
subsumed(C, OBLIG, now()) = pause. 
true = achieve(contractGoal(C, G, DL)). 
Figure 5.6: Monitoring an obligation 
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The teleo-reactive rules are re-evaluated on changes to the belief store, so as soon as a contrac- 
tual obligation is detected a corresponding monitoring intention thread will be created for it. 
Section 4.4 describes fork and the other actions. We will see examples of how obligations are 
monitored and executed in Section 5.5 and Chapter 6. 
The third rule monitors for refrains. This is nearly identical to monitoring for obligations except 
that the plan to be executed is different (monitorContractRefrain). 
The fourth rule, a catch-all, pauses the program should none of the conditions above it match. 
5.3.4 Monitoring an Obligation 
Figure 5.6 shows the plan for monitoring obligations. The first line defines a macro, and is 
simply for syntactic convenience. That is, where you read OBLIG, substitute oblig(A, G, DL). 
The second and third paragraphs are for tracking the fulfilment and violation of obligations 
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respectively. Should a contract indicate a fulfilled or violated obligation that has not previously 
been observed, we assert the observation of it. The act of such an assertion causes a "new 
belief" event, which may be picked up by the agent-cycle and another plan invoked specifically 
to respond to this event. Such a plan could keep track of the total benefit or cost that a 
relationship with another agent has accrued. This information could influence the choice of 
which agents to contract with in the future. 
The fourth paragraph states that the obligation monitoring intention should end if the obligation 
no longer holds (which typically happens when the obligation has been fulfilled or violated). 
The fifth paragraph states that the intention should pause if the obligation is not the agent's 
own obligation. A is the bearer of the obligation and id() is a function indicating the identity 
of the agent executing the plan. This rule effectively implements monitoring of other agents' 
obligations - the agent pauses until the obligation is fulfilled or violated by the other agent A to 
which it applies. 
Implicit in the sixth paragraph is that the obligation is borne by the agent itself (since if this 
were not the case, the previous rule above would take precedence). The rule indicates that the 
agent should pause the plan if the obligation is subsumed by another. We explain exactly what 
it means for one obligation to subsume another in Section 5.3.6. 
The seventh paragraph, which is reached only if none of the other rules above it fire, cause the 
agent to try to achieve the goal specified by the obligation. The achieve action generates a 
"new goal" event, which will be picked up by the agent-cycle for the creation of an intention to 
achieve the goal. 
We have deliberately used the achieve action, rather than the fork action (cf. Section 4.4), 
so that the intention created will become a sub-intention of the monitor-obligation intention 
thread. This has two consequences: first, if the monitor-obligation thread is suspended due to 
an incompatibility with a higher priority intention, the sub-intentions will also be suspended. 
Secondly, should one of the higher precedence teleo-reactive rule conditions become true, the 
execution of the corresponding goal will be terminated. This can happen, for example, if the 
obligation has been violated due to an expired deadline. Ultimately, once the obligation has 
ceased to hold, the teleo-reactive rule on the fourth line will be selected, causing the execution 
of the goal-achievement intention to be halted if it has not already terminated (recall from 
Section 3.5.2 that an obligation fluent is terminated upon violation). 
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monitorContractRefrain(C, refrain(X, G)) { 
REFRAIN - refrain(X, G) 
Nw=now() A selon(C, holdsAt(violated(REFRAIN), Nw)) A 
-' (observed(selon(C, holdsAt(violated(REFrAIN), Nw)))) = 
do(assert(observed(selon(C, holdsAt(violated(REFRAIN), Nw))))). 
true = pause. 
} 
Figure 5.7: Monitoring for violation of refrains 
The achieve action is also different to the fork action in that it specifies a goal rather than a 
plan. The goal will be matched against the agent's plan library to find an appropriate applicable 
plan. This allows the agent designer to supply custom plans to meet the goals that arise from 
the obligations implied by the agent's contracts. 
5.3.5 Monitoring Refrains 
Monitoring refrains is very similar to obligations, except that there is nothing to be actively 
achieved by the agent. Figure 5.7 is the program that monitors for violations, signalling each 
one to the event store for later processing by the agent. 
5.3.6 Subsumed Obligations 
Sometimes the fulfilment of a specific obligation will cause the fulfilment of another more general 
obligation. For example, it may be that the contract specifies that the agent must reply to all 
contract proposals, meaning either an accept or a reject. However, there may be an additional 
rule that states that the agent is obliged to accept proposals that meet certain criteria. Therefore, 
it is possible that two obligations for the same proposal will be initiated, and that fulfilling the 
obligation to accept the proposal will also fulfil the obligation to reply. Note that the reverse 
is not true. We say that a more general obligation, oblig(A, G, DL), is subsumed by a more 
specific one, obl ig (A , G', DL'), at a time T provided that 
the deadline of the more specific 
obligation, DL' , is earlier or simultaneous with the 
deadline of the more general one, DL4: 
4This is Go! source code, and here has identical semantics to Prolog. 
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subsumed(C, oblig(A, G, DL), T) : - 
selon(C, holdsAt(oblig(A, G', DL'), T)), 
moreSpecificGoal(G', G), 
DL' <DL . 
The exact definition of moreSpecificGoal will depend on the semantics of the goals that the agent 
is faced with, and we expect that the definition will be extended by agent implementations. Since 
agents are often obliged to send messages, we provide a basic definition for message send goal 
subsumption: 
moreSpecificGoal(do(comm(X), XConds), do(comm(Y), YConds)) 
query(XConds), query(YConds), 
at LeastAsGeneral(Y, X), \+ atLeastAsGeneral(X, Y). 
In the above, comm(X, XConds) is the act of sending a message x with conditions XConds. The 
predicate query evaluates the constraints associated with the two different message goals. This 
will often result in the messages x and Y being partly or fully instantiated. 
We say that a goal to send a message x is more specific than a goal to send a message Y if Y is 
at least as general as x, and it is not the case that x is at least as general as Y. 
The predicate at LeastAsGeneral (X, Y) is true if and only if it is possible to make x and Y identical 
by binding variables only in x and not in Y. 
5.3.7 Sending a Message 
A number of message fields, for example conversation identifier and time-stamp, must be filled 
in before a message can be dispatched. The following plan sends a message in response to 
a corresponding contract goal, if, after filling in all the standard fields, the message is com- 
pletely specified. Messages that contain unbound variables are under-specified, and a plan at 
the domain-specific agent layer must first determine them before this plan will be applicable. 
+! contractGoal(C, do(comm(M), MConds), DL): 




selon(C, happens(M, _)) = succeed. 
true = do(sendMsg(M)). 
} 
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The bindMessageParts predicate ensures that the message is properly time-stamped, that the 
context of the message is set to the contract C, and that the in-reply-to and conversation identifier 
fields are properly filled in. The ground predicate succeeds if and only if there are no unbound 
variables in its argument. 
If the message is not ground after a call to bindMessageParts, this plan to send a message is not 
applicable. Instead, a plan must be provided by the agent designer to further determine the 
message. This provides a hook for the agent to decide which of a set of possible messages to 
send. A situation where this can arise is when the agent is contractually obliged to reply to a 
proposal, but it is not obliged to accept it - the agent can make a choice. The agent designer 
encodes this decision-making procedure in a custom plan that further instantiates the message 
to be either an accept or a reject and then can reissue the goal to send the message. The next 
time the agent processes the goal, the default send message plan (above) will be applicable, and 
the message will be sent. We will see an example of this in Chapter 6. 
Once the message has been successfully sent, and received by all principals of the contract, the 
message becomes a contract event. Section 3.2 describes the different settings in which this can 
occur. Once the message is available in the history of events relative to a contract, selon(C, 
happens (M, T)) will be evaluated to true, where T is the communication event's timestamp. 
Consequently, the contract state may change. This may result in new obligations, refrains, 
violations, and so forth. 
5.4 Deliberation 
The complexity and sophistication of deliberative reasoning in a contracting agent will depend 
on the contracts that the agent is executing, and the requirements of the agent designer. For 
example, an agent may be programmed to perform only actions that it is obliged to, and due 
to the nature of the contracts that it has agreed, no conflicts ever arise. On the other hand, an 
agent may experience conflicts between its own goals, contractual obligations, prohibitions and 
available resources. Since there are so many ways in which these conflicts might be resolved, it 
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is not appropriate for us to mandate a specific decision procedure. Instead, we need to enable 
the agent designer to encode their own particular strategy. 
The incompatibility relation, the event preference relation, the event priority function, and the 
plan-library (see Section 4.4 and Figure 4.5) are the areas that need to be adjusted for conflict 
detection and resolution. 
Note that the examples presented in the Subsections 5.4.1,5.4.2 and 5.4.3 are all in the Go! 
language as this is the language of our implementation. Go! supports functions, so the goal 
T=now() will result in the function now being called and the current time being unified with the 
variable T. The syntax and semantics are very similar to that of Prolog, any unfamiliar language 
constructs are explained in the footnotes. For more information on Go! please refer to [42]. 
5.4.1 Incompatibility Relation 
In the base architecture, the incompatibility relation is a binary relation over plans that is used 
by the main agent thread to detect an incompatibility between a prospective plan and the plans 
currently being executed by the agent's intentions. The intuition here is that plans correspond 
to the means that the agent has chosen to respond to events of significance. 
We observe that sometimes a plan is not directly incompatible with other plans, but instead 
with the ends that those plans are trying to achieve. For example, if an agent has an existing 
intention to uphold the terms of a contract, any plans that would violate the terms of that 
contract would be incompatible. 
In general, a plan can be incompatible with a set of intentions. For example, if the agent has 
£1200 available to it, and it intends to spend £500 on travel, and £500 on entertainment, then 
those two intentions, together, would be incompatible with an intention to spend £750 on a 
hotel. 
These two reasons motivate us to generalise the incompatibility relation to relate a plan to a 
set of incompatible intentions. Below, we examine a possible definition of the incompatibility 
relation that takes into account the expenses that a plan or intention might incur: 
incompatiblePlan(P, Ints) :- 
expense(P, MONEY(M1, Cur), DL1), 
subset(Ints, activeIntentions()), 
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intExpenses(Ints, MONEY(M2, Cur), DL2), 
Now=now(), 
holdsAt(available(MONEY(Avail, Cur)), Now), 
maxTime(DL1, DL2, DLM), 
predictedIncome(MONEY(Income, Cur), Now, DLM), 
predictedOutgoings(MONEY(Expenses, Cur), Now, DLM), 
Avail + Income<Expenses + M1, 
Expenses + M1 - M2 <Avail + Income. 
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In the example above, P is the plan that is being considered as a means for some end. Ints 
will be the set of intentions that are incompatible with P. The first line queries the expense 
associated with the plan P, and when that money is due. The second line declares that Ints is 
a subset of the agents running intentions. The subset predicate enumerates all possible subset 
of the active intentions, starting off with the empty set, then choosing singleton subsets and 
growing until the entire set is reached. The third line calculates the associated expenses for 
the selected intentions. The following five lines calculate whether the available money will be 
sufficient to meet the expenses. The last two lines state that P is only incompatible with the 
subset Ints if the amount of predicted money is insufficient to pay for both P and Ints expenses, 
but is sufficient if Ints are suspended (or abandoned). 
We can extend the incompatibility relation to detect incompatibilities between potential plans 
and obligations or refrains. Recall from Figures 5.6 and 5.7 that there is an intention associated 
with the monitoring of every contractual obligation and refrain. 
incompatiblePlan(P, Ints) : - 
subset(Ints, refrainIntentions()), 
GS = subgoals(P), 
G in GS, 
(I in Ints *> 
isRefrain(I, C, G'), conflictsWithRefrain(C, G, G', T)). 
refrainIntentions 0 
{1 11 1 in activeIntentions(), I. plan() = isRefrain(I, _, _, _) 
I. 
isRefrain(I, C, G) :- 
I. plan() = monitorContractRefrain(C, refrain(id(), G)). 
The code above determines the subsets of intentions corresponding to refrain monitoring that 
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would be incompatible with the potential plan P. {V II G} is list-comprehension in Go! It 
works in a similar fashion to Prolog's f indall (V, G, Q, except that V is an expression which is 
evaluated with each solution to G and the results are returned instead of being bound to L. The 
=> notation indicates a function in Go! (F *> G) indicates a for-all goal - the goal is true if, 
for all solutions to F there is a solution to G. The conflictsWithRefrain predicate is described 
in the following subsection. 
The incompatiblePlan predicate can be extended by the agent designer to allow for domain- 
specific incompatibilities to be detected. 
5.4.2 Event Preference Relation 
The event preference relation decides whether a new goal or new belief event should be processed 
by the main agent thread. It is also responsible for the ordering of the consideration of these 
events when the main agent thread cycles to choose an event to which to respond. The default 
implementation of this relation selects the most recently posted event first. However, by using 
an alternative definition we could delay the selection of events that may cause problems for the 
agent. 
For example, if the agent has been contractually required to refrain from achieving a goal, it 
may wish to delay the selection of any conflicting, non-urgent, new goal event until the refrain 
no longer holds. 
eventPreference(E, ES) :- 
E in ES, 
\+ shouldDelay(E). 
shouldDelay(E) : - 
E= contractGoal(C, G, DL), 
Now=now(), 
conflicts(C, G, Now), 
Now + 60<DL. 
conflicts(C, G, T) :- 
selon(C, holdsAt(refrain(idO, G'), T)), 
conflictsWithR. efrain(C, G, G', T). 
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In the example, the eventPreference relation selects an event E from the available events ES. The 
predicate shouldDelay returns true if the event is a contractual goal (generated by an obligation), 
it is currently conflicting (with some other intentions) and its deadline is in the future by at 
least, say, 60 time units. The conflicts predicate checks the goal against any refrains that 
may contractually hold at that time. The conf lictsWithRef rain predicate determines whether 
the contractual goal, G, conflicts with a refrain goal, G' .A naive implementation might test 
whether the two goals unify; however, a more sophisticated implementation could test whether 
the satisfaction of the first goal would lead also to the satisfaction of the second (and hence the 
violation of the refrain). 
5.4.3 Intention Priority 
If an incompatibility is detected by means of the incompatibility relation above, intention pri- 
ority is used to decide whether a new intention should be run in preference to the incompatible 
intentions. The new intention should be of a higher priority than all of the incompatible in- 
tentions. The incompatible intentions and their sub-intentions will be suspended and recorded 
in a suspend list associated with the new intention. When the intention finishes executing, the 
suspend list will be examined to see if any of the suspended intention threads can be restarted 
(cf. Section 4.4). 
The priority of intentions is derived from the event that triggered it using the event priority 
function. Those sub-intentions that were created with call or fork inherit their priority from 
the calling intention. 
In a contracting agent, it is useful to define the event priority function for new contractGoal 
goal events, which are generated by the obligation monitoring intentions. For example, we might 
give priority to a contractual goal based on a combination of the perceived value of the contract 
and the perceived value of the goal: 
eventPriority(contractGoal(C, G, DL)) => contractValue(C) + goalValue(G). 
contractValue(C) => sum({importance(P) II P in principals(C)}). 
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We now describe how this infrastructure fits together through the use of a simple, single-agent 
example. The agent is the security guard from Chapter 3 who has agreed a contract to patrol 
a building within 15 minutes every 30 minutes (cf. Figure 3.1 on page 57). Assuming that the 




holdsAt(timer(PATROLOBLIG(tO), tO + 15), t) 
holdsAt(timer(guardtimer, tO + 30), t) 
PATROLOBLIG(T) - oblig(Guard, achieve(patrolled(T)), T+15). 
Remember that the state above is in a particular contractual context and is logically separate 
from the top-level beliefs of the agent. 
The first timer fluent, timer(PATROLOBLIG(tO) , tO + 15), is initiated when the patrol obligation 
is initiated. When the timer elapses, an alarm(PATROLOBLIG(tO)) event will occur, and if the 
obligation has not been fulfilled yet, a violation will be flagged. Section 3.11.2 discusses timers 
in greater detail. 
The second timer fluent, timer(guardtimer, tO + 30), is explicitly initiated by the contract in 
response to a patrol obligation being initiated. When it expires 30 minutes later, another patrol 
obligation will be initiated. 
There is only one obligation, PATROLOBLIG, which is to achieve the patrolled(tO) fluent. 
If the security agent used an abductive reasoning procedure, it could further derive that the 
patrolled(tO) fluent is achieved only by a scan action, when the condition scannedAllCodesFor 
is met, and therefore that it needs to bring about three different scan events (scan(a), scan(b), 
and scan(c)) within fifteen minutes of TO. 
However, assuming that our agent does not incorporate such a reasoning procedure, we can take 
advantage of the procedural reasoning approach to tackle the PATROLOBLIG obligation. 
The security guard agent starts off with a running intention thread to monitor all contracts that 
it 
has agreed (cf. Section 5.3.1). Since there is an active contract, namely the employment contract, 
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an intention thread will be created to monitor that specific contract (cf. Section 5.3.3). Since the 
state of the contract includes an obligation, namely the obligation to patrol, an intention thread 
will be created to monitor it (cf. Section 5.3.4). Finally, because the bearer of the obligation is 
the agent itself, the obligation monitoring intention thread will issue a sub-goal event to carry 
out the goal of the obligation by the given deadline. 
The obligation appears to the agent as a new goal event, +! contractGoal (C , achieve (patrolled (t0)) , 
tO+15). The agent includes the following plans to handle this contractual goal: 
+! contractGoal(C, achieve(patrolled(TO)), DL): DL > TO+15: patrol(C, TO) 
patrol(C, TO) { 
selon(C, code(X)) A --i(selon(C, scannedCodeFor(X, TO))) A 
T= now() A 
-, (selon(C, code(Y)) A 
holdsAt(distanceTo(Y, DY), T) A 
holdsAt(distanceTo(X, DX), T) A DY<DX A 
-' selon(C, scannedCodeFor(Y, TO))) = call(patrolTo(X)). 
true = pause. 
} 
patrolTo(X) { 
-, holdsAt(at(X), now()) = call(moveTo(X)). 
true = do(scan(X)). 
} 
The first line indicates that the patrol plan is an applicable plan for the contractGoal event, 
providing that there is sufficient time for it to perform the patrol before the deadline elapses. 
The first rule of the patrol plan queries the contract C to determine the closest unscanned code, 
and invokes the corresponding patrolTo sub-plan. Note that distanceTo and at are fluents in 
the agent's top-level beliefs rather than contract-specific fluents. They indicate, respectively, the 
distance from the current location of the agent to a given code, and what code that agent is cur- 
rently at (if any). If all the codes have been scanned for the patrol round starting at TO, the agent 
pauses. As soon as the obligation is observed to be fulfilled, the patrol plan itself is terminated. 
This occurs automatically because the patrol plan is a sub-intention of a monitorContractOblig 
intention (cf. Section 5.3.4); when the obligation is fulfilled it ceases to hold (cf. Section 3.5.1), 
and consequently the active teleo-reactive rule in the monitorContractOblig plan (cf. Figure 5.6) 
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shifts from the last rule (achieve (contractGoal (... ))) to the third rule (succeed). When the 
monitorContractObiig intention terminates, all the sub-intentions are automatically terminated 
(cf. Section 4.4). 
The patrolTo plan is designed to achieve the scanning of a particular code. Firstly, while the 
agent is not at the correct location to scan the code, it executes the moveTo plan. Once there, 
the scan action is executed. 
We assume that the environment of the security-guard agent is configured such that upon a 
successful scan, it receives a scan message in the context of the patrol contract. This brings about 
the happens (scan (X) , T) 
for some code X and time T, which in turn can make scannedCodeFor(X, 
TO) true, providing the time constraints are satisfied. 
Alternatively, in a multi-agent context, we might instead agentify5 the barcode scanner itself. In 
the contract, we would declare it to be authoritative about the scan event. The security-guard 
agent would then need to request the barcode scanner to perform the scans, which would reply 
in the context of the contract about the success or failure of the scan. 
Figure 5.8 shows the hierarchy6 of intentions that is established during the patrol. The dotted 
lines indicate that an intention thread was forked, and runs independently of its creator. The 
solid lines indicate a sub-intention relationship that arises either from an achieve or call action. 
To illustrate how incompatible intentions are handled, consider a battery-powered robot security- 
guard agent. If the agent is running low on energy, it will need to recharge its batteries. Ideally, 
this should be done while it is not patrolling, but recharging may take priority if the battery 
levels are critically low. At agent start up time, we fork an intention to monitor the batteries. 
We assume that the security guard agent has a percept that results in the regular addition of an 
happens (not ify(batteryLevel=L, T)) to the agent's top-level beliefs. The batteryLevel fluent 
is then updated by the following two initiates and terminates rules relating to notify: 
initiates(notify(F=NewVal), F=NewVal, T). 
terminates (not ify(F=NewVal), F=OldVal, T) - NewValzhOldVal. 
Figure 5.9 presents the plans that implement this behaviour. Line 2 states that when there is no 
current intention to patrol, the agent should recharge by attempting to achieve (rechargeIdle). 
5Agentify means to expose an existing service as an agent, typically by means of a wrapper. 
6Strictly speaking, it is a forest of intentions as there is more than one top-level intention. 








Contract Goal (achieve 
(patrolled(TO))) 
moveTo 
Figure 5.8: Intention hierarchy for patrolling security guard agent 
i monitorBatteries(C) { 
. 2 existingIntentionFor(patrol(_)) = achieve 
(recharge Idle) 
3 (holdsAt(batteryLevel=L, now()) A L<10) V 
4 exist ingIntentionFor(rechargePlan()) = achieve(rechargeUrgent). 
5 true =: >. pause. 
6} 
7 
8 +! rechargeIdle: true: rechargePlan() 
9 +! rechargeUrgent: true: rechargePlan() 
10 
11 rechargePlan() { 
12 holdsAt(batteryLevel=L, now()) A 95<L = succeed. 
13 true = do(charge). 
14 } 
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Figure 5.9: Battery-recharge plan for security guard agent 
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The achieve teleo-reactive action (cf. Section 4.4) will add a new-goal event rechargeIdle to 
the set of events that the agent must process. A future agent cycle will select this event, find 
an applicable plan and create an intention thread to execute the plan. From line 9 we see that 
the plan condition is true, which means that the rechargePlan() plan will always be applicable 
for the rechargeIdle new goal event. 
The second rule (line 3) will be tried if the agent is currently patrolling. The first part of the 
disjunct queries to see if the battery level is critically low (L<10) and the second part is true if 
there is already an existing intention executing the rechargePlan. This second part is required 
to ensure that once a recharge has commenced, it continues right up until the end of the recharge 
(when the battery is 95% full). If we did not specify this second disjunct, the selected rule of 
the monitorBatteries intention would change as soon as the battery level rose above 10. The 
action part of the rule indicates an achieve (rechargeUrgent). This works in exactly the same 
way as the rechargeldle new goal event, except that (as we shall see), we will associate different 
event priorities with the two events. 
The third rule (line 5) is the catch all rule, which is selected when the agent is patrolling but 
does not need to have its battery recharged. 
The rechargePlan itself is straightforward. Line 12 terminates execution of the plan successfully 
when the battery becomes almost completely charged (95<L). Line 13 is the default rule that 
executes the charge action which charges the battery. 
We declare the rechargePlan() plan to be incompatible with any intention carrying out the 
contractual goal to patrol the building. We also declare the rechargeUrgent goal as higher 
priority than the patrol goal, but the rechargeIdle goal as lower priority than the patrol goal. 
The result is that an intention resulting from an rechargeUrgent goal will 
have higher priority 
than a patrol intention, while an intention resulting from a rechargeIdle goal will 
have lower 
priority than a patrol intention. 7 
eventPriority(contractGoal(C, achieve(patrolled(_)), _)) _> 
5. 
eventPriority(rechargeIdle) _> 5. 
eventPriority(rechargeUrgent) _> 10. 
incompatiblePlan(rechargePlan(), Ints) :- 
7Note to the reader, the => is Go! syntax for defining a function. 
This is distinct from the symbol = which 
separates the condition part from the action part of a teleo-reactive rule. 








Contract Goal (achieve 
(patrolled(TO))) 
H moveTo ..................................... 
Suspended 
due to incompatibility with 
Recharge 
Figure 5.10: Security guard's intentions when recharging 
subset(Ints, activeIntentions()), 
(I in Ints *> I. event() == contractGoal(C, achieve(patrolled(_)), _)). 
When the second rule of the monitorBatteries plan invokes achieve(recharge), the patrol 
intention will now be suspended until the recharge is complete. However, when the agent is 
recharging during its idle time, a new patrol intention will have higher priority. This will result 
in the recharge intention being suspended, and the patrol intention being created, which in turn 
will cause the selected teleo-reactive rule of the monitorBatteries plan select either the second 
or third rules. When this occurs, the existing idle-recharge intention will then be terminated. 
Figure 5.10 shows the intention hierarchy of the agent when the agent is performing an urgent 
recharge. 
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In this Section we compare our agent architecture to the most closely related work, namely NoA, 
BOID, CIA, EDEE and RBSLM. 
5.6.1 NoA 
Our architecture is most closely related to NoA, a normative agent architecture [109,108,106]. 
NoA is a BDI-style architecture, taking inspiration from PRS (see Section 4.2.1). We now 
highlight the main differences between NoA and our own contracting architecture. 
In NoA, the contract language and plan definition language are one and the same. In our 
system, the two languages are orthogonal. The NoA architecture pays special attention to norm 
activation, namely determining when a particular norm is active. This is a consequence of 
the norms having integral start and stop conditions. Norm activation is built into the logic 
of our contract language due to its Event Calculus foundation. We determine what norms are 
active by means of a selon(C, holdsAt (F, T)) query (where F is some norm). Our particular 
implementation employs a cached Event Calculus system which speeds up not only queries for 
norms, but also those for any Event Calculus fluent. 
Deliberation in NoA pays close attention to conflict detection and resolution, with a particular 
focus on conflicts between prohibitions and obligations. In addition to a precondition, plans 
can specify what possible side-effects may occur. The effects can be taken into account during 
deliberative reasoning to determine whether a plan is consistent with the agent's norms. A plan 
is inconsistent if it includes an effect that is prohibited or negatively obliged. If no consistent 
plan can be found to achieve an obligated goal, the agent is said to be in a strongly inconsistent 
normative state. 
Our system focuses less on normative conflict detection. The reason for this is due to a difference 
in representation of normative state in NoA and our architecture. In NoA, all norms are mixed 
together. In our system, a contract has its own active obligations and permissions which do not 
interfere with another contract's legal state. Consequently, it is less likely that a contract leads 
to internal normative conflicts. Even so, it is possible for an agent to be in the situation where an 
action in the scope of one contract will lead to a violation in the scope of another. This situation 
can sometimes be detected by means of querying each contract to establish what the effect of 
reporting that action would be (see reported events in Section 3.9). However, such conflicts are 
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not always directly detectable, because the chain of events could involve many contracts and 
many agents. 
Another key difference is that NoA makes use of Java-like programs for the plan bodies, whereas 
our system uses teleo-reactive programs for the plan body. The advantage of teleo-reactive 
programs is that an action will never be executed if the underlying motivation for it is not 
present. In particular, when our obligation monitoring intention emits an `achieve' goal, the 
sub-intention that is created for it is executed only so long as the obligation is active. As soon 
as the obligation is fulfilled or violated (due to the deadline elapsing), the sub-intention loses its 
activating condition and its execution is terminated. 
5.6.2 BOID 
The main focus of the BOID architecture is the resolution of conflicts arising between beliefs, 
obligations, intentions and desires [28]. The system is divided into reasoning systems for each 
of the modalities, connected via feedback loops. Figure 5.11 shows one possible configuration, 
the social simple-minded agent. Here the observations are initially processed by the beliefs 
component. The components are effectively one-step forward-chaining reasoners. The beliefs 
module feeds the conclusions back as input to itself until a fixed point is reached; the conclusions 
are then fed as input into the obligations component. In the same way, the obligations component 
feeds back to the beliefs component until a fixed point is reached. The conclusions are then 
similarly processed by the intentions and desires components until finally an action is output. 
The particular configuration of the modules affect the way in which conflicts between the modal 
ities are resolved. Any conclusions reached by one module may not be overridden by another, 
so the order in which the modules process the data determines their precedence. 
Although it is called an agent architecture, the BOID system should really be regarded as a 
deliberation strategy that might fit into a more full-featured architecture such as PRS. The 
BOID system uses essentially a propositional logic to represent the observations, intermediate 
states and actions. This limits its applicability to our system which is based on first-order logic 
and logic programming. Another disadvantage is that the output of the different modules are all 
mixed together in one `extension'. This means that after several feedback loops, the conclusions 
reached by one module cannot be differentiated from conclusions reached by another. This 
makes modal reasoning difficult because all the derived formulas are all in the same context. 
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Figure 5.11: A simple minded BOID agent 
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5.6.3 Language-action Perspective on Cooperative Information Agents 
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Cooperative Information Agents (CIAs) is a field of agent research that is concerned with the 
exploitation and integration of multiple heterogeneous (and possibly distributed) databases by 
means of multi-agent technology [96]. Verharen focused on the communication and cooperation 
aspect, and examined the issue from the language action perspective [169,170]. Figure 5.12 
shows a diagram of the resulting agent architecture. 
The agent processes three languages: CoLa (a contract description language), TaLa (a task 
description language) and Trans (an interaction protocol description language). We have already 
reviewed these languages in Section 3.13.3. Here we look at the corresponding architectural 
components: the contract manager, the task manager, the communication manager, and the 
service execution manager and knowledge bases (KB). 
The contract manager is responsible for tracking the state of contracts (which are represented in 
CoLa). The contract manager places any active obligations on the agent's agenda. The contract 
manager also places check-obligation tasks on the agenda for the monitoring of other agents' 
obligations. The contract manager corresponds to our monitorAllContracts, monitorContract, 
monitorContractOblig and monitorContractRef rain plans. 
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Figure 5.12: Functional view of CIA architecture [169] 
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The task manager is responsible for achieving items on the agent's agenda. The task manager 
has a library of task descriptions represented in TaLa which is used in much the same way as 
a plan library. Because the TaLa language allows partially ordered plans to be specified with 
dependencies between sub-tasks, the task manager must compute an allowed ordering of the 
sub-tasks, and then place them one-by-one on the agenda to be processed by the task manager 
in a recursive fashion. 
The task manager is also responsible for the management of the agenda. It detects conflicts 
between actions on the agenda and negative obligations. Conflict resolution is performed by 
means of a priority associated with the obligation itself and a priority associated with the 
action. If an action is cancelled due to a conflict, this causes a re-planning of the plan to which 
it belonged. The particular method of conflict detection suffers from the disadvantage that the 
conflict is only detected when a conflicting action appears on the agenda. In our system, we 
are potentially able to detect conflicts much earlier by means of the incompatibility relation. 
However, our means of conflict resolution is somewhat similar, also being based on priorities. 
The task description language allows the specification of contingencies - what should happen if 
a particular task ends up in a failed state. The task manager is responsible for executing these 
contingencies in the same way as regular tasks. In our system, tasks are represented by means of 
teleo-reactive plans, which are particularly good at handling contingencies, not only by taking 
advantage of fortuitous events and skipping actions which do not need to be done, but also in 
realising when the environment has changed and when the current course of action is no longer 
viable. 
The service execution manager is the entity that actually executes primitive actions. It cor- 
responds to the effector execution thread in our agent architecture (see Figure 4.5), but also 
reports failed actions to the task manager. In our system, the failure of actions is fed back into 
the agent's beliefs by means of the percept absorption thread. This change in beliefs can lead to a 
corresponding change in the rule activation conditions for the currently executing teleo-reactive 
plans, which are then able to take into account the failing action. 
The communication manager is responsible for managing the message sending and reception. 
We place this functionality in our architecture in the effector execution and percept absorption 
threads. 
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We already reviewed the contract language associated with EDEE (E-commerce Development 
and Execution Environment) in sections 2.4 and 3.13.1. EDEE does not itself give any concrete 
proposals for an agent architecture. Rather, the system is essentially a database that can be 
queried for the obligations and prohibitions that currently hold. It is also possible to use the 
system to determine if a specific event would violate any obligations or permissions. The system 
supports triggers, so that when an obligation is detected, user-defined code can be run. 
In our system, as we mentioned in the previous subsection, the monitoring of obligations is 
accomplished by teleo-reactive plans. When an obligation on the agent itself is detected, a 
contractGoal event is emitted into the event-store so that the agent can decide whether to 
pursue it, and what means (plan) to use. It is quite conceivable that our system could be 
modified to use EDEE as a contract language and contract query tool. However, if we were to 
do so, we would then also lose the benefits of the Event Calculus - the most significant of which 
is the ability to make queries about past states. 
RBSLM is a rule-based service-level agreement management tool. It is designed to monitor 
service-level agreements expressed in the RBLSA language [139,138]. The system could be sim- 




A Multi-agent Application Scenario 
6.1 Introduction 
Having presented a single-agent example of a contract-driven agent (the security guard) in 
Section 5.5, we now look at a more complex multi-agent scenario. Figure 6.1 shows the agents 
and their contractual relationships, as indicated by the arrows. 
The relationship between the customer and the vendor is our primary focus. Contracts between 
the other agents have been purposefully kept simple. In general, agents can have many concur- 
rent contracts. In our scenario we demonstrate this point with the vendor, customer and bank 
agents. In practice, the courier and vendor will likely also have many different contracts with 
different clients. 
All of the contracts in the diagram are standing or long-term contracts. The standing contract 
between the customer and vendor obliges the vendor to accept certain qualifying contract pro- 
posals from the customer. In our example, the proposals are for an amount of wire mesh, clips 
or poles at an agreed price. The customer is free to make other proposals, but the vendor is not 
obliged to accept them. 
The customer and vendor have a contract with their respective banks. This corresponds to the 
terms and conditions that one must accept in order to hold an account with a bank. The contract 









The banks also have contracts with each other. The contracts govern how inter-bank transfers 
work. A transfer is accomplished when a bank A requests another bank B to credit an account 
at B. Bank B then becomes obliged to perform that credit. The result of this is that bank A now 
owes bank Ba sum of money. The difference of the amounts owed between the two banks could 
then be settled periodically, or when the amount owing exceeds a certain threshold. 
The contract between the vendor and courier will be used by the vendor to deliver items to its 
customer. We have omitted the money transfer details between the vendor and the courier (we 
have not shown the courier's bank, for example) because it would work in exactly the same way 
as the money transfer between the customer and the vendor. 
We now present the contracts between the agents, and show how these contracts not only direct 
the agents' behaviour but are also used by the agents to achieve their goals. 
Bank Bank 
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6.2 Contracts 
6.2.1 Customer-Vendor Standing Contract 
Figure 6.2 shows the standing contract between the customer and vendor. There are four 
parameters: the agent identities of the vendor (V), customer (C) and the identities of two third 
parties: the vendor's bank (InitVB) and the customer's bank (InitCB). 
The contract consists of two principal clauses followed by several initiates clauses. The 
principal clauses mark that the vendor and customer are the primary parties involved in the 
contract. We discussed in Section 3.3 how a contract event must be seen by all principals in 
order to be considered valid, and we discussed in Section 3.8 a simple mechanism that allows 
the principals of the contract to negotiate changes to the fluents. 
The initiates clauses for the start event (lines 5-14) declare the initial values of certain fluents. 
The meaning of the bankOf(_)=_, allowedCourier(_), and agreedPrice(_, _) 
fluents are assumed 
to be defined in a trade ontology that is shared by all agents using this contract. A mechanism 
such as the XML namespace standard could be used to clearly indicate to which ontology a term 
belongs [4]. The bankOf fluent is used to associate an agent with their bank, which will be useful 
later on when we come to talk about payment and money transactions. The allowedCourier 
fluent declares a set of possible couriers to achieve delivery and the agreedPrice fluent declares 
some agreed prices for various items (wire mesh, clips and poles). These are declared as fluents 
rather than predicates so that their values may change, for example by means of the simple 
negotiation rules for two-principal contracts (cf. Section 3.8). 
The two initiates clauses on lines 16 and 19 are perhaps the most important lines of the contract 
because they are responsible for the initiation of obligations. 
The initiates clause on line 16 indicates that the vendor must respond to a proposal from 
the customer within 1 hour (assuming time units of 1 second). More exactly, do(comm(X), 
replyToEvent (X, E)) , requires the vendor to 
bring about an event X that satisfies the condition 
replyToEvent (X, E). The replyToEvent constraint is defined in such a way that only acceptance 
or rejection will count as a valid reply to a proposal. 
The following initiates clause (line 19) states that the vendor is obliged to accept purchase 
proposals provided that: 
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5 initiates(start, banküf(V)=InitVB, _). 
6 initiates(start, banküf(C)=InitCB, _). 
7 
8 initiates(start, allowedCourier(courier@ups. com), _). 
9 initiates(start, allowedCourier(courier@f edex. com), _). 
10 initiates(start, allowedCourier(courier@dhl. com), _). 
11 
12 initiates(start, agreedprice(item: wiremesh(10.0,10.0,10.0), price: money(5.9, gbp)), _). 
13 initiates(start, agreedPrice(item: clips(100,12.5), price: money(2.3, gbp)), _). 
14 initiates(start, agreedPrice(item: poles(10,180.0), price: money(10.0, gbp)), _). 
15 
16 initiates(E, oblig(V, do(comm(X), replyToEvent(X, E)), T+ 3600), T) - 
17 proposeEvent(E, C, V, _). 
18 
19 initiates(E, oblig(V, do(comm(X), acceptEvent(X, E)), T+ 3600), T) - 
20 proposeEvent(E, C, V, activeContract(Lbl)) A 
21 Lbl = customerVendorContract_Purchase( 
22 item: Item, price: P, vendor: V, customer: C, 
23 vendorBank: VB, customerBank: CB, courier: CO) A 
24 holdsAt(agreedPrice(item: Item, price: P), T) A 
25 holdsAt(allowedCourier(CO), T) A 
26 holdsAt(bank0f (V)=VB, T) A 
27 holdsAt (bank0f (C) =CB , 
T). 
28 } 
Figure 6.2: Customer-Vendor standing contract 
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9 the proposed contract label, Lbl, matches customerVendorContract. yurchase (... ) . 
This 
contract label specifies a one-off contract that will actually achieve the sale, including the 
details of payment and delivery. We discuss the details of this contract in the next Section. 
" the proposed contract parameters (written as part of the contract label) are acceptable. 
The item and price parameters must correspond to one of the values of the agreedPrice 
fluent, which specifies prices for quantities of wire mesh, clips and poles. 
" the courier, CO, is one of the allowed couriers as determined by the allowedCourier fluent. In 
this case the contract allows three difference couriers, courier@ups. com, courier@f edex. com 
and courier@dhl. com. 
In Section 6.3.1 we will see how it is possible for the customer agent to query this standing 
contract as part of a plan to achieve ownership of an item. The customer will query the contract 
to determine what event (if any) it should send in order to oblige the vendor to accept an offer 
to purchase an item. The details of the offer contract (customerVendorContractpurchase (... ) ) 
are presented in the following Section. In a legal sense, this standing contract can be thought 
of as an invitation to treat, because it requires the customer to make an offer before there is an 
obligation to sell the item. 
Since bankOf, allowedCourier, and agreedPrice are fluents, rather than unmodifiable predicates, 
the agents executing the contract can use the propose, accept and reject mechanism from Sec- 
tion 3.8 to negotiate changes to the fluents. Alternatively, custom initiates and terminates 
clauses could be used to describe how the fluent changes its value. For example, we could write 
a rule that says that once a price has been agreed for an item, it may not be altered for at least 
a week. 
To summarise: the initiates rule on line 16 indicates that the vendor must reply to any proposal 
from the customer, but is free to decide whether to accept or reject it. The following initiates 
rule on line 19 constrains the vendor to accept proposals that meet certain criteria, such as 
agreed price and courier. For example, if the customer sent the message: ' 
C: propose(vendor, 
activeContract (cust omerVendorContract -Purchase 
( 
'We are using a more compact message representation form here. The structure is Sender : Performative 
(Receiver, Content). We have omitted many details of the message, such as message-id, for clarity. Figure 3.4 
presents an example of a more detailed message representation. 
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item: wiremesh(10.0,10.0,10.0), price: money(5.9, gbp), 
vendor: V, customer: C, vendorBank: VB, customerBank: CB, courier : C0))) 
This would exactly match the terms mentioned in the Customer-Vendor standing contract and 
the vendor would be obliged to accept. However, if the customer sent a message specifying a 
lower price, or one with a different courier, the vendor would be allowed to make a free decision 
on the matter. For example, both of the messages below would only result in an obligation on 
the vendor to reply to the customer (rather than an obligation to accept): 
C: propose(vendor, 
activeContract (customerVendorContract-Purchase ( 
item: wiremesh(10.0,10.0,10.0), price: money(4.0, gbp), 
vendor: V, customer: C, vendorBank: VB, customerBank: CB, courier: courier@dhl. com))) 
C: propose(vendor, 
activeContract (cust omerVendorContract -Purchase 
( 
item: wiremesh(10.0,10.0,10.0), price: money(5.9, gbp), 
vendor: V, customer: C, vendorBank: VB, customerBank: CB, 
courier: courier@citylink. com))) 
6.2.2 Customer-Vendor Purchase Contract 
Figure 6.3 presents the actual purchase contract -a short lived contract that accomplishes the 
sale and delivery of an item. This contract can be considered to be a sub-contract of the standing 
contract presented in Section 6.2.1 because the standing contract includes a rule that obliges the 
vendor to accept proposals for this contract given that the parameters satisfy certain criteria. 
Lines 4-9 are macro definitions to aid readability. The first three macro definitions define a 
payment obligation, a delivery obligation and an obligation to establish an order number. The 
next three macro definitions are short-hand for a "paid" term (indicating that the customer has 
bought the item), a "payment" term (indicating that the money has been successfully transferred 
between the customer's and the vendor's bank), and a delivery term (indicating that the courier 
has successfully achieved delivery of the item to the customer). 
Lines 11 and 12 indicate that the customer and vendor are the principals of this contract. 
Lines 14-18 indicate which fluents are true at the start of the contract. 
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1 customerVendorContract_Purchase(item: Item, price: P, vendor: V, customer: C, 
2 vendorBank: InitVB, customerBank: InitCB, courier: CO) { 
3 
4 PAYOBLIG(R, DL) - oblig(C, achieve(PAID(R)), DL). 
5 DELIVERYOBLIG(R, DL) - oblig(C, achieve(DELIVERED(R)), DL). 
6 ORDERNoOBLIG(DL) - oblig(V, achieve (order no=_), DL). 
7 PAID(R) - paid(payer: C, payee: V, item: I, price: P, reference: R). 
8 PAYMENT(R) - payment(from: C, from-bank: CB, to: V, to-bank: VB, money: P, reference: R). 





14 initiates(start, bank0f(V)=InitVB, _). 
15 initiates(start, bank0f(C)=InitCB, _). 
16 
17 initiates(start, constant(order_no), _). 
18 initiates(start, ORDERNOOBLIG(T+100), T). 
19 
20 initiates(E, PAYOBLIG(R, T+100), T) - initiates(E, order-no=R, T). 
21 initiates(E, DELIVERYOBLIG(R, T+259200), T) - initiates(E, order-no=R, T). 
22 
23 initiates(E, PAID(R), T) +- 
24 holdsAt(order _no=R, 
T) A initiates(E, done(PAYMENT(R)), T). 
25 
26 initiates(E, owns(owner: C, item: I), T) - 
27 holdsAt(order_no=R, T) A initiates(E, fulfilled(PAYOBLIG(R, _))). 
28 terminates(E, owns(owner: V, item: I), T) E- 
29 holdsAt(order_no=R, T) A initiates(E, fulfilled(PAYOBLIG(R, _))). 
30 
31 authoritative(V, order-no=-, _). 
32 authoritative(CB, done(PAYMENT(_)), T) F-- holdsAt(bank0f(C)=CB, T). 
33 authoritative(CO, DELIVERED(-), _). 
34 } 
Figure 6.3: Customer-Vendor contract 
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Note that, as with the bankOf fluent from the previous section, the paid, payment, owns, and 
order-no fluents are taken to be defined in a trade-domain ontology that is understood by all 
agents executing this contract. 
The fluent constant (order-no) (line 17) means that once a value for order-no has been estab- 
lished, it may not be changed. It may seem strange that the constant (order-no) is itself a fluent. 
The reason is that constant (order-no) is a concept that is part of the basic contracting ontology 
and must be understood by all contract related agents and there may be scenarios where a 
fluent's constant status should change. For example, once a price has been agreed, it could be 
made constant thus preventing any further negotiation on the topic. In order to revisit it, the 
agents would first need to negotiate about the constant fluent itself. In this particular contract, 
however, the purpose of the constant fluent is simply to ensure that once an order number has 
been established, the vendor cannot announce another a different one. 
The bankOf fluents associate the vendor and customer agents with their respective banks. We 
will see how this aids the reasoning of the agents with respect to the contract when it comes to 
the customer paying for the item. 
On line 18, the contract declares the one initial active obligation. It obliges the vendor to 
establish an order number within 100 seconds of the start of the contract. Note that at the end 
of the contract (line 31) only the vendor is declared to be authoritative about the order number 
(the order no fluent). Consequently only inform events from the vendor about this fluent can 
generate its value. Interested readers may refer to Section 3.7 for more information about the 
authoritative agents concept and its interaction with the inform message. In Section 6.3.3 we 
will see how the vendor agent goes about fulfilling it. 
Once the order number obligation is fulfilled, lines 20 and 21 initiate two further obligations: 
one on the customer to pay for the item, PAYOBLIG(R, T+100), and one on the vendor to get the 
item delivered (DELIVERYOBLIG(R, T+259200)). Here 259200 is the number of seconds in 3 days. 
The initiates (E, PAID (R) , T) rule 
(line 23) describes how the item may be paid for. In general, 
there may be many different ways of paying for something. The contract could have specified 
multiple methods of payment, including a payment in gold[3], direct cash payment, the use of an 
escrow service or some kind of payment in kind. In this contract, the item is paid for when the 
done (PAYMENT (R)) fluent is established, where R is the order number that was set by the vendor. 
This particular form of payment is a bank transfer of money from the customer to the vendor. 
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We see that on line 32 the customer's bank (CB) is declared to be authoritative about fluents of 
the form done (PAYMENT (_)) . The idea here is that once the customer has requested their bank 
to make the payment, the bank will reply to the customer with an inform (done (PAYMENT (R)) ) 
message after completing the payment. The customer can then report this event to the vendor 
using the reported-events mechanism described in Section 3.9. When done (PAYMENT (R)) is thus 
initiated, so too will PAID(R) (line 23), and consequently the customer's obligation to pay for 
the item will be fulfilled. 
Note that the vendor is not necessarily vulnerable to the fabrication of payment events by 
the customer. Cryptographic techniques, such as time-stamping and use of a public key in- 
frastructure, can be used to verify that the reported event is authentic and actually did occur. 
Conversely, there is no benefit to the customer of not reporting the event, since it is the customer 
that is trying to prove that they have paid for the item in order to obtain ownership thereof. 
Also, note that in these examples we are using the peer-to-peer messaging model, rather than 
the contract channel (publish-subscribe) model (see Section 3.2). In the contract channel model, 
the trusted third party would report the event directly to the contract channel which would then 
be relayed to the principals of the contract. Note, however, that the same techniques would still 
be appropriate to verify the authenticity of the events reported to the contract channel. 
The initiates (E, owns( ... ), T) rule 
(line 26) states that once an order number has been 
established and the item paid for, the item is then owned by the customer. The terminates rule 
states that the item is then no longer owned by the vendor. 
In the customer and vendor agent implementation we will declare that owns is an imported fluent 
(cf. Section 5.2.3) meaning that whenever a contract initiates or terminates the owns fluent, a 
corresponding initiates or terminates rule is enabled with respect to the agent's top-level 
beliefs. Logically speaking, whenever the agent queries holdsAt (owns( ... ), T), this will result 
in a search for an event before T that initiates owns such that there is no event in between that 
terminates it. Our imported fluents mechanism essentially extends the definition of initiates 
and terminates to include any initiations or terminations of imported-fluents in the contract 
contexts. Since we perform caching, both of the Event Calculus store for the agent's top-level 
beliefs as well as for each contract context, this system is quite efficient (see Appendix B). 
There are many possible refinements to the concept of ownership presented here (cf. 
[121,177]). 
One refinement would be to require the vendor agent to present proof that the vendor genuinely 
owns the item. The proof could be in the form of a certificate issued by a registry service. The 
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certificate could have either a period of validity or the registry service could provide a validation 
service. An example of such a registry service would be the UK Land Registry [2]. 
Finally, the courier agent, C0, is declared to be authoritative about the delivery status of the 
item. When the item has been delivered the courier will send a done(DELivERED(R)) message to 
the vendor who can then report it the customer to discharge their obligation. Once again, this is 
achieved by means of the reported-events mechanism (cf. Section 3.9) in combination with the 
authoritative agents concept (cf. Section 3.7). Note that the customer will not be vulnerable to 
fabricated delivery events for the same reasons as discussed above. 
The purchase contract could be extended with some rules to cope with violation of obligations 
by the customer and the vendor. Since the customer has only a relatively short time to achieve 
payment, we might expect that from time to time the customer will violate their obligation. In 
this case we would like the vendor's delivery obligation to be terminated: 
terminates(E, DELIVERYOBLIG(R, 
_), 
T) - initiates(E, violated(PAYOBLIG(R, 
_)), 
T). 
6.2.3 Bank-Client Contract 
Figure 6.4 presents a contract between a bank and its client. The parameters of the contract 
include the starting balance, which would typically be 0 monetary units. In practice it is common 
for a customer to have several accounts with a bank and to be able to transfer money between 
them, but for our example we will restrict the client to just one current account. The account 
balance, represented by the balance( ... ) 
fluent, is initialised on line 7. 
This contract supports two operations, namely debits and deposits. Like most banks, when a 
client debits the account, the money is immediately deducted from the available balance, but 
a deposit may take longer to come through. Two key events model these operations, namely 
a debit request, and a debit-or-deposit completion notification. Under the hood, both of these 
events are requests for or notifications of a payment action. For brevity, we have defined a macro 
PAYMENT on line 2. 
The predicate validDebitRequest (line 9) is used to identify valid debit request events. The 
predicate has 4 arguments: the event in question (E), the time of the event (T), a debit payment 
action (Debit), and the resulting balance of the account after the debit (NewBal). Looking at 
the body of the clause, we see that the event must be a request from the client C to the bank B 
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1 bankClientContract(bank: B, client: C, startingBalance: StartingBalance) { 
2 PAYMENT(X, XB, Y, YB, M, R) - payment(from: X, from-bank: XB, to: Y, to-bank: YB, 




7 initiates(start, balance(StartingBalance), _). 
8 
s validDebitRequest(E, T, Debit, NewBal) 
10 requestEvent(E, C, B, Debit) A validDebit(T, Debit, NewBal). 
11 
12 initiates(E, oblig(B, achieve(done(Debit)), T+259200), T) 
13 validDebitRequest(E, T, Debit, -). 
14 
15 terminates(E, balance(_), T) - validDebitRequest(E, T, 
16 initiates(E, NewBal, T) - validDebitRequest(E, T, -, 
NewBal). 
17 
18 depositDone(E, T, NewBal) - 
19 informEvent(E, B, C, done(Deposit)) A validDeposit(T, Deposit, NewBal). 
20 
21 terminates(E, balance(-), T) - depositDone(E, T, -). 
22 initiates(E, NewBal, T) - depositDone(E, T, NewBal). 
23 





25 balance(money(NewBa, Currency))) 
26 YLC A holdsAt (balance (money (Ba, Currency)), T) A Pr<Ba A O. O<Pr A 
27 NewBa = Ba - Pr. 
28 




30 balance(money(NewBa, Currency))) 
31 XCA holdsAt(balance(money(Ba, Currency)), T) A O. O<Pr A 
32 NewBa = Ba + Pr. 
33 
34 authoritative(B, balance(-), -). 
35 authoritative(B, done(PAYMENT(-, 
36 1. 
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Figure 6.4: Bank-Client contract 
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requesting a Debit action. The validDebit predicate (line 24) calculates the resulting account 
balance (NewBa) and ensures that 
" the Debit variable in the call on line 10 is bound to a PAYMENT term. 
" the amount of money to be debited (Pr) is positive, 
" the currency of the debit (Currency) is the same as that of the account balance, 
" there is enough money in the account to cover the debit, 
" the transfer is to an agent other than the client themselves. 
Lines 12-16 detail what happens to the state of the contract when a valid debit request is made. 
Line 12 initiates an obligation on the bank to achieve the fluent done(Debit) within 3 days time 
(T+259200). The bank is authoritative for these fluents (line 35) and so the bank can achieve 
it by means of an inform message to the client. The client may then use this message as a 
confirmation that the transfer been successfully completed and that the payee has now received 
the money. The term payment is assumed to be defined in a trade ontology that is understood 
by all agents executing the contract. The very definition of payment in that ontology is that of 
an action, and it is understood that when the bank informs the client that the payment action is 
done, it is to report on an event that has actually occurred in the real world. Of course, there is 
nothing stopping the bank from breaking this semantics; however, it is not in the bank's interest 
to make a habit of it as it would soon find itself without customers! 
Lines 15 and 16 cause the client's account balance to be decremented immediately on a valid 
debit request. 
The depositDone predicate (line 18) is true if and only if an event E at time T is from the 
bank to the client informing that a deposit has been made (done (Deposit) ). As with the 
validDebitRequest predicate, depositDone ensures that the deposit is valid by means of the 
validDeposit predicate on line 29. This ensures that the deposit is to the client C, for a positive 
amount of money Pr, that it is in the same currency and that the deposit comes from an agent 
other than the client. The predicate also calculates the resulting balance. 
Lines 21 and 22 cause the client's account balance to be updated at the same time as the deposit 
is announced. Note that these rules apply only to deposits, and not debits. 
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This contract does not allow the client to make deposits. Instead, the idea is that the bank will 
inform the client of deposits made to the account by other agents (which corresponds to debits 
on those creditor-agents' accounts). Certainly we could include a deposit mechanism based on 
electronic analogue of a cheque. Several schemes have been proposed [37]. 
The last Section of the contract declares that the bank is authoritative about the balance fluent 
(and so could adjust it by means of an informEvent to the client) and also about what payments 
have completed in the context of the contract. 
One thing that this contract does not do is to oblige the bank to announce any deposits to the 
account, so in theory the bank could keep for itself all deposits made from other agents to the 
client. This problem could be addressed in the following way: when the creditor agent requests a 
debit on his bank in order to pay a debtor agent, an obligation is created on the creditor's bank 
to announce that the debit has been performed (see line 12). When this acknowledgement is 
sent, the creditor could forward it to the debtor who, in turn, could forward it the debtor's bank. 
With some modifications to the bank-client contract, this report would oblige the debtor's bank 
to announce to the debtor whether the payment had been successful. Should the bank fail to 
reply it will have violated an obligation. Should the bank lie about the status of the transaction, 
it might be possible to seek redress from a higher authority (such as financial ombudsman) using 
the acknowledgement and denial of success as evidence. 
The other potential problem is that the bank could inform the client that a deposit has been 
made, without a deposit actually having been made (i. e. no corresponding debit from an- 
other agent's bank). This would not only be a case of the bank breaking the semantics of the 
done (payment) term, but also not be in the bank's interest because the client's balance would be 
contractually increased without the bank having received the corresponding funds. It is always 
possible, of course, that the bank might issue such a false deposit notification as a cover-up for 
some larger fraud; however, that is beyond the scope of this work. 
There are several extensions that could be made to the bank-client contract: 
" Oblige the bank to send a monthly statement to the client. This could be achieved by 
setting a timer to expire monthly in much the same way as the security guard contract 
(cf. Figure 3.1 on page 57) used a timer to create a regular patrol obligation. 
" Allow the client to have multiple accounts. 
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" Allow the client an overdraft or loan facilities with consequent obligations on the client for 
repayment. 
" Oblige the bank to pay interest, and to announce changes in interest rate in advance. 
6.2.4 Bank-Bank Contract 
In Figure 6.5, we sketch a simple contract between two banks. The contract specifies that if 
one bank asks the other to perform a payment, the bank will agree to do it and will provide 
evidence that it has been done by means of an inform message to the requesting bank. 
For example, imagine that a creditor x who has an account with bank Bi wishes to make an 
inter-bank transfer to a debtor Y who has an account with another bank B2. Following the rules 
of the Bank-Client contract (cf. Section 6.2.3), if the conditions for a valid debit are met, the 
creditor's bank will be obliged to carry out the payment. The creditor's bank (B1) will contact 
the debtor's bank (B2) and request a money transfer. In our application scenario, the two banks 
have a Bank-Bank contract. Consequently, by line 5, B2 will be become obliged to achieve 
the transaction - that is it will be obliged to bring about the done(Payment) fluent. B2, being 
authoritative about transfers of money to it (line 18), can fulfil the obligation by informing the 
creditor's bank (Bi) that the payment has been done. The creditor's bank can now fulfil its 
obligation to its client (x) to achieve the debit, by reporting the evidence back to it. X may now 
use this receipt as proof of payment. 
We summarise this example as follows: 
1. Creditor x requests his bank Bi to make a payment to Y at bank B2. 
2. Bank Bi is now obliged to perform the debit (in the context of the bank-client contract). 
3. In order for B1 to satisfy this obligation, it needs an agent to state that the payment has 
been done. It cannot do it itself without lying, so it asks B2 in the context of the bank-bank 
contract to carry out the transfer. 
4. B2 is now obliged to carry out the transfer. 
5. B2 performs the transfer and tells Bi that it has done it. As we remarked in 
Section 6.2.3, 
B2 is not immediately obliged to tell Y about the deposit. We discuss this in the next 
paragraph. 
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5 initiates(E, oblig(B2, achieve(done(Payment)), T+ 10800), 
_) 4- 
6 validPaymentRequest(E, Payment, B1, B2). 
7 initiates(E, oblig(B1, achieve(done(Payment)), T+ 10800), 
_) 4- 
8 validPaymentRequest(E, Payment, B2, B1). 
9 
10 validPaymentRequest(E, Payment, X, Y) - 
11 requestEvent(E, X, Y, Payment) A 
12 transBetween(Payment, X, Y). 
13 
14 transBetween(Payment, XB, YB) F- 
15 Payment = payment(from: _, 
from-bank: XB, to: 
_, 
to-bank: YB, money: _, reference: _). 
16 
17 authoritative(B1, Payment, 
_) - 
transBetween(Payment, B2, B1). 
18 authoritative(B2, Payment, _) <-- transBetween(Payment, B1, B2). 
19 } 
Figure 6.5: Sketch of Bank-Bank contract 
6. Bi reports the payment evidence to X, thus fulfilling Bi's obligation. 
7. x may now report the evidence to Y if need be as proof of payment. 
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In the above example, there is the possibility that the bank B2 informs bank Bi that the payment 
has occurred without actually having credited their client's bank account. Bank B2 would then 
be guilty of violating the semantics of done terms, namely that in order to assert that something 
has been done, it ought to have been done in the real world. In any case, the creditor, having 
received the proof of payment back from his bank Bi, could forward the notice to the debtor. 
At this point, it would be up to the debtor to take this up with his bank to find out why the 
money had not come through. As we suggest in Section 6.2.3, the bank-client contract could 
be enhanced to oblige the bank to bring about the deposit by a certain deadline. 
We make a simplifying assumption that the source and destination accounts exist and will always 
be specified correctly. If we wanted to ensure that the accounts were valid, we would need to 
augment the validPaymentRequest predicate with a timepoint parameter, T, and add in a call 
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i initiates(start, amountOwed(B1, B2,0), 
_). 
a initiates(start, amountOwed(B2, B1,0), 
_). 
3 
4 initiates(E, amountOwed(X, Y, NewAmount), T) - 
5 newAmountOwed(E, X, Y, _, 
NewAmount). 
6 
7 terminates(E, amountOwed(X, Y, O1dAmount), T) <-- 
a newAmountOwed(E, X, Y, 01dAmount, 
_). 
9 
io newAmountOwed(E, X, Y, OldAmount, NewAmount) - 
11 initiates(E, done(Payment), T) A 
12 holdsAt(amountOwed(X, Y, OldAmount), T) A 
13 transBetween(Payment, Y, X) A 
14 transAmount(Payment, PaymentAmount) A 
15 PaymentAmount >0A 
16 NewAmount = OldAmount + PaymentAmount. 
Figure 6.6: Tracking amount owed between banks 
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to holdsAt (validAccount (B1, FromAccount), T) where FromAccount would be derived from the 
from: field of the payment term and validAccount would be a fluent that could be established 
by means of a dialogue between the two banks (e. g. a query followed by an inform). 
Figure 6.6 shows what clauses might be added to the contract in order to track the amounts 
owed between the two banks. In the Figure, the amount owed between the banks is represented 
by amountOwed(B1, B2) and amountOwed(B2, Bi) respectively. 
A further extension would be clauses to oblige the banks to clear the difference in amounts owed 
either periodically or when a certain threshold was reached. This might be done by means of a 
third party such as a large bank at which both banks held their accounts, or some other clearing 
mechanism. 
6.3 Enactment 
We now discuss how the behaviour of the agents is directed by the contracts, and how they 
can make use of them to further their own goals. All agents in our example make use of our 
contracting agent architecture (cf. Chapter 5) and share a similar initialisation sequence: 
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1. Load shared contract ontology, domain specific ontologies and rules. 
The shared contract ontology includes the contract meta-interpreter (cf. Section 3.11.1), 
utility functions to deal with events (cf. Section 3.3), interaction protocol rules (cf. Sec- 
tion 3.4), general rules of obligation and refrain fulfilment and violation (cf. Sections 3.5 
and 3.6), rules about authoritative agents (cf. Section 3.7), rules about fluent negotiation 
(cf. Section 3.8), and rules about reported events (cf. Section 3.9). 
In order to be able to reason with the purchase contracts, the customer and vendor agents 
should know about the terms used to describe the items being traded (wire mesh, clips 
and poles), about the terms used to describe delivery and the terms involved with money 
transfer. These terms are described in domain-specific ontologies. In principle, we could 
use an ontology description language such as OWL to represent these [145]. In our im- 
plementation the ontologies are simplified to describe only which are the valid terms and 
their arities. 
2. Load contract templates (labels and rules). 
The agents are preloaded with the contract templates. Our system could be extended 
to deal with dynamically downloaded contracts; we discuss this idea in future work, Sec- 
tion 7.3.1. 
3. Add goals to start the monitorAllContracts and monitorTimers plans (cf. Sections 5.3.1 
and 5.3.2). 
The monitorAllContracts plan (cf. Section 5.3.1) is responsible for monitoring the belief 
base for any active contracts. Once an active contract is noticed, a separate intention 
thread will be forked to monitor and execute the contract. 
4. Add any other agent-specific goals. For example, the customer has an agent-specific goal 
to achieve ownership of some wire mesh. 
5. Modify beliefs to reflect which contracts are already active. Our application scenario starts 
off with several standing contracts already active between the agents. 
6. Launch the main thread, which executes the agent cycle (cf. Section 4.4). 
6.3.1 Proposing a Purchase Contract 
The customer agent starts with two active contracts: a contract with their bank, and a standing 
contract with the vendor agent. The fluents owns, balance and contract are declared to be 
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imported fluents (cf. Section 5.2.3) so that when those fluents are manipulated in the context 
of particular contracts, they are similarly reflected in the agent's top-level beliefs. 
Let us assume that the customer requires some wire mesh, perhaps because they are building 
a hen-house. Consequently a new goal event, ! owns (id () , wiremesh (10.0 , 10.0,10.0)), is 
added to the set of customer agent's set of events. The arguments to the wire mesh term are 
respectively the width, height and gauge required. The expression, id o, , is a 
function call in Go! 
and refers to the agent's identity (jak97@imperial. ac. uk would be consistent with the examples 
presented so far). On the next agent cycle, the customer agent will consider this new goal event. 
Assuming that there are no other events that it would prefer to handle first (see the event 
preference relation in Section 4.4), it will search for an applicable plan in its plan library. If a 
plan can be found that does not conflict with existing intentions, 2 the agent will create a new 
intention to procure the wire mesh by means of that plan. 
Figure 6.7 presents one possible plan for this goal. The strategy is to query if any of the agent's 
standing contracts can lead to the establishment of a purchase contract for that item. In effect, 
the plan encapsulates the procedural knowledge that one way of obtaining ownership of an item 
is to execute a purchase contract for that item. In this way, the plan is quite general and could 
apply to a variety of standing contracts and purchase contracts. 
The first paragraph of Figure 6.7 describes under what conditions the purchaseUsingStanding- 
Contract(Proposal, SC, Item) teleo-reactive plan is applicable to the +! owns (id0 , Item) event. 
Section 5.3.1 explains this syntax. 
The guard3 to the plan reads as follows: first query the belief base for all active contracts SC that 
are also standing contracts. Second, construct a contract label PC for the purchase of the Item at 
a given Price. 4 Then, if a proposal message Proposal for that contract would necessarily oblige 
the counter-party to accept - and the price is satisfactory - the purchaseUsingStandingContract 
teleo-reactive plan is an applicable plan. 
The call holdsAt (activeContract (SC) , now()) queries the agent's top-level 
beliefs to determine 
what the agent believes its active contracts are. The Go! function now () returns the current 
time. 
2 or if it does conflict, that the priority to own the wire mesh is higher than the priority of the incompatible 
intentions 
3The guard is the part between the colons. 
4Price is unbound here, but will be bound by isObligedToAccept. 
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+! owns(id(), Item): 
holdsAt(activeContract(SC), now()) A 
isStandingContract(SC, id(), Vendor) A 
isPurchaseContract(PC, Item, Price) A 
isObligedToAccept(SC, Vendor, Proposal, PC, now()) A 
isSatisfactoryPrice(Item, Price): 
purchaseUsingStandingContract(Proposal, SC, Item). 
purchaseUsingStandingContract(Proposal, SC, Item) { 
holdsAt(owns(id(), Item), now()) = succeed. 
selon(SC, holdsAt( 
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violated(oblig(Vendor, do(comm(X), acceptEvent(X, Proposal)), DL)), now())) = fail. 
true = do(sendMsg(Proposal)). 
Figure 6.7: Purchasing plan 
The predicate isStandingContract returns true if and only if SC is a standing contract between 
the agent and vendor. The simplest implementation of this predicate is simply to see if SC unifies 
with any of the standing contract template labels that the customer knows about. This database 
of known standing contracts could be updated periodically to increase the agent's ability to 
recognise standing contracts. An alternative would be to incorporate some additional clauses 
into the contract templates themselves, to indicate what type of contract they were. For example, 
a contractClass(twoPartyStandingContract) clause might be added to the standing contract. 
The agent could then query all its existing contracts to see if they were in the appropriate 
contract class. 
Similarly, isPurchaseContract succeeds if and only if PC is a purchase contract. The same 
comments about the implementation of isStandingContract apply. 
Figure 6.8 gives the definition of the isObligedToAccept predicate. This shows how it is possible 
to reason about the potential effects of a contract. The parameters are as follows: 
Contract is the context (contract) to which the proposal is relative. 
ToAgent is the agent to whom the proposal is made. 
PropEvent is the proposal to be made. 
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isObligedToAccept(Contract, ToAgent, PropEvent, PropFluent, T) :- 
proposeEvent(E, id(), ToAgent, PropFluent), 
PropEvent. time(T), 








Figure 6.8: Definition of isObligedToAccept plan 
PropFluent is the fluent that is being proposed. In this case it will be of the form act iveContract (Lbl) 
where Lb1 is a label indicating the proposed contract. 
T is the time at which the proposal is to be made. 
The key to understanding the isObligedToAccept predicate is the line beginning with selon. This 
queries the contract Contract to determine whether the event PropEvent will result in an obliga- 
tion on the agent ToAgent to reply to it, such that the reply is an acceptance (isAccept (Reply) ). 
Note that selon will also bind the Price variable since the standing contract includes the set of 
agreed prices (see the agreedPrice predicate in Figure 6.2). 5 
The isSatisfactoryPrice predicate is specific to the customer agent and defines a realistic price 
point for the items the agent may wish to buy. 
Once the guard to the plan has been satisfied, the teleo-reactive part can be executed (see the 
second paragraph of Figure 6.7). At first, only the conditions of the last rule (true =) match. 
The action part is do (sendMsg(Proposal)) which instructs the customer agent to send a proposal 
for the purchase contract to the vendor. Since the message Proposal is sent with reference to 
the standing contract SC, the vendor will be obliged to accept it. Figure 6.9 shows the intention 
threads executing in the customer agent at this stage, namely an intention to achieve ownership 
of some wire mesh with a sub-intention that is sending a proposal to the vendor agent, an 
5We have not specified a constraint on the deadline for the resulting obligation (DL). An example of such a 










Figure 6.9: The customer agent sends a proposal to the vendor to achieve ownership of the item 
intention to monitor all its contracts, with two forked intentions: one to monitor the standing 
contract with the vendor, and one to monitor the customer's contract with their bank. 
A dotted line joining two intention threads indicated that the sub-intention was created by 
means of a fork action, and therefore runs independently if its creator. A solid line indicates 
that the sub-intention thread was created by means of an achieve or call action and therefore 
runs only while the parent intention thread requires it to be run (cf. Section 4.4). 
When the Proposal message has been successfully sent by the customer and received by the 
vendor, it will become a valid event (cf. Section 3.2) relevant to the standing contract context. 
This means that a query to selon(SC, Happens (Proposal, ti)) will now succeed, where ti is 
the time-stamp of the event. 
By lines 16 and 19 of the standing contract (see Figure 6.2), two obligations will be created on 
the vendor, namely an obligation to reply to the proposal (REPLYOBLIG) and one to accept it 
(ACCEPTOBLIG). Figure 6.10 shows the state of the standing contract after the proposal has 
been sent, with t representing time at that point. We will discuss how the vendor goes about 
dealing with these obligations in Section 6.3.2. For now focus on the customer's plan to achieve 
ownership of an item. 
Should the vendor accept the proposal, as it is obliged to do so, a new contract (an instance of 
the customerVendorContract Purchase template) will be formed. The vendor's accept event (cf. 
Section 3.3), will initiate an activeContract (PC) fluent in the context of the standing contract 
Sc. Since activeContract is an imported fluent (cf. Section 5.2.3), it will also 
be initiated 
in the agent's top level beliefs. Consequently, the monitorAllContracts 
intention thread (cf. 
Section 5.3.1) will create a new intention thread for the monitoring of the sub-contract, which 
in our scenario will be the short-term purchase contract from 
Section 6.2.2. Figure 6.16 on page 








holdsAt(timer(REPLYOBLIG, ti + 3600), t) 
holdsAt(timer(AccEPTOBLIG, ti + 3600), t) 
PROPOSEMSG - CUSTOMER: propose (act iveContract (customerVendorContract 
_Purchase( 
))) 
REPLYOBLIG - obllg(VENDOR, do(comx(X), replyToEvent(X, PROPOSEMSG), tl + 3600)) 
ACCEPTOBLIG obllg(VENDOR, d0(cozmn(X), acceptEvent(X, PROPOSEMSG), tl + 3600)) 
Figure 6.10: State of the standing customer-vendor contract after the customer has sent a 
proposal to the vendor 
Assuming successful execution of the sub-contract, the sub-contract will eventually initiate the 
owns fluent, which since it is an imported fluent (cf. Section 5.2.3), will also be initiated in the 
agent's top-level beliefs. Consequently, the antecedent of the first rule of the agent's purchase 
plan (cf. Figure 6.7), holdsAt (owns (id(, Item), now()) will succeed. The customer agent will 
finish executing the plan due to the succeed action on the right-hand side of the rule. 
But what happens if the vendor chooses to violate his obligation to accept the purchase contract? 
This could happen for several reasons, for example if the vendor is out of stock, or if the 
vendor deliberately decides that honouring their contract with the customer is not worth their 
while. Whatever the reason for violation, the state of the standing contract will reflect this 
unambiguously as a violated fluent (cf. Section 3.5.2). 
The antecedent of the second rule of the customer's plan, selon(SC, holdsAt(violated(oblig( 
Vendor, do(comm(X), acceptEvent(X, Proposal)), DL)), now())), will now succeed (cf. Fig- 
ure 6.7). As a consequence, the agent will execute the fail action (cf. Section 4.5) which will 
cause the agent to record that this plan failed, and for the original new goal event + ! owns (id () , 
Item) to be reinserted into the agent's set of goal events, so that the agent may try to achieve 
the goal in a future agent cycle. Note that the full name of the plan together with all of its 
arguments is recorded as failed, which will inhibit the main agent thread from re-selecting this 
particular plan instance for this goal in the future. The advantage of this scheme is that if the 
agent has multiple standing contracts (e. g. with different vendors), the customer's purchase 









Figure 6.11: The vendor initially has no obligations 
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to SC on each attempt. Moreover, the record of failure of a plan that uses some contract can be 
used to revise reputations and to avoid using that contract in future. 
This plan shows how an agent can reason with its contracts to achieve its own ends. The agent 
designer may wish to extend the purchase plan library with plans where the customer uses 
contracts where the vendor is not necessarily obliged to accept the purchase contract. In this 
case the plans could be tried in order of most likely acceptance rate (by means of a maintaining 
a history) or perhaps in order of ascending item price. 
6.3.2 Accepting the Purchase Contract 
In the previous Section, we discussed how the customer reasoned with respect to the standing 
contract between it and the vendor, which resulted in the sending of a proposal for a purchase- 
contract. Now we will discuss how and why the vendor is directed to accept this proposal. 
Prior to the customer sending their proposal, the vendor will be executing four intention threads. 
One intention monitors for new contracts (cf. Section 5.3.1) and three forked sub-intentions 
monitor the vendor's existing contracts (cf. Section 5.3.3). These are, respectively, a standing 
contract with their customer, a standing contract with their bank, and a standing contract with 
a courier agent. Figure 6.11 shows this graphically. 
Figure 6.10 shows the state of the customer-vendor contract after the customer has sent their 
proposal. The time point t represents the current time and ti and to represent earlier time 
points, with to being the earliest. The vendor has two obligations, REPLYOBLIG and ACCEPT- 
OBLIG. Each obligation has a corresponding obligation monitoring thread (cf. Section 5.3.4), 



















Figure 6.12: The vendor agent accepts the customer's proposal 
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The first obligation is to reply to the vendor, with either an accept or reject message. The second 
obligation is to reply with an acceptance. Since the second obligation is more specific than the 
first, the second obligation subsumes the first (cf. Section 5.3.6). Therefore only the second 
obligation monitoring intention (cf. Section 5.3.4) gives rise to a contractual goal that must be 
met by the agent. The goal is represented as a contractGoal(C, do(comm(X) , acceptEvent(X, 
PROPOSEMSG), ti + 3600)) term. The agent must find a plan for it in its plan library. Since 
the message is fully determined, the generic communication plan from Section 5.3.7 will be 
applicable and no additional plans will be necessary to handle the goal. 
One of the requirements for a valid propose message is that it be sent using the propose interac- 
tion protocol (cf. Section 3.4). As a result, the propose message starts a new conversation with 
a conversation identifier and a conversation state. For the sake of example, we have named this 
conversation identifier cidi. The conversation state is represented by the convState fluent. After 
the propose message, the conversation moves to the proposed state; hence the convState(cidl, 
proposed(activeContract(customerVendorContractJ'urchase(... )))) fluent listed in the con- 
tract state summary in Figure 6.10. 





holdsAt (fulf illed(REPLYOBLIG) , t) 
holdsAt(fulfilled(AccEPTOBLIG), t) 




AcCEPTMsc - vendor: accept(activeContract(customerVendorContract_Purchase(... ))) 
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Figure 6.13: The state of the standing contract after the vendor has accepted the proposal 
After the accept message has been sent, the state of the standing contract looks as in Fig- 
ure 6.13. The accept message has fulfilled both obligations, resulting in the obligation fluents 
being replaced with fulfilled fluents. The conversation state for the interaction is now in the 
accepted state. 
Figure 6.14 shows a message sequence chart showing the customer proposing a purchase contract, 
and the vendor accepting. The diagram shows the state of the contract after each message. 
6.3.3 The Purchase Contract 
An additional effect of accepting the customer's proposal is that the act iveContract(customer- 
VendorContractPurchase (... ) fluent has been established in the context of the standing con- 
tract (see Fgure 6.13). Since activeContract is an imported fluent (cf. Section 5.2.3), it will 
also be established in both the customer and the vendor's top-level beliefs. Consequently the 
monitorAllContracts intention (cf. Section 5.3.1) will create a new intention for the monitoring 
of the customerVendorContractJ'urchase contract. 
Figure 6.15 presents the initial state of the purchase contract, with t representing the current 
time. Note that the start event of the contract, occuring at time point t2, is simultaneous 
to the accept event in the standing contract (cf. Figure 6.13). This mechanism behind this is 
explained in Section 5.2.3. 
Both agents monitor the obligation to achieve an order number, but only the vendor has it as 



















Figure 6.14: The customer proposes to the vendor 
happens(start, t2). 
holdsAt(ORDERNOOBLIG, t). 
holdsAt(timer(ORDERNoOBLIG, t2 + 100), t). 
ORDERNoOBLIG - oblig(vendor, achieve(order_no=_), t2 + 100) 
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Figure 6.16: Intention hierarchy as customer agent monitors the purchase contract. 
MonitorAllContracts 
MonitorContract 











Figure 6.17: Intention hierarchy as vendor announces an order number. 
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We show a simple plan to achieve this below. The plan newOrderNo starts by calling a function 
to generate a new order number. The call to principal determines the customer (since it is a 
two party contract, the customer will be the other principal). informEvent constructs an inform 
message to the customer about the order number, and finally, the achieve on the right hand side 
will cause the message to be sent to the customer, tagged with respect to the purchase contract 
context (cf. Section 5.3.7). 
+! contractGoal(C, achieve(order_no=_), DL): true: newOrderNo(C). 
newOrderNo(C) { 
genNewOrderNo(OrderNo) A principal(C, Customer) A CustomerLid() A 
informEvent(Inform, id(), Customer, order_no=OrderNo) = 
achieve(contractGoal(C, do(comm(Inform), true) DL)). 
} 
Once the order number has been announced, however, there will be two new obligations: one on 
the customer to pay for the item, and one on the vendor to deliver it. We summarise the state 






holdsAt(timer(DELIVERYOBLIG, t3 + 259200), t). 
holdsAt(timer(PAYOBLIG, t3 + 100). 
ORDERNOMSG VENDOR: inform(order_no=5869) 
DELIVEROBLIG - oblig(VENDOR, achieve(done(delivered(... ))), t3 + 259200) 
PAYOBLIG 
-- oblig(vENDOR, achieve(paid(... 
))), t3 + 100) 
6.3.4 Delivery 
We look at the plan the vendor uses to achieve the delivery: 
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+! contractGoal(C, achieve(done(DAct), DL)): 
DAct = delivered(item: I, destination: Dest, reference: R) A 
holdsAt(activeContract(DC), now()) A 
isDeliveryContract(DC, Courier, id()) A 
selon(C, authoritative(Courier, done(DAct), now())) A 
requestEvent(DReqE, id(), Courier, DAct) A 
selon(DC, initiates(DReqE, oblig(Courier, achieve(done(DAct)), DDL), now())) A 
DDL<DL: 
deliverProduct(DC, C, Courier, Dest, DAct, DReqE, DL). 
deliverProduct(DC, C, Courier, Dest, DAct, DReqE, DL) { 
selon(DC, happens(IE, _)) 
n 
informEvent(IE, Courier, id(), done(DAct)) A 
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reportEvent(RE, id(), Dest, IE) = achieve(contractGoal(C, do(comm(RE), true), DL)). 
true = achieve(contractGoal(DC, do(comm(DReqE), true), DL)). 
I. 
The plan works in a similar way to the customer's plan to make use of standing contracts to 
purchase items. Here the plan is triggered on the event of a contractual goal contractGoal(C, 
achieve (done (DAct)) , DL) which arises 
from the monitorContractoblig intention (cf. Section 5.3.4) 
when a new obligation on the agent itself is detected by the monitorContract intention (cf. Sec- 
tion 5.3.3). Figure 6.17 shows the intention threads executed by the vendor agent. 
The guard of the plan first restricts the applicability of the plan to goals to achieve delivery. Then 
it scans through all the active contracts searching for a delivery contract DC that has been agreed 
between the vendor and a courier agent, Courier. Next, selon(C, authoritative(Courier, 
done (DAct) , nowo)) 
determines whether the chosen courier agent is authoritative about the 
done (delivered (... )) fluent in the context of the contract C (the contract in which the delivery 
obligation has arisen). The following two lines query whether, in the context of the delivery 
contract DC, a request from the vendor to the courier would necessarily result in an obligation on 
the courier to deliver. The last line checks that the deadline of the courier's delivery obligation 
would be before the deadline of the vendor's delivery obligation. 
Suppose that the customer-vendor contract, instead of committing to a single courier in the plan 
label (courier: Co), allowed the courier to be selected at the time of delivery. In this case there 
would be multiple clauses of the form authoritative(courierl, 
DELIVERED, 
_) in the purchase 
contract. 
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Already the line selon(DC, initiates (DRegE, oblig(Courier, achieve (done (DAct)) , DDL), now()) ) 
allows a great deal of flexibility in the delivery contract. There could be arbitrary conditions 
on the definitions of the corresponding initiates clause, including constraints on the frequency 
with which the vendor can request deliveries. If the contract cannot be used because the delivery 
request would not oblige the courier to deliver the item, the plan guard will backtrack and a 
different delivery contract will be tried (isDeliveryContract(DC, Courier, id()). If the plan 
guard fails after all attempts to find a solution, the agent cycle will look for other plans in the 
plan library to achieve the delivery. 
The vendor might want to choose an appropriate courier based on various criteria. For example, 
one courier might be more expensive than another but offer a faster delivery. The vendor might 
choose to use a faster courier for certain kinds of items, or indeed certain kinds of customer. To 
take these kinds of pragmatic issues into account, we could restructure the plan selection rule 
as follows: 
+! contractGoal(C, achieve(done(DAct), DL)): 
DAct = delivered(item: I, destination: Dest, ref erence: R) A 
findDeliveryContract(C, I, DAct, DC, DCCost) A 
\+ (findDeliveryContract(C, I, DAct, DC2, DC2Cost) A DC2Cost <DC): 
deliverProduct(DC, C, Courier, Dest, DAct, DReqE). 
The plan guard above calls f indDeliveryContract with several parameters: C is the contract for 
which the vendor has an obligation to achieve delivery, I is the item to be delivered, DC is a 
variable that will be bound to the delivery contract that is found, and DCCost will be the cost of 
using the delivery contract. The last two lines of the plan guard try to find a delivery contract 
DC that has a cost DC such that there is no other applicable delivery contract DC2 which has a 
lesser cost DC2Cost. This is a standard way of finding the minimum from a query that can yield 
multiple answers. 
findDeliveryContract(C, Item, DAct, DC, DCCost) : - 
holdsAt(activeContract(DC), now()) A 
isDeliveryContract(DC, Courier, id()) A 
selon(C, authoritative(Courier, done(DAct), now())) A 
requestEvent(DReqE, id(), Courier, DAct) A 
selon(DC, initiates(DReqE, oblig(Courier, achieve(done(DAct)), DDL), now())) A 
DDL<DL A 
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selon(DC, initiates(DReqE, oblig(id(), achieve( 





_)), _), now())) 
A 
isAcceptableContract(DC, Item, DDL). 
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Above we show the definition of findDeliveryContract. It is very similar to the original plan 
guard we presented, except for the last two lines. The last line calculates the cost by querying 
the delivery contract as to how much the vendor (ido) will be obliged to pay to the courier in 
the event of making a successful request. The predicate isAcceptableContract is defined below. 
isAcceptableContract(DC, Item, DeliveryDeadline) : - 
maxDeliveryTime(Item, MaxDeliveryTime) A 
DeliveryTime = DeliveryDeadline - now() A 
Del iveryTime <MaxDeliveryTime. 
The call to maxDeliveryTime(Item, MaxDeliveryTime) queries to the agent's beliefs about what 
the maximum delivery time should be for a particular item. DeliveryTime is calculated from 
the difference between the delivery deadline (passed in from findDeliveryContract) and the 
current time. Finally the last line enforces the constraint that the delivery time is less than the 
maximum delivery time for this kind of item. 
The deliverProduct teleo-reactive plan (page 172) has two condition-action rules. The condition 
of the first line is looking for an inform event in the context of the vendor-courier contract (DC) 
about the completion of the requested delivery (done(DAct)). The second part of the condition 
constructs, by means of unification with the unbound variable RE, a reported event which will 
be used to establish delivery in the vendor's original contract C. The right hand side of the rule, 
achieve (contractGoal (C, do (comet (RE) , true), DL)), ensures that the event RE will occur 
in the 
context of the contract C, which is the purchase contract. See Section 5.3.7 for more information 
on the do (comet) goal. 
Since the first rule is only applicable once the inform event has occurred, the second (true = ... 
) 
rule will typically be executed first. The right hand side ensures that the delivery request event 
(DReqE) occurs in the context of the delivery contract DC. 






































The customer must find a way to pay for the item. Figure 6.19 shows one possible plan to achieve 
PAID. As before, the plan definition comes in two parts, an AgentSpeak(L) style plan selection 
rule, and a teleo-reactive plan. We examine the rule guard of the first part (lines 6-15). The 
basic mechanism of this plan is to establish a bank transfer between the payer and the payee. 
Of course, the customer should only do this if the bank transfer counts as valid payment in the 
context of the purchase contract (C in this case). 
The id() function returns the agent identity of the agent executing the plan. For convenience 
and clarity, we assign this to a variable Payer. 
Lines 7 and 8 determine what, if any, banking contracts the customer has. The definition of 
isBankingContract is not shown, but it is similar to isStandingContract and isPurchaseContract 
(discussed on page 162). The following two lines, 9 and 10, determine from the contract C which 
banks should be involved in the transfer. 
Line 11 performs the most significant reasoning. It reads: according to the contract C, will the 
Paid fluent be initiated if the Payer reports an inform from the Payer's bank (PayerBank) that 
the bank transfer (PAYMENT) has been done. If the query succeeds, the following bindings will 
be made: 
" Inf ormEvent will be bound to a partially-instantiated message from the payer's bank to 
the payer (the customer) describing the known details of the done (PAYMENT)) information. 
" ReportEvent will be bound to a message from the payer to the payee (the vendor) reporting 
the InformEvent. 
Although Inf ormEvent, and consequentially ReportEvent, are not currently fully ground, they 
will become unified with the Payer's bank's actual future inform message. We will see how this 
occurs in the execution of the teleo-reactive plan (lines 18-27). 
Line 14 verifies that the customer has sufficient funds in the bank account to pay for the item. 
One implementation of this predicate is given below. A more flexible implementation (which 
could take into account arbitrary bank conditions) would, instead of comparing to see that there 
is a sufficient available balance, query to see if a request to debit would result in an obligation of 
the customer's bank to achieve it. This would be in the same spirit as the customer's purchase 
6.3. Enactment 
1 PAID - paid(payer: id(), payee: Payee, item: Item, price: Price, reference: Ref) 
2 PAYMENT - payment(from: Payer, from-bank: PayerBank, 
3 to: Payee, to-bank: PayeeBank, money: Price, reference: Ref) 
4 
5 +! contractGoal(C, achieve(PAID), DL): 
6 Payer = id() A T=now() A 
7 holdsAt(activeContract(BankContract), T) A 
8 isBankingContract(PayerBank, Payer) A 
9 selon(C, holdsAt(bank0f(Payer)=PayerBank, T)) A 
10 selon(C, holdsAt(bank0f(Payee)=PayeeBank, T)) A 
11 informEvent(InformEvent, PayerBank, Payer, done(PAYMENT)) A 
12 reportEvent(ReportEvent, Payer, Payee, InformEvent) A 
13 selon(C, initiates(ReportEvent, PAID, now())) A 
14 suff icientFundsFor(BankContract, Price) A 
15 requestEvent(RequestEvent, Payer, PayerBank, PAYMENT): 
16 pay(C, BankContract, RequestEvent, InformEvent, ReportEvent, PAYMENT, DL). 
17 
18 pay(C, BankContract, RequestEvent, InformEvent, ReportEvent, Payment, DL) { 
19 selon(BankContract, happens(InformEvent, _)) 
20 achieve(contractGoal(C, do(comm(ReportEvent), true), DL)). 
21 
22 selon(BankContract, 
23 happens(RequestEvent, _) 
A 
24 not holdsAt(obliged(PayerBank, do(comm(InformEvent), _), _), now())) 
= fail. 
25 
26 true = achieve (contractGoal (BankContract, do(comm(RequestEvent), true), DL)). 
27 } 
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Figure 6.19: Customer's payment plan 
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plan (cf. Figure 6.7) where the customer queries to see if there are any contracts where the 
vendor would be obliged to accept a short-term purchase contract. 
sufficientFundsFor(BankContract, money(Amount, Currency)) :- 
selon(BankContract, holdsAt(balance(money(Available, Currency)), now())) n 
Amount <Available. 
The last line of the guard (line 15) constructs a request event from the payer (the customer) to 
the Payer's bank to carry out the PAYMENT. Line 16 indicates that the pay teleo-reactive plan 
is an applicable plan given that the guard (lines 6-15) succeeds. 
The second part of the payment plan definition, lines 18-27, is the teleo-reactive plan. There 
are three rules, which we consider in reverse order. 
Line 26 is the default rule that executes when the first two conditions fail. The action part 
states that the customer agent should ensure that the RequestEvent (constructed on line 15) is 
sent in the context of the BankContract contract. 
We cover some possibilities for failure on line 22. If, after sending the request, the customer's 
bank is not obliged to tell the customer that the debit was performed, something has gone wrong 
and the customer cannot proceed with the plan. The action fail (cf. Section 4.5) causes the 
customer's agent cycle to attempt a different plan to achieve payment (perhaps backtracking to 
line 7 where a different bank-contract could be chosen). There are two reasons that the bank 
might not be obliged to send the inform event: 
9 Between the evaluation of the plan guard and the execution of the teleo-reactive part, the 
customer's bank balance has decreased such that it is no longer sufficient to cover the cost 
of the item. 
9 The bank was obliged, but for some reason it failed to honour the obligation. In this case 
the original obligation was terminated and a violation fluent was later initiated in its place 
(cf. Section 3.5.2). 
Finally, once the bank has sent the inform message, the only thing that remains is to report it 
back to the payer as proof that of payment. This is accomplished by lines 19 and 20. 
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Once the customer and the vendor have both fulfilled their obligations to respectively pay for 
and deliver the item, the purchase contract reaches its conclusion. The state of the contract at 






holdsAt(fulf illed(DELIVERYOBLIG), t) 
holdsAt(fulfilled(PAYOBLIG), t) 
holdsAt(owns(CUSTOMER, ITEM), t) 
DELIVERMSG - VENDOR: inform(done(delivered(... ))) 
PAYMSG CUSTOMER: inf orm(done(payment(... ))) 
Lines 26 and 28 of the customer-vendor contract (cf. Figure 6.3, page 150) is responsible for the 
initiation, and respectively termination, of the owns fluent. Since this fluent is typically declared 
by agents to be an imported fluent (cf. Section 5.2.3) these initiations and terminations will be 
reflected into the agent's top-level beliefs. This means that the customer will now believe that 
they own the item. The vendor will now believe that they no longer own the item, but instead 
that the customer owns it. 
6.4 Outsourcing Goals Using Service Contracts 
The enactment of many of the contracts in this scenario involved outsourcing the goals to other 
agents. A useful thing for an agent to know would be how late it can postpone the outsourcing. 
One reason for this is that the current contracts which can achieve the goal might be expensive, 
and new cheaper contracts might be agreed in the meantime. 
Below, we present a generic outsourcing plan that an agent could use to achieve (done (Action) ) 
for some action Action by means of making a request in the context of a service contract and 
then reporting the evidence of that action to the original contract in which the agent had the 
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goal obligation. In our scenario, both the delivery contract and the bank-client contract would 
be service contracts because they provide some service when requested in exchange for payment). 
We leave for future work extension of the plan below to take into account the cost of outsourcing 
(in terms of the obligations that will result on the agent as a result of making a request to the 
service providers) . 
First we look at the AgentSpeak(L)-style plan selection rule: 
+! contractGoal(C, achieve(done(Action)), DL) 
holdsAt(activeContract(SC), now()) A 
isServiceContract(SC, Provider) A 
selon(C, authoritative(Provider, done(Action), now())) A 
latestRequestTime(SC, Provider, Action, DL, ReqE, LatestReqTime) A 
LatestReqTime - 10 <now() A now()< LatestRegTime - 5: 
outSource(C, ReqE, Action, SC, Provider). 
This plan is appropriate to contractual goals, which are created by obligation-monitoring in- 
tention threads (cf. Section 5.3.4), for a contract C from some action Action by deadline DL. 
The plan guard starts with a query of the active contracts in order to find which are service 
contracts, and what agent is providing the service. Furthermore, we check that the Provider is 
authoritative in contact c, so that when the provider informs that the action has been done, it 
can be reported to contract C to fulfil the agent's obligation. 
The call to latestRequestTime determines what the latest request time is that the agent could 
possibly make to the provider in order for the resulting obligation on the provider to have a 
deadline less than the agent's deadline. 
latestRequestTime(SC, Provider, Action, DL, ReqE, LatestReqTime) :- 
timesBetween(DL, now(), -5, LatestReqTime )n 
isUsefulFor(SC, Provider, Action, ReqE, LatestReqTime, DL). 
The timesBetween(From, To, Step, Time) predicate returns all the time-points between From 
and To separated by Step time units. Step is negative here because the predicate is counting 
down, rather than up. The implementation of timesBetween is not shown. The idea here is 
that we examine time points between now and the deadline, starting with those closest to the 
deadline. The predicate succeeds with the first time-point for which isUsefulFor succeeds. Since 
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our implementation language is Go! we can even prevent latestRequestTime from returning any 
earlier times after the first answer, simply by suffixing the call to it with an exclamation mark 
which indicates that only a single solution is required (not shown). 
The predicate isUsefulFor(SC, Action) queries the service contract SC to determine if a request 
from the agent will result in an obligation to perform the action. If the predicate is successful 
the fourth parameter, ReqE, will be bound to such an request message, which can then be passed 
to the teleo-reactive plan for sending. The fifth argument, T, is the time at which to query 
the contract. By querying the contract at time points in the future, we are assuming that no 
significant events will happen in that contract between now and then. Of course, this assumption 
may not be valid, and perhaps more sophisticated prediction is possible here. ByWhen is the hard 
deadline by which the task must be accomplished, and corresponds to DL in the lines above. 
isUsefulFor(SC, Provider, Action, ReqE, T, ByWhen) :- 
requestEvent(ReqE, id(), Provider, Action) A 
selon(SC, initiates(ReqE, oblig(Provider, achieve(done(Action)), TaskDeadline), T)) A 
TaskDeadline <ByWhen 
The operation of isUsefulFor is as follows. First a request event is constructed; then the service 
contract is queried to see if it will result in an obligation to perform the action. The deadline of 
that obligation is bound to TaskDeadline. If successful, a final check is made to verify that the 
potential task deadline will be on or before the absolute hard deadline ByWhen. 
Now we look at the teleo-reactive outsourcing plan. 
REQGOAL - contractGoal(SC, do(comm(RegE, true)), LatestReqTime) 
outSource(C, ReqE, Action, SC, Provider, LatestReqTime) 
{ 
selon(SC, happens(InformDone, T)) A 
inf ormEvent(InformDone, Provider, id(), done(Action)) = 
call(reportEventPlan(C, InformDone)). 




failedPlan(_, REQGOAL) = fail. 
true achieve(REQGOAL). 
} 
As before, the teleo-reactive plan is designed such that initially only the last rule will 
be appli- 
cable. In this case the agent must send the request to the provider 
in the context of the service 
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contract SC. If the send message fails, the agent architecture will assert a top-level belief that 
the send message plan failed (see Section 4.5). The penultimate line tests for this condition and 
fails the outsourcing plan as a result. The second rule tests to see if the provider violates their 
obligation to bring about done (Act ion) . 
If so, the outsourcing plan fails. As a result of plan 
failure, the original contractGoal will be reinserted into the agent's event store and another plan 
will be tried (or this one, but with a different binding of variables). Finally, the first rule of the 
plan reacts to successful completion of the event, and invokes the reportEventPlan (not shown) 
to report the evidence of that action to the other principals of the contract C. 
Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
7.1 Summary of Achievements 
This thesis has presented two main contributions: a language for the representation of contracts 
between computer agents, and an agent architecture suitable for monitoring, executing and 
exploiting these contracts. 
The contract representation language, ECCG (cf. Chapter 3), has several desirable capabilities 
and characteristics: 
" The contract language is deployable in different distributed scenarios. In our examples, we 
have mostly talked about the peer-to-peer model; however, the language is equally usable 
in a more centralised, contract-channel architecture. 
" An agent is able to query a contract at any time about the current legal state. This includes 
the obligations, permissions, and prohibitions that have been established by the contract. 
The answer is unambiguous, and indisputable. 
We accomplish this by defining a small set of communicative messages and interaction 
protocols together with rules which show how these messages interact with obligations, 
violations, permissions, rights. In addition, we describe how certain agents can be declared 
to be authoritative about a range of facts, a mechanism useful not only for the outsourcing 
of goals to other agents, but also to act as umpires (to monitor actions) for all agents in 
a given institution. We provide further flexibility by describing a mechanism by which 
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agents in a two-party contract may negotiate changes to contract variables (fluents) while 
they are executing the contract. 
" The agent is able to query the contract for past legal states. This is achieved by the Event 
Calculus foundation of ECCL. Since all queries about contract state specify a time point, 
queries about past contract states are easily posed by specifying a time point in the past. 
By posing a query over all time points in a given past interval, more advanced queries can 
be made. For example, we can analyse the performance agents executing a contract to 
answer questions like, "on average, with how much time to spare has this agent fulfilled 
its obligations", or "out of all the obligations that this agent has borne to date for this 
contract, how many have been fulfilled and how many violated? " 
" The contract language facilitates queries about the services a contract provides. This is 
accomplished by posing the query, "what event will lead to an obligation on another agent 
to achieve my goal? " Even although we are querying for just one event, the effect can be 
quite far reaching. The reason is that once another agent has been obliged to achieve a 
goal, it is then responsible for it. If that agent is running the agent architecture that we 
have proposed, the plan library can lead to several options for bringing about the goal, 
each of which may have sub-goals and may also involve further outsourcing. The result 
is effectively the distributed generation of a multi-step multi-agent distributed plan to 
accomplish the agent's goals. 
" Events relative to one contract are usable to fulfil obligations in another. This is achieved 
by means of the reported events mechanism, in combination with a means of identifying 
trusted third parties and the facts about which they are authoritative (cf. Sections 3.9 
and 3.7). 
The agent architecture (cf. Chapter 5) has several desirable features: 
" Multiple contracts can be handled simultaneously. We accomplish this by being able to 
determine to what contract each message event pertains. In particular, the selon(C, G) 
predicate evaluates a query G in the context of a contract C. We facilitate the migration 
of contract-specific beliefs to the agent's own top-level beliefs by means of the imported 
fluents mechanism (cf. Section 5.2.3). This allows, on the one hand, for all the contract 
states to be isolated from each other, and, on the other, for an agent to easily track those 
contractual effects that are more wide reaching, such as the making of sub-contracts and 
the transfer of ownership. 
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" Conflicts between multiple threads of activity can be identified and resolved. The archi- 
tecture includes the concept of an incompatibility relation which can be extended by the 
agent designer to identify potential conflicts. 
" An agent can detect changes in circumstances, taking advantage of fortuitous events and 
taking account of set-backs. The use of teleo-reactive plans ensure that the agent is always 
performing the most appropriate actions at any given time. Even so, the teleo-reactive 
plan has the ability to fail. If this happens the agent will try to achieve the same goal 
using a different plan (or the same plan, but with different parameters) (cf. Section 4.5). 
This is particularly powerful in the context of outsourcing, where if a partner agent fails 
to accomplish an outsourced task, the agent can attempt to exploit another contractual 
relationship. 
" The agent designer needs to specify only the domain-specific parts of the agent. The 
architecture includes a default plan library for common situations that the agent may 
need to handle. This includes the monitoring of contracts, obligations and prohibitions, 
as well as a default message send rule for ground messages. 
7.2 Applications 
Although our contracting agent architecture has been designed specifically for use with our 
contracting language, much of the design is usable with other contract languages. The key 
features that the contract language must provide are: the ability to query what contracts are 
active, what obligations and other legal states exist and whether they have been fulfilled, violated 
or otherwise discharged. One of the benefits of using SCCL with our agent architecture is that 
both use the Event Calculus to manage state. This makes features such as belief tracking across 
multiple contracts (cf. Section 5.2.3) easy and natural. Additionally, it means that planning 
algorithms can more easily be developed to work over both the agent's beliefs and contract 
states. 
One limitation of our contract language is that it relies on all principals of the contract to 
have a consistent view of the events relevant to the contract. The problem arises when it is in 
the interest and in the power of a principal to conceal an event from the other principals. An 
example of this kind of contract would be the non-disclosure agreement - an agent A could sign 
a non-disclosure agreement with B such that A agrees not to tell any other agent about certain 
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information. If A chooses to violate this agreement, it may be in the power of A that the event of 
the telling of the information remains concealed from B. However, it is still possible to express 
non-disclosure agreements. This can be done by specifying in the agreement that a third-party 
agent is authoritative about whether the agreement has been broken. This might be a "judge" 
agent, a "police" agent or even a "snitch" agent, whose job it is gather evidence that A has 
violated the non-disclosure contract and report it directly to all the parties of the contract. 
Even if the enforcement of this type of contract is problematic, our contract language is widely 
applicable. In Chapter 6 we have described a typical e-commerce application involving cus- 
tomers, vendors, banks and delivery agents. Other areas of applicability are: 
" agreements between companies comprising a virtual organisation, or between business 
units of a large enterprise. 
" as a service description language. The language has the all the power of logic programming 
to specify constraints on messages exchanged between parties. 
" as a service level agreement language. Our language has been designed as a generic contract 
language, so some extra terms, predicates and convenience functions would need to be 
defined to make it particularly suited to the representation of SLAs. 
" in the area of mobile agents, to model the social contract an agent must accept when 
entering a society [50]. The contract would be agreed between the agent and the society. 
The events relative to the contract would be the messages sent and received by the mobile 
agent, which would need to be mediated by a wrapper agent (called a controller in [127] 
and a wrapper in [24]). 
" as a treaty definition language. An area of particular interest is for computer games 
(such as Diplomacy [32] or Defcon [162]) where treaties may be agreed between in game 
characters. Our agent architecture would be particularly suitable for the monitoring and 
execution of such treaties. 
7.3. Future Work 
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7.3.1 Dynamically Downloaded Contract Templates 
In our examples (cf. Sections 5.5 and 6.3) we have assumed that the agents already share 
the contract templates about which they may make proposals and reason. A relatively minor 
enhancement would be for an agent to keep a list of the contract labels that it knows about, 
and when the time comes to perform reasoning with the contract to dynamically download the 
rules from on online resource. This is similar to an idea proposed by Gaertner et al. where 
an electronic ballroom agent would download a set of norms on entry to the ballroom [70]. 
In our system, the contract label itself could reference the online resource, perhaps including 
cryptographic measures such as a hash to ensure the authenticity and integrity of the downloaded 
rules. 
An alternative is for an agent to inform another agent about the rules of a contract template, 
which can then be added to the agent's belief base and reasoned against. When truly dynamic 
contracts of this nature are agreed, it is important that both agents are executing the same 
contract. Consequently, it would be advisable for the contract agreement to be stored with and 
mediated by a trusted third party. 
Once an agent is able to dynamically extend the set of contract templates it knows about, there 
are further issues that must be addressed such as: what are the possible benefits or liabilities of 
this contract? Our agent architecture supports answering these kinds of questions in a limited 
way already. In particular, an agent can query what event will lead to the initiation of an 
obligation on another agent to carry out a goal. However, this query will fail if a sequence of 
events is required. We will look at this problem in more detail in Section 7.3.3. 
Without a first-principles planning engine, there are two ways in which an agent might make 
use of new contract templates: 
1. In the agent's plan library, instead of reasoning about specific contract templates, we can 
reason about classes of contract templates. We already do this in our multi-agent example 
(see Figure 6.7 on page 162) with calls to isPurchaseContract and isStandingContract. We 
propose to enhance the power of the agent's existing plan library by making it applicable 
to a wider range of contract templates. 
The challenge is to determine whether a new contract template falls into a class useful to 
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the agent's plan library. One way in which this could be achieved is by consulting another 
trusted agent in the system. That agent might have sophisticated analysis capability, or 
might be explicitly programmed and updated by the agent designer. 
2. If the agent's plan library is not sufficient to reason with the contract template, the agent 
may download additional plans (from some online resource) for the purpose. The challenge 
here is to determine whether the downloaded plans will be compatible with the agents 
existing plans. 
7.3.2 Management of Limited Resources 
Although there is already the concept of incompatible intentions in our agent architecture (cf. 
Section 5.4.1), it might be helpful to associate plans with additional information so that the 
agent can budget its resources more effectively. This information could be used during the agent 
cycle to periodically adjust the priority of running intention threads, perhaps even to abandon 
one or schedule another in order to alleviate projected resource shortages. 
One possibility is to allow the agent designer to associate a resource prediction function with 
the plans. For example, a function that estimates the resources required to manufacture an item 
using the manufactureItem plan, might be written as: 
remainingResourceRequirement( manuf actureItem(ItemKind, Item) )= 
totalResourceRequirement(ItemKind) - resourcesAllocated(Item). 
ItemKind would be the kind of item that is to be manufactured, and Item is an identifier rep- 
resenting the specific item being manufactured. The above function estimates the amount of 
resources remaining as an estimate of the total resources required to make that kind of item less 
the resources that have already been allocated to making the item. 
The idea might be further developed if resource estimation functions returned a vector of es- 
timated resource requirements, where the position in the vector corresponded to a particular 
resource type. For example, position 1 might be money, position 2 might be time, position 3 
might be fuel and so on. 
Another possibility to implement better resource management is to extend both the plan guards 
and the conditions of teleo-reactive programs with constraints, perhaps by means of constraint 
handling rules (CHR) [69]. For example, we might have a CHR constraint allocateFuel: 
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allocateFuel(N), allocatedFuel(M) <=> fuelAvailable(T), P is N+M, P 
-<T 
I allocatedFuel(P). 
The above rule is a multi-headed simplification rule. When an allocateFuel constraint is added, 
both the allocateFuel constraint and the existing allocatedFuel(M) constraint is replaced with 
an allocatedFuel (P) constraint provided that there is sufficient fuel available for the additional 
allocation, as represented by the condition fuelAvailable(T), P is N+M, P<T. We could use 
the constraint to attempt to allocate fuel when testing the guards of the relevant plans: 
+! location(Y) : position(X) A fuelRequired(X, Y, F) A allocateFuel(F) = moveTo(Y). 
Some modifications to the agent cycle interpreter would need to be made so that the successful 
constraint is only kept in the constraint store if the applicable plan is actually selected. 
7.3.3 Planning 
One of the advantages of using ordinary logic programs as the underlying representation of our 
contract language is that it allows the language to be interpreted in different ways. Coupled 
with the axioms of the Event Calculus, the language seems perfect for planning by means of 
abductive reasoning. 
Yolum and Singh represented the NetBill payment protocol in the Event Calculus and used an 
abductive planner to compute runs of the protocol (i. e. sequences of events that progress the 
protocol from start to finish) [45,156,178]. They represented the semantics of the messages in 
the protocol with rules that initiated and terminated commitment fluents. The commitments 
were either conditional commitments or actual commitments. The goal state of the planner was 
that there be no outstanding actual commitments. In this way they generated protocol runs. 
Abduction 
Reasoning by abduction involves a logical theory (Horn clauses, usually), a query to explain and 
a set of hypotheses (also called abducibles). The goal of abduction is to explain how the query 
can be true, when it ordinarily wouldn't be entailed by the logical theory alone. The explanation 
takes the form of a set of ground literals drawn from the set of hypotheses, that when taken 
together with the logical theory will entail the query. Explanations are usually required to 
be 
minimal in the sense that it should not be possible to remove a literal and still explain the query. 
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Finally, there might be more than one explanation for a given query. For example, given the 
following logical theory, if we posed the query a, with the set of hypotheses being {c, d, f}, the 
minimal explanations would be {c} and {d}. 




Abductive systems also allow for a set of integrity constraints to be specified. These allow con- 
straints on the combinations of hypotheses that make up the explanation. Integrity constraints 
are represented differently depending on the abductive system used. For example, in the above 
system, we might wish to specify that we cannot assume both f and d simultaneously. This 
could be represented as fAd=I. In our preliminary experiments we chose to use the CIFF 
[56,57] system because it allows integrity constraints to be specified as implications, where the 
right hand side need not be false, but could be some additional clause to be proved. We will see 
an example of this style of integrity constraint in the following. 
Abductive Planning 
An abductive Event Calculus planner uses the Event Calculus axioms, action descriptions in the 
form of initiates and terminates rules, and initial state in the form of initially rules as the 
logical theory. The set of hypotheses is every conceivable happens (E, T) clause as well as every 
conceivable ordering of the (symbolic) time points (<). The goal of the planner is typically some 
query of the form holdsAt (F, T) for some fluent F and time T. The explanation is just the set 
of happens clauses together with an ordering of time points that need to occur for the query to 
become true. A typical integrity constraint would be: happens (E, T) =precond(E, T). Where 
precond(E, T) is some Horn clause in the logical theory that describes a precondition that must 
be true before the event can occur. 
The precond rules can include calls to holdsAt, thus causing an abductive reasoning process to 
be recursively invoked. For example, if we take the following theory: 
initiates(swim, wet, _). 
precond(swim, T) F- holdsAt(have(swimmingcostume), T). 
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initiates(buy(X), have(X), T). 
precond(buy(X), T) - holdsAt(at(L), T) A sells(L, x). 
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If our query was holdsAt (wet, t) for some time t. The abductive planner would start off 
by examining the Event Calculus rule holdsAt(F, T) -initially(F). Since the fluent is not 
initially true (and initially is not abducible), the second alternative would be examined: 
holdsAt(F, T) - initiates(E, F, TO) A happens(E, TO) A TO <T A not clipped(TO, F, T) 
The call to initiates(E, wet, t) would succeed with a binding of E=swim. Next, the system 
would attempt to abduce happens(swim), which would trigger the precond integrity constraint, 
which would result in the evaluation of holdsAt (have (swimmingcostume) , t), which in turn would 
consider what events must be abduced in order have(swimmingcustome) to become true. The 
result would be an abduction of the happens (buy (swimmingcostume, ti) with a time point or- 
dering t1 <t. In turn, this would trigger the evaluation of the precondition integrity constraint 
again to ensure that we are at a shop that sells swimming costumes. 
The above example involved event preconditions. However, it is possible that events can occur, 
but their effects are dependent on the current state. Take, for example, the act of pressing 
a button on a slicing machine. The slicer will only produce a sliced object if the object is in 
contact with the slicer; otherwise the slicing wheel will turn, but there will be no slicing effect. 
We can represent this with the following: 
initiates(buttonSlice(X), sliced(X), T) - holdsAt(location(X, slicer), T). 
In the same way, if the abductive goal is hoidsAt (sliced (cheese) , t), the abductive system will 
conclude that a happens (buttonSlice(cheese), ti) fact must occur, with ti<t, and that also 
holdsAt(location(cheese, slicer), ti) must also be true, thus triggering further abductive 
reasoning processes. 
These two mechanisms are what allows abductive planning systems to implement a goal-regression 
style of planning. Essentially the system starts off with the target state and works backwards 
towards the initial state. 
7.3. Future Work 
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A similar application is possible with reasoning about contracts. In our system, the semantics 
of the events, the contract templates, the selon interpreter and any auxiliary definitions would 
form the logical theory. There are then a variety of different queries that one might pose to the 
abductive system, the most obvious of which is "what needs to happen in order for the agent to 
fulfil an obligation before the deadline? " The system then needs to present an answer in terms 
of the abduced happens events and the ordering of the time points. 
Ordinarily, planning involves just a single agent. However, our contract related agents operate 
in a multi-agent context. Consequently, it is not reasonable to assume that another agent will 
perform an event just because it is required by our plan. Some reason to expect the agent to 
perform the event is required. In a cooperative multi-agent system, it might be enough simply 
to inform the agents involved in the plan of the required actions. In our scenario, however, it is 
much better to assume that an agent will only perform an action if it is obliged to do so. Even 
then, the agent may fail to perform it. If this is a real possibility, it would be worthwhile to 
investigate how one could incorporate reliability metrics into the planning process, so that more 
reliable plans could be preferred over less reliable plans. 
With this in mind, we can express the idea that an event will occur if: 
" it has happened already in the past 
" it is an assumed future event that will be carried out by the agent itself 
" it is an assumed future event that will be carried out by another agent because of an 
obligation on that agent to do so. 
We can represent this in the CIFF [56,57] abductive system. In the following assumeSelf Happens, 
assumeAchieveHappens and assumeDoHappens are abducible (happens is not). Self corresponds 
to 
the identifier of the agent performing the planning: 
happens(E, T) *- pastHappens(E, T). 
happens(E, T) E-- assumeHappens(E, T). 
assumeHappens(E, T) - assumeSelfHappens(E, T). 
assumeHappens(E, T) - assumeDoHappens(E, T). 
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assumeHappens(assumeStarts(C, F), T) - assumeAchieveHappens(C, F, T). 
assumeSelfHappens(E, T) = inFuture(T) A eventSender(E, Self). 
assumeSelfHappens(E, T) A eventPrecond(E, P) inFuture(T) A holdsAt(P, T). 
assumeDoHappens(E, T) = 
futureContractEvent(E, C, T) A 
selon(C, holdsAt(oblig(X, do(E, Constraint), DL), T)) n 
selon(C, Constraint) A 
X Self A T<DL. 
assumeAchieveHappens(C, F, T) = 
futureContractEvent(assumeStarts(C, F), C, T) A 
selon(C, holdsAt(oblig(X, achieve(F), DL), T)) A 
X Self A T<DL. 
futureContractEvent(E, C, T) 
inFuture(T) A 
holdsAt(activeContract(C), T) A 
contractEvent(E, C). 
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The four rules containing = are the integrity constraints. The first two integrity constraints 
state that if we abduce an assumeSelf Happens fact, then we must ensure that the event is in the 
future and that the sender of the event is the agent itself. Also, any preconditions on the event 
need to be established. Here we have represented preconditions by means of an eventPrecond 
predicate which states which fluents need to be true before the event can occur. The integrity 
constraints should be read as "for alls" , every answer on the 
left hand side must imply a successful 
proof of the right hand side. 
The assumeDoHappens integrity constraint is relatively simple. The event must be a future- 
ContractEvent, meaning that it is in the future (at some time T), and that it is in the context of 
some contract (that is active also at time T). There must be an obligation at time T for another 
agent x to perform the event E by a deadline DL. The deadline must not have expired, and any 
constraints on the event must be satisfied. These constraints typically partially instantiate the 
message, for example constraining it to be in reply to another message, or perhaps constraining 
it to be a particular type (accept, request, propose etc). 
The assumeAchieveHappens integrity constraint is less straightforward. The idea here is that 
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Now 
pastHappens(eO, t0) 




pastHappens(e3, t3) assumeAchieveHappens(e6, t6) 
Past Time Future 
Figure 7.1: Abductive planning: the past, present, and future. 
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there must be an obligation on another agent X to achieve a fluent in the contract C's context 
for some unexpired deadline DL. We do not know how the agent will achieve it, indeed, it is that 
agent's responsibility, not ours. We assume that a virtual event assumeStarts(C, F) will occur 
at time T. The semantics of the assumeStarts(C, F) event is that it will initiate the fluent F 
when it occurs. 
All of the abduced happens events are just assumptions, so they are not valid in the present or 
the past. However, an agent that has made assumeSelf Happens assumptions can monitor them 
and actually carry out the actions. Similarly, the agent could monitor to see if an agent has 
performed as expected and adjust the plan as necessary (perhaps by filling in the actual time 
values). Figure 7.1 gives a diagrammatic representation of these concepts. 
There are several challenges in getting such a system to work: 
" How can we avoid endless planning since there are many opportunities for "planning 
loops"? This is where the system explores possibilities such as agreeing a new contract in 
order to agree a new contract in order to agree a new contract ad infinitum in order to 
oblige an agent to perform some activity. This problem can be solved to some extent by 
imposing a depth bound on the generated plans. 
" How to avoid planning to too great a level of detail? Ideally, plans should be top-level and 
hierarchical. Unfortunately, the system we have presented above is based on the generation 
of sequences of events where the events correspond to messages sent from one agent to 
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another in the context of a contract. The assumeAchieveHappens rules together with the 
assumeStarts(C, F) virtual event are a step in the right direction here. Other possibilities 
include so-called partial or incremental planning, where the initial steps are worked out 
and then the plan is refined and expanded in future agent cycles. The KGP model of 
agency [94] and Shanahan's map-building robots [157] are examples of such a system. 
" Debugging of abductive programs is a hard problem. Further research into debugging tools 
and techniques for abductive programs is required. 
" How do we obtain a good plan from the system? Ideally we want to represent information 
like expected cost of an activity, expected benefit, the likelihood of some assumed event 
happening. We would like the planning system to present the agent with several different 
plans with different cost/benefit/likelihood metrics, from which the agent could pick ac- 
cording to its priorities. It is not clear how to represent or compute with this information 
in an abductive system. 
In our preliminary proof-of-concept implementation, we encountered these problems. We did 
make some progress in the area of visualising the action of the abductive proof-procedure for the 
purposes of debugging by rendering the proof as a web-page. We used a mouse-over technique 
to hide irrelevant details, which helped the user understand what formulae had been derived and 
abduced at each proof-step. Unfortunately, due to the problem of planning loops, the amount 
of information soon becomes unmanageable, and this remains an area for future work. 
Appendix A 
Message Types 
For the convenience of the reader, we summarise the available event types below. See Section 3.3 
for a more detailed explanation. 
contractEvent(E, C) event E is in the context of contract C. 
eventField(E, F) event E has a field F. Fields correspond to the message event attributes 
above. For example, we will use convId(CId) to represent the conversation identifier field, 
which can then be accessed by means of eventField(E, convId(CId)). Since eventField 
is essentially a means of accessing the attributes of a message event, we use E. F(V) as 
syntactic sugar for eventField (E, F (V)) where F is the field name and V is the value of the 
field. 
proposeEvent(PE, X, Y, F) PE is a propose event from x to Y about the establishment of a 
fluent F. If agent Y replies with an accept the fluent is initiated. If the fluent is of the form 
activeContract (Label), then the proposal is to establish a contract between x and Y. The 
Label indicates the name of the contract together with any contract parameters. Propose 
events are messages with the propose protocol specified, which restricts the valid replies 
to either accept or reject events. 
acceptEvent(A, PE) A is an acceptance event in reply to a proposal event, PE. Accept events 
are also messages with the propose protocol specified. The agent receiving the acceptance 
should check the validity of the proposal event, meaning that the agent should check to 
see that the proposal event has been previously received and has been correctly quoted or 
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referenced. Figure 3.4 gives an example representation of an accept event for a long term 
contract between a customer (j ak97@imperial . ac . uk) and vendor 
(sale s@wiremeshRus). 
rejectEvent(R, PE) R is a reject event in reply to a proposal event, PE. Like acceptEvents, 
rejectEvent messages should specify the propose protocol. 
informEvent(IE, X, Y, F) IE is an inform event from X to Y that F holds. F is normally a 
fluent. 
replyTo(R, E) R is a reply to E. If the E message specifies a protocol, replyTo constrains R to 
be a valid response in the protocol. R and E must agree on the protocol attribute, and R's 
in-reply-to attribute must equal E's message identifier. 
cancelEvent(E, X) is a notification to cancel the contract. A right to cancel is necessary for 
this event to have the effect of cancelling the contract. See Section 3.6 for more information 
on rights and permissions. 
reportEvent(RE, E) indicates that RE is a report of an actual event E. This is most useful 
when E is an inform event from another contract that something has been achieved. Only 
events which actually occur may be reported - this constraint might be enforced by re- 
quiring event senders to digitally sign their events. See Section 3.9 for more information 
on reported events. 
requestEvent(E, A, F) E is a request event for agent A to bring about that F is true. A 
successful response is an inform event that F is now true. 
cancelEvent(E, A) E is an event communicated by agent A to attempt to cancel the contract. 
Further explained in Section 3.6.2. 
Appendix B 
Cached Event Calculus 
We implement a modular Event Calculus caching mechanism that optimises queries to the most 
recent time frame. The system indexes on time point and not fluent. Additionally our approach 
does not calculate maximum-validity intervals. Other approaches to efficient reasoning with the 
Event Calculus include [34] and [38] and could be used instead if required. 
The cache is implemented as a class, with the following interface (Go! syntax): 
cachedEventCalculus <" { 
addEvent : [Event, Time]*. 
holdsAt : [Fluent, Time]{}. 
initiates : [Event, Fluent, Time]{}. 
terminates : [Event, Fluent, Time]{}. 
}. 
addEvent is an action (procedure) that takes two arguments: an event and the time that it 
occurred. This action is invoked whenever there is a new event so that the cache may be 
updated. 
holdsAt is a binary relation between fluents and time points. This routine will read the cache 
instead of performing the usual event-calculus backward chaining inference. Traditional Event 
Calculus would also provide a notHoldsAt relation for the querying of fluents that 
have been 
explicitly terminated. Although we have not experienced a need for notHoldsAt, it would be 
easy to add. 
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initiates and terminates are ternary relations between events, fluents and time points. The 
default implementations return no answers. These relations are to be implemented in derived 
classes to define the actual domain-specific rules. In our contracting agent architecture, we have 
two sub-classes, one for the agent's own beliefs, and one to manage the state of each contract. 
Internally the cache is represented by the fluents mutable field: 
fluents : list[(Time, dynamic[Fluent])] 
The type of fluents is a list of pairs of time points and sets of fluents. The list is ordered by 
descending time points, so that the most recent time points are fastest to access. The sets of 
fluents associated with each time point indicate what fluents hold immediately after the time 
point. 
We now describe the operation of a call to addEvent (E, T) . 
1. Find the most recent time point T' in the fluents cache that is less than T. 
2. Remove any fluents cached after T' . 
3. Add the event E, T to the internal event history. 
4. For each event in the internal event history after T' create a corresponding cache for the 
fluents that hold immediately after that event's time point. This is done by querying the 
initiates and terminates rules. 
The operation of holdsAt can now be described: 
holdsAt(F, T) :: (Ti, set) in fluents, T> Ti :- set. mem(F). 
The operation of holdsAt relies on a ground value for the time point T. 
Go! only finds single 
solutions to predicate guards, so (T1, set) in fluents, T> T1 will always succeed 
in the 
same way, namely by yielding the most recent fluent set in fluents after the given 
time T. The 
call to set. mem (F) succeeds for each matching F in the cached 
fluent set. 
Appendix C 
ECCL Extension Modules 
C. 1 Lists 
This module defines the member relation on lists. We use the Prolog list constructor syntax. 
[] is the empty list, and [E I L] is a binary constructor with first argument an element E and 
second argument the tail of the list L. 
member (E, [EI_]). 
member(E, [XIL]) - member(E, L). 
C. 2 Sliding Sum 
We present a module that can be used to track the sum of a concept over a sliding window. See 
Section 3.12.4 for an introduction to this concept. 
include "http: //www. doc. ic. ac. uk/-jak97/eccl/lists. module" 
md5: 2435809a360bd3b91420d515ba3b7a7f. 
terminates(E, slidingSum(F, W)=V, T) 4- 




sumDelta(F, D, T) A not (D = 0). 
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C. 3. Comparative Fluents 
initiates(E, slidingSum(F, W)=V1, T) 




sumDelta(F, D, T) A not (D = 0) A 
V1 = VO+D. 
initiates(E, timer(subSlidingSum(F, W, D), Ti), T) 
holdsAt(slidingSum(F, W)=_, T) A 
delta(E, F, D) n 
D>O A Ti = T+W. 
sumDelta(F, SD, T) - sumDeltal(F, SD, T, 0, []). 
sumDeltal(F, SD, T, SDAcc, L) E- 
happens(E, T) A 
delta(E, F, D) A 
not member(E, L) A 
SDAcc1 = SDAcc+D A 
sumDeltal(F, SD, T, SDAcci, [EIL]). 
sumDeltal(F, SD, T, SD, L) E-- 
not (happens(E, T) A delta(E, F, 
_) 
A not member(E, L)). 
C. 3 Comparative Fluents 
Comparative fluents greaterThan and lessThan. 
terminates(E, greaterThan(F, K), T) - initiates(E, F=V, T) A V<K. 
initiates(E, greaterThan(F, K), T) +-- initiates(E, F=V, T) A K<V. 
terminates(E, lessThan(F, K), T) - initiates(E, F=V, T) A K<V. 
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initiates(E, lessThan(F, K), T) - initiates(E, F=V, T) A V<K. 
Appendix D 
ECCL User Guide 
D. 1 Syntax 
In order to aid implementors of the SCCL, we present here a grammar that will parse syntactically 
well-formed contracts and reject ill-formed ones. 
contract :. = compound ' {' clause* ' }' 
compound :. = id '(' args ')' I term [: =+-] term 
id :. _ [a-z] [a-zA-Z0-9_]* 
number [+-] ? [0-9] [0-9] * {' .' 
[0-9] [0-9] * }? 
args :. = EI term { ', ' term }* 
term :. = var I nonvar 
var :. _ [A-Z-][a-zA-Z0-9_]* 
nonvar :. = id I number I compound 
clause :. = fact I rule 
fact :. = nonvar '. ' 
rule :. = nonvar F- goal '. ' 
callterm :. = var I id I compound 
goal = 'true' I 'false' I callterm 
'(' goal ' )' 
-, goal 
goal A goal 
goal V goal 
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For the goal production, the i operator binds the most tightly, and the A operator binds more 
tightly than the V operator. The empty string is matched by c. String literals are indicated 
by single quotes. The star, *, indicates that the production to which it is a suffix should be 
matched zero or more times. The question mark, ?, means that the production can be optionally 
matched (zero times or once). The square brackets indicate a set or range of characters to be 
matched. Curly braces are used to group productions. 
The astute reader will notice that the clauses of a contract are in fact Horn clauses. A standard 
Prolog parser will suffice to parse these clauses, if 4- is rewritten as : -, A is rewritten as ,V is 
rewritten as ; and -i is rewritten as \+. 
Note that the syntax does not include macro definitions. This is because macros are not part of 
the concrete syntax of ECCG; rather they should be handled by means of a preprocessing phase 
which should expand the macro definitions where used in the contract text. 
D. 2 Meaningful Contracts 
Although a contract template may be syntactically well-formed, there are some extra require- 
ments to make it useful in practice. 
" All contract templates should include a principal clause, so that the principal agents of 
the contract can be readily identified. Recall that, according to the contract semantics (cf. 
Section 3.3), only messages uttered by the principals may be considered as valid events in 
the contract's event history. 
" Almost all contract templates will include variables in the contract label. It is possible to 
write a contract template without such variables; however, its applicability and reusability 
would then be limited to the particular rules that have been included. Reuse of contract 
templates is desirable, because it will often be the case that a contract must go through a 
possibly costly checking procedure before they will be used in real-world situations. 
" When attempting to initiate one fluent when another has been initiated or terminated, 
it is important that the same event and time variables be used in both initiates or 
terminates clauses. For example, in initiates (E, f, T) - initiates (E, g, T) the same 
event variable E and the same time variable T are used. This means that fluent f will be 
initiated whenever fluent g is. 
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" If the contract initiates a timer (X, T) fluent, then there should be corresponding reference 
to an alarm(x) event. If such a reference does not exist, it is likely that the contract drafter 
has made an error. 
" Although the initiation of an obligation also causes the initiation of a corresponding timer, 
it is usually an error to attempt to include rules that initiate or terminate fluents in re- 
sponse to the corresponding alarm event. The reason is that should the obligation be 
fulfilled, the timer will be terminated and so the alarm event will never occur. If the inten- 
tion was to bring about a further state change as a result of the violation of an obligation, 
it would be better to make this clear in the contract by performing a so-called `chained 
update' (see Section 3.5.3). For example, instead of writing initiates(alarm(oblig(A, G, 
DL)), f, DL), one should write initiates(E, f, T) +- initiates(E, violated(oblig(A, 
G, DL)), T). 
9 Note that ECCL is a distinct language from Go! As such, the only kind of arrow that is 
permissible in the contract language is the kind that occurs to indicate a Horn clause, -. 
9 Related to the previous point, selon is the interpreter for the contract language (see 
Section 3.11.1). It is illegal to refer to selon from within the contract templates themselves. 
" Although the contract drafter can initiate and terminate his own domain-specific fluents, 
it is important to realise that certain fluents have special meaning in ECCL. Section D. 3 
details these fluents. 
" Although it is possible to extend any of the contract rules, it is inadvisable and usually a 
mistake to extend holdsAt. The correct way to modify the results of the holdsAt predicate 
is to define more initiates and terminates rules. See also Section D. 4 for a summary of 
those predicates which should be extended by the contract drafter and those which should 
not be. 
D. 3 Reserved Fluents 
We now provide a list of fluents whose meaning is already reserved: 
constant -a fluent that indicates that another fluent may take on only one value 
(see Sec- 
tion 3.7). 
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convState a binary fluent associating a conversation identifier with a particular conversation 
state (see Section 3.4). 
right -a binary fluent associating an agent with a right to perform some action, such as cancel 
the contract (see Section 3.6.2). 
oblig -a ternary obligation term associating an agent, a goal and a deadline (see Section 3.5). 
fulfilled -a unary fluent indicating that a particular obligation has been fulfilled (see Sec- 
tion 3.5.1) . 
refrain -a binary fluent indicating that a particular agent is required to refrain from performing 
some action or achieving some state of affairs (see Section 3.6.1). 
violated -a unary fluent indicating that a particular obligation has been violated (see Sec- 
tion 3.5.2). 
timer -a binary fluent indicating that a particular named timer is due to elapse at a particular 
time. This will bring about an alarm event at the specified time unless the fluent is 
terminated before that time (see Section 3.11.2). 
not(F) - fluents of this form indicate the concept of logical negation of the fluent F (see Sec- 
tion 3.7). 
K=V - fluents of this form indicate the concept of a multi-valued fluent (see Section 3.7). 
and(F, G) - fluents of this form indicate the concept of logical conjuction between the fluents 
(see Section 3.10). 
or(F, G) - fluents of this form indicate the concept of logical disjunction between the fluents 
(see Section 3.10). 
multiple -a ternary fluent used in conjunction with obligations to indicate that the goal must 
be satisfied a number of times before the obligation may be considered to be fulfilled (see 
Section 3.12.2). 
greaterThan -a binary fluent indicating that one multi-valued fluent is greater than another 
(see Section 3.12.4). 
lessThan -a binary fluent indicating that one multi-valued 
fluent is less than another (see 
Section 3.12.4). 
D. 4. Reserved Predicates 
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A list of predicates whose meaning is already reserved is given below. We divide the predicates 
into two groups, those which should be extended by the contract drafter, and those which should 
not be. 
Extendable Predicates 
In addition to any domain-specific predicates that the contract drafter may wish to add, the 
following predicates can be extended: 
initiates, terminates - this is the primary means by which obligations may be initiated, so it 
is expected that all contracts will define at least one initiates rule. However, it is possible 
that there be no domain-specific terminates rules. 
authoritative - The authoritative agents mechanism (cf. Section 3.7) works closely with the 
reported events mechanism (cf. Section 3.9). It is necessary for the contract to specify by 
means of the authoritative predicate which fluents particular agents should be authorita- 
tive about, so that messages from these agents can be reported to serve as evidence that 
a particular term has been fulfilled or violated. 
incompatible - by default F and not (F) are considered to be incompatible. Should the contract 
wish to deal with other forms of mutually exclusive fluents (for example alive and dead), 
this predicate should be extended appropriately (see Section 3.6.2). 
principal - The principals of the contract should be specified (cf. Section 3.2). 
mutuallyAgreedEvent - In order for a fluent to be changed by negotiation, it needs to be 
mutually agreed. By default this rule restricts mutual agreement to two party contracts. 
The contract drafter may wish to provide additional means by which agreement can be 
reached (see Section 3.8). 
validProtocolTransition -a three argument predicate used to 
define interaction protocols 
(see Section 3.4). 
D. 4. Reserved Predicates 
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In addition to all the event predicates (see Appendix A), the following predicates should be 
considered non-extendable. 
holdsAt - This is the most important Event Calculus axiom. It is easy to extend it incorrectly 
(leading to situations where fluents hold when one might expect them not to, and do 
not hold when one might expect them to). The contract drafter is advised to extend the 
initiates and terminates rules instead. 
sameContext - This is an auxiliary predicate used by the reported event mechanism (see 
Section 3.9). 
validProtocolEvent - This defines what events are valid with respect to their interaction 
protocols. To define additional interaction protocols, extend the validProtocolTransition 
predicate instead (see Section 3.4). 
twoPartyContract - This is an auxiliary predicate used by the negotiation mechanism (see 
Section 3.8). 
constantEstablished - This is an auxiliary predicate that is used to control how fluents are 
initiated or terminated in response to inform events (see Section 3.7). 
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